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PREFACE
Although Chu Hsi (II30-I200), the most inflential of 
the Sung philosophers, is the subject of two books by 
J. Percy Bruce, no work has yet been done in England 
on his predecessors in the Ueo-Confucian movement. The 
most important of these are the brothers Ch'eng Ming- 
tao(1032-85} and Ch’eng Yi-ch’uan (I033-II07), of whom 
the fullest account in a Western language is to be 
found in thirty pages of Forke’s history of Chinese 
philosophy. Chu Hsi never made any secret of the fact 
that almost all his basic ideas (l_i and c h 1 i, his ver­
sion of the Mencian theory of human nature, the
’investigation of things’, self-discipline by ching) were 
derived from Ch’eng Yi-ch’uan ; and the work of modern
Chinese and Japanese scholars has made it increasingly
clear that the subjectivism of Chu Fsi’s rival Lu 
Chiu-yuan (1139-92) is anticipated by Ch’eng Ming-tao. 
Thus we have the unusual case of two brothers who 
have a reasonable claim to be the founders of both 
the competing schools which dominated Chinese philosophy
for the next five hundred years.
The present work is concerned solely with 
the thought of the Ch’eng brothers and with their 
relation to each other and to earlier and later
thinkers in the Neo-Confucian movement. Among the sub­
jects which have not been considered are the political
background of Neo-Confucianism and the extent to which
it was influenced by Buddhism. The Sung philosophers 
were strongly opposed to the reform movement of Wang
An-shih, and the earliest Neo-Confucian schools (those of
Chang Tsai in Kuanchung and of the Ch’engs in Loyang)
were formed immediately after the opposition of Chang
Tsai and Ming-tao had led to their dismissal from 
office. It would be of some interest to investigate 
whether there is any connection between their philo­
sophy and their concern to defend the established 
order. Again, Ch’eng Ming-tao, like Chang Tsai and
Chu Hsi himself, studied Buddhism, Taoism and the 
hundred schools in his youth and only later returned
to Confucianism. Were the ideas which the Sung philo­
sophy shares with Buddhism borrowed directly, or were 
they ideas which had been absorbed into Confucianism 
so long ago that their origin had been forgotten ?
To see these problems in perspective it wrould be nec-
essary to devote more time to such qucoti ons as tne 
social and political history of the Sung, Buddhism, 
and the influence of Buddhism on the Confucian liter­
ature of the previous thousand years, than to the
Ch’eng brothers themselves; it therefore seems best to
leave their solution to scholars better iHiiiit fitted 
to deal with them.
The romanisation used is that of Wade, but
omitting the circumflex accent and writing yjL. for i_.
Chinese are always called by the surname and personal 
name, except for the Ch'eng brothers themselves, who 
are given their posthumous names Ming-tao and Yi- 
ch’uan. The reason for making this exception is 
simply that when they are known as Ch'eng Hao and
Ch'eng Yi it is difficult to remember which is wdiich.
References to Chinese sources are to chuan iL 
(when the pages are separately numbered), to page, and 
generally to line. With editions printed in the Western 
fashinn, without a regular number of columns, the line 
indicated is that of the main text, ignoring headings 
and notes. Although other references have been left to 
the notes at the end of each chapter, those to sayings
and writings of the Ch’engs have been given immediately 
after the passages quoted. It was felt that anyone 
reading with the Chinese text at hand wall prefer not 
to have to turn over pages whenever he wishes to find
the original.
I should like to express my gratitude . to 
Prof. E.D. Edwards, who supervised the preparation of this
thesis ; to Prof. W. Simon, Dr. A.D.Waley, Mr Gordon 
Downer, Mr.J.Y.Liu, and Mr J.R. M'Ewen, to mention only 
a few w'hose initials I happen to remember ; and abo-^e 
all to Mr D.C.Lau, for many stimulating conversations
on Chinese philosophy and for checking all translations
from the Yi shu. If the reader notices fewer mistrans­
lations from this than from other sources, he will know who to
thank.
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Part I.
BACKGROUND
I. INTRODUCTION
There are two great periods in the history of 
Chinese thought, the latter part of the Chou dynasty
(c.500 -22IBC) and the Sung (96® -1279). The former is 
the period when the old feudal order collapsed under 
the pressure of continued internecine wars, and the 
effort to restore a disintegrating society produced a 
rich variety of conflicting ways of thought ----- the
practical moralism of the Confucians, the mysticism
„ A
of the Taoists, Mo Tzufs doctrine of universl love,
the hedonism ascribed to Yang Ohu, the logical anal­
ysis of Kung-sun Lung, the cosmology of the Yin~
Yang school, the Legalist conception of a state 
founded on objective law. The philosophical activity
of the Warring Kingdoms ended with the restoration
of stability under the Han (206BC -220AD) and the con­
solidation of a centralised bureaucracy in place of 
the feudal nobles. Confucianism became the doctrine of 
the new ruling class, and, with the exception of
Taoism, all its rivals soon disappeared.
The Sung philosophy was produced by quite 
different conditions. The Confucian bureaucracy establish-
ed under the Han was not finally dislodged until the
p r e s e n t  c e n t u r y  ; b u t  f r o m  -r * +
' ^ Irom bhe first centuries AD it
f e l t  i t s e l f  t h r e a t e n e d  b y  t h e  s u r  por* n-p u  ■
o L-ue s p i e a a  o f  B u d d h i s m ,
which it accused of denying the loyalties to family 
and Emperor on which the established order depended. 
Buddhism brought from India a metaphysical system 
more advanced than anything known in China, the
influence of which soon permeated the thought even of
its enemies, and this eventually stimulated the Confuc™
ians to produce a system capable of competing with 
it. The motive of the new movement was thus conserv™ 
ative, the need to find intellectual foundations for 
values which had been called in question. These it
sought in the past, in the thinkers of the Warring 
Kingdoms, claiming that all the scholarship of the 
intermediate thousand years had been corrupted by 
Buddhism and Taoism. But although the Sung philosophers 
had some knowledge of the rival schools of the
Warring Kingdoms (I), they neither respected nor under­
stood any ancient thinkers except the Confucians--
which, since there is no speculation in most of the 
Confucian classics, and they were prejudiced against
Hsun Tzu by his doctrine that human nature is evil, 
meant in practice Mencius and the authors of the 
Doc tr ine of the M ean, the G-r eat learning, and the
appendices of the Book of Changes. Towards these they 
had the attitude of the Mediaeval scholastic towards 
the Bible and Aristotle ; they conceived their mission
3as the discovery not of a new philosophy hut of 
the forgotten meaning of canonical texts. However, this 
attitude is not incompatible with profound originality, 
especially since the authorities on which they aiiHWBsi:
imagined themselves to depend allow much 
more latitude than those recognised by the scholastics
of Mediaeval Europe. In practice most of the quotat­
ions over which the ITeo-Confucians argued are so 
vague that^ was only one way for them to find out 
their meaning -------- to discover the truth on inde­
pendent grounds, which, being the truth, must be what 
the sages had in mind.
The thinkers of the Warring Kingdoms were
not interested in system-building, and therefore
leave many Europeans uncertain whether they deserve the 
name of ’philosophers* at all. Their main interest 
for us is perhaps that they express such an aston­
ishing variety of possible attitudes to life, egoism 
and universal love, mysticism and the cult of polit­
ical power. On the other hand the Bung philosophers
express only a single attitude, that of traditional 
Confucianism ; what makes them important is their 
attempt to give it a unified world-picture as coher­
ent as that of Buddhism. Confucianism had always
worked with a. number of sepxxarate concepts without 
finding it nec
essary to explain how they are
related ------ the Way (tao), the path along which
the world and man move ; heaven (t f ien), a semi-personal 
power which rules the universe by its decree (ming) as
the Emperor rules men ; principles (li), fey different
for different things, from which we can infer (t fui) 
new facts or how to behave in new situations ; the 
mind (hsin), which controls the body ; the nature 
(hsing), the raw state of man, which according to 
Mencius is good and according to Hsun Tzu is bad.
The great achievement of . the Beo-Confucians wras to 
create a system in which all these concepts have a 
place, to treat all concrete things as modifications 
of a primal material called ether (c h ’i), and the 
Way, heaven, the nature, as different aspects of the 
single principle (li_) which unites them.
The Gonfucian revival which culminated in 
the Sung is generally considered to date from the 
T ’ang writer Han Yu (768 -824). But for the first two 
and a half centuries this movement confined itself to
the defence of the values embodied in the classics
against the Buddhists and Taoists. Even the polemical
Confucians of the early Sung, of whom those who 
most influenced the coming philosophical revival were 
Hu Yuan (993 -1059) and Fan Chung-yen (989 -1052), for 
the most part remained indifferent to theorising.
5During the same period such men as Liu Mu (fl.I040), 
Shao Yung (IOII -1077), and Chou Tun-yi (1017- 1073) 
were speculating on the evolution of the cosmos from
a orimal unit, the Supreme Ultimate (T ’ai-ohi). But, as 
will he seen in the next chapter, these were not 
concerned with the defence of orthodoxy, and the charts 
and numerical calculations with which they worked
were said to have been derived from the Taoist C h ’en
T fuan (died 989). The combination of militant ortho­
doxy with philosophical speculation which characterises 
Neo-Confucianism is first seen in the brothers C h ’eng
Hao (1032 -1085) and C h ’eng Yi (IO33-. 1107) of Loyang 
(who will be called by their posthumous names -M-ing-
tao and Yi-ch’uan), and in their father’s cousin
Ohang Tsai (1020 “ 1077) of Kuanchung (Shensi).
Since we are concerned with the Ch’eng
brothers only for the sake of their ideas, it is not
necessary to give more than a brief outline of their
lives.(2^ In 1046-7 they studied under Ohou Tun-yi,
the thinker who is generally regarded, on grounds
that we shall later find reason to question, as the
founder of Weo-Confucianism. After this Hin«-tao studied
ttwxxasxgjyyg _ '
'the hundred schools*, Taoism and 
Buddhism for "nearly ten v ppt.qii
1 e*^cntually returning 
0 the Confucian classics (^) u-?
UJ. F ib brother attended
the academy (kuo-tzu chien ^  jlai, ), where he won
the attention of the principal Hu Yuan, one of the
leaders of the orthodox school. At the beginning of
the Chia Yu period (1056" 63) both were in the capital
taking their examinations. It was then that they first
met their kinsman Chang Tsai, who had been intro-
due ed to the Hoctr ine of the Mean by the orthodox
scholar Han Chung-yen, and who (like Ming-tao) had
recently returned to Confucianism after sowing his
wild oats in MxnrE Taoism and Buddhism. In 1057
±r
Ming-tao and Cnang Tsai passed the chin— shih examin­
ation and set out on their official careers ; Yi-
c h 1 uan was unsuccessful and withdrew into obscurity.^ ^
Bor some years Ming-tao rose steadily 
in the official hierarchy ------- keeper of records at
Hu and then' at Shang-yuan, magistrate at Chin-ch’eng,
at last censor at the capital (1069- 70), in which
position he is said to have favourably impressed
the Emperor. At this time Wang An-shih was carrying 
out his radical programme of reform against the 
bitter opposition of the orthodox scholars. Ming-tao
and Chang Tsai both resisted the new measures and 
were dismissed. The latter returned to Kuanchung and 
formed the first Heo-Confucian school ; Ming-tao, 
after continuing for some time to serve in minor 
offices under Wang An-shih, .joined his brother at
Loyang, where they formed a circle of disciples and 
taught together for ’nearly ten years* (5) until
Ming-tao's death.
The policy of Wang An-shih was repudiated
on the accession of the Emperor Che Tsung(I085 -*1100). 
Yi-ch’uan, who, as a failed candidate, had previously 
held no office hut had acquired a great reputation 
among the conservative faction, was made tutor of 
the young Emperor (1086-7). He soon returned to his 
disciples at Loyang, the honour having served merely 
to make him a victim when the reform policy was 
revived. During 1097- 1100 he was exiled to Eu-chou
in Szechuan ; in 1103, again feeling himself in 
danger, he disbanded his disciples and soon after
died.
Chang Tsai and the two C h 1engs share the 
same basic conception ------ that behind the changing
ether (c h 1i) of which the universe is composed there
is something permanent (called by Chang Tsai the 
Sunrerne Yoid, t 1ai—hsu, and by the ch engs Principle, 
Ij) , which is present in man as his nature, ttntil
recently it was generally assumed that any ideas 
which he shared with them were borrowed by Chang
Tsai from the C h ’engs. This view goes back to dis­
ciples of the latter such as Yang Shih and Yu Tso
"Chang Tsai’s learning originally came
from the C h ’engs, hu.t his disciples in Kuanchung 
use his writings as authorities and wish to regard 
themselves as a separate school.u 16)
‘’Then, hearing Ming-tao’s discussions, he 
sent away his disciples and completely abandoned his 
old learning in ord_er to devote himself to the Way.
“ —      Ghang Tsai accepted, Ming-ta.o’s words, and
consequently there are as many who live according to 
them among the Kuanchung scholars as among the men 
of Loyang. If you trace their ideas to the source, 
they originated with Ming-tao.1 (YS 367/If, 7)
But it is clear that some degree of 
rivalry between the Kuanchung and Loyang schools is 
reflected in these claims. Chang Tsai’s disciples dis­
persed soon after his death, several joining the 
O h 1 eng school, which thus became the ancestor of all 
later Neo-Confucianism. (The great Chu Hsi(1130-1200) wa 
the disciple of Li m  'JVung, himself the 'disciple of 
Lo T^ung-yen, who had visited Yi-ch'uan and studied 
under Yang Shih) It is therefore natural that the 
point of view of the Loyang school should have pre- 
vailed whether it was justified or not. Many mod, ern 
scholars find reason to question it(7). The earliest
direct statement on the point 'is found in the report
of the acts of Ghang Tsai written hy his disciple
Lu Ta-lin, who went over to the C h ’eng school in 
1079 18 J ; -
“Then he went on to look for the truth
in Buddhist and Taoist writings, and spent several 
years gaining a thorough knowledge of their doctrines. 
But realising that he was making no progress, he 
returned to seek it in the six classics. At the
beginning of Chia Yu (10.56 -63) he met the Ch’eng 
brothers of Loyang in the capital, and together they 
discussed the essentials of philosophy. He became
fully settled in his convictions and said : ’Our way
is complete in itself ; there is no need to seek
outside it.’ He abandoned all he had learned and 
learned from them*H (9)
But this statement was directly repudi­
ated by Yi-ch’uan himself
"Xu Ta-lin, writing the report of the
acts of Chang Tsai, says that on meeting the two
C h ’engs he abandoned all that he had learned. When 
Yin T ’un mentioned this, Yi-ch'uan said 'It is
reasonable to say that there were points in common 
between his life-long opinions and those of my brother 
and myself ; but it is untrue to say that he learned
from us. I recently charged Lu Ta-lin to cut out
the statement, and had no idea that it is still
10
included. This is little short of unscrupulous, M
(WS 11/4A/7-9)
The sentence criticised was evidently 
emended under Yi-ch'uan's influence, for in the extant 
text (9) it reads 'Then he abandoned all his heteradox
doctrines and became a pure ( C o n f u c i a n ) B u t
even this is .hardly consistent with what Yi-ch Tuen 
says. In any case Lu Ta-lin *s account admits that 
Ghang Tsai was at least in process of abandoning his 
heresies before he met the O h 1engs in 1057 ; and if 
Ming-tao was himself a heretic for fnearly ten years1
after leaving Ghou Tun-yi in 1047, it woulA* seem that 
neither was very far in advance of the other in this 
matter,
Ghang Tsai was twelve years older than the
elder of the C h fengs ,* they did not begin teaching in 
Loyang until about the time of his death in 1077, 
and very few of their surviving sayings and writings
are earlier than this date ; his works scarcely ever 
mention them., while theirs constantly refer to
him. If we explain the relationship by one-sided 
dependence, we can hardly avoid giving the priority 
to Ghang Tsai ; but it is much more likely that 
influence was mutual. As we have seen, they first met 
when taking their examinations, at a time when two
II
of them had only just returned to Confucianism, and 
their ideas were no doubt still unformed. In 1069 
both Ming-tao and Chang Tsai held offices at the 
capital, and the former sent in a memorial protest­
ing against the latter’s dismissal (I&). In 1077 Chang 
Tsai visited the C h ’engs at Loyang, and their con­
versations, which unfortunately seldom touched on phil­
osophy, were fully recorded (II). During their periods 
of separation they corresponded. ; Chang Tsai’s letters 
have perished, but there remain one written by 
Ming-tao about 1060 (12) and two of Yi-ch’uan’s, the
second dating from 1069 (13). These discuss philo- 
sophical differences in a tone of friendly contro­
versy. The sayings of the C h ’engs frequently refer
to Chang Tsai, criticising many of his opinions 
but expressing unlimited admiration for his West 
Inscription (14)
HOTES 1*1
I. Of the independent thinkers of the Warring King­
doms, the only one who may have had a certain 
influence on the Ueo-Confucians was Mo Tzu. Although 
they repeat the traditional objection that love should
not he indiscriminate hut should observe the degrees 
of relationship, they seem to have been a little 
touchy about the fact that ifesxisxxisxxHE their own
conception of benevolence as awareness that sms: we
are one with all things is .not so very different 
from Mo Tzu’s ’universal loveT. Han Yu had written 
arl l^say. on Heading Mo Tzu (Han Ch'ang-li chi 5/74). 
in which he claimed that there is no contradict ion 
between the ideas of Mo Tzu and Confucius, Yi-ch‘uan 
thought that the point of the essay was good but
that it was a little too tolerant of Mo Tzft's
errors. He observed
“Mencius says that Mo Tz6 loves his elder
brother’s son no more than his neighbour's son. Where
does Mo Tzfa say anything of the kind in his book V
But Mencius was ’pulling up the roots and stopping the 
source1, knowing that as it degenerated the doctrine 
would certainly be carried to this extreme.M(YS254/9-14) 
Chang Tsai once uses Mo Tzu’s term ’uni™ 
versal love' (chien ai £  CTCS 41/5), and his West
iMcriEtion was attacked by Yang Shih as tending
13
towards Moism. Yi-ch'uan defended it (YCWC 5/I2B/I-7) ; 
their correspondence is printed together in CTCS 9-IOn.
2. The primary sources for the lives of the Ch'eng 
brothers are :-
Report of the Acts of_ Ming-tao (YCWC 7/1 A/ -7A),
written by Yi-ch'uan in 1085.
Year-table of Yi-ch'uan (YS 370-377) by Chu Hsi, who
•it
published A in the supplement to the Yi shu
in 1168.
Biography of C h 'eng Hao and Biography of Ch'eng Yi 
(Yuan yen chi 3/53B-55B). The documents from the
'veritable records' on which the biographies in the
Sung History are based.
3. YCWC 7/6A/I2. Yi-ch' uan also "had many conversations 
with Zen Buddhists in his youth, wishing to observe 
how profound their learning was ; afterwards he gave
up these inquiries." (YS 68/4) Letters and sayings add­
ressed to a certain Yi-ch'uan by the Zen monk ling
Yuan are preserved in the Ling Yuan ho-shang pi-yii
3-5, and the Ch 'an-lin pao hsun I023./BI4-26. "From these 
Lin K'o-t'ang (39-41) draws the incredible conclusion 
that Ch'eng Yi-ch'uan was receiving instruction in 
Buddhism both before and after his exile to Thi-chou, 
one of his periods of greatest activity as a
Confucian teacher.
^ But the Yi-chfuan who corresponded with Ling "Yuan 
is mentioned by Chu Hsi, who says that, although
confused by some with O h 1 eng Yi-ch’uan, he was in
fact a. certain P !an Gh'un (YL I26/33B/8 -
34A/8)
4, ITWC I/IA/I3. CTOS 312/2
5. YS 365/2, 366/4
6 * Yang Kuei- shan chi S 7/ 6
7. Watanabe 458-9, Horlte 57, Lin ll'o-t'ang 4f
8. YS ch.2A Heading,
9. GTCS 312/8“10, restoring the original reading of
the last sentence as given by Ohu Hsi (WS.Il/4A/9n)
10. MTWC 2/2A,
11. YS ch.10
12. MTWC 3/XAB, the Letter on Composing the Nature. This
was written at some time after Ming-tao took up
his first office (IB/7), which was at Hu
in ICD58 (MTWC I/I.B/I,4)# His disciple Yu Tso implies 
that it was not long after (YS 367/2), and Chu Hsi 
says it was written at Hu (Chu Tzu ch !uan sbu 45/I0A/$ 
9). Another assertion of Chu Hsi, that he wrote it 
at the age of twenty-two or twenty-three (1053-4), is
clearly mistaken (YL 93/9A/I0)
13. YCWC 5/4A -5A. The second implies that liing-tao and
Chang Tsai were in the capital but . Yi-ch -uan was 
not l4B/5f), which seems to' have been the case
only in 1069,
14. The West Inscription is CTCS ch.I. The Cb/engs 
gave it to their disciples with the Oreat 
Learning (WS I2/I3B/I0}, and thought it the best 
thing written since Mencius (YS 39/4-6, 41/9, 217/14 -
218/2). Towards other writings of his they are more 
often critical than otherwise. See, for example (the 
passages discussed are sometimes given more fully in 
the Ts /ui yen than in the Yi shu) : -
YS 22/9-II 
71/If
133/13 (TY 2/24A/I0 -12) 
143/6 ----- ------
225/6-9 (TY 2/22B/5) 
290/7 (TY 2/ 3IB/I -3)
on CTCS 44/6
22/4,etc 
24/3 
45/13 
80/JL5f
IS X2/I7B/4
52/6
39/8
YCWC 5/Aa/9 ---- — —  24/1
II. CHOU TUN-YI AND THE BEGIIJNIYGS
OF NEO-C ONEUCIANISM
'It has been generally accepted for nearly eight 
hundred years that the Neo-Confucian school was founded
by Chou Tun-yi (IOI7 -1073) ; that his philosopny was 
handed on to the Ch ’eng brothers, who studied under
him in 1046-7 ; that it passed rrom them to Chang 
Ts.ai, who met them at the capital in 1057, and to
Shao Yung (IOII -1077), who was acquainted with them at 
Loyang ; and that after being spread over China in
adulterated forms by disciples of the Ch’engs, it was 
finally restored and completed by Chu Hsi (1130 -1200). 
This traditional picture is derived from Chu Hsi’s 
collection of the biographies of his predecessors, the 
Yi Lo yuan yuan lu . Modern scholars, although quest­
ioning certain points, continue to assume that Chou
Tun-yi was the founder of the Sung school and that
its development followed a straight line from him 
through the C h ’engs to Chu Hsi ; even so recent a
writer as Eeng Yu-Ian tries to show that Chu Hsi’s
central ideas are all implicit in Chou Tun-yi’s works.
(I). Nevertheless, the greatest thinker in a movement 
cannot be trusted to write its history ; he is likely 
to estimate his predecessors according to their utility 
to himself, and to assume that they are historically 
related as their ideas are related in his own mind.
Chu Hsi’s presentation of the early history of the 
movement deserves the kind of criticism which has 
long been given to his interpretation of the classics.
The most convenient point at which to
begin is the position of Shao Yung, who in the 
traditional scheme is balanced precariously on the 
edge of the Neo-Confucian school. Chu Hsi did not 
consider him worthy of inclusion in his anthology 
of the sayings and writings of his predecessors, the
Chin ssu lu . His life is included in the Yi Lo
yuan yuan lu , but immediately after those of the 
C h ’engs, giving the impression that, in spite of the
fact that he was six years older than Chou Tun-yi
himself, Chu Hsi considered that everything valuable 
in his teaching was derived from them.# Hut Shao 
Yung’s main work was concerned with charts and numer­
ical calculations based on the Book of Changes. to
which the Ch ’engs were indifferent and Chu Hsi attach­
ed only a limited importance ; and it has never been 
a secret that he derived them from a school which
was much older than the C h ’eng school and independent
of it. According to the epitaph written by Ming-tao, 
bhao Yung’s learning was derived from JLi Chih-ts‘ai, 
who derived it from Mu Hsiu ; ”v/hen traced to its
source the tradition goes a long way back.” (2 ).
Shao Yung’s son Po-wen stated that the science of
numbers was transmitted from Ch’en T ’uan [a Taoist
who died in 989; to Mu Hsiu, and from him through
Li Chih-ts’ai to his father (3). There are several 
poems of Shao Yung which reveal his admiration for 
Ch’en T ’uan (4), so that Ming-tao‘s failure to mention 
his Taoist predecessor is no doubt due to politeness 
to the deceased, whose orthodoxy he is careful to 
stress. After Shao Yung’s death his work was carried 
on by his son Po-wen and grandson Po, whose waitings 
often reflect the rivalry between the Shao and Ch ’eng 
schools.(5)
There is no evidence that ShBHxx5nx Shao Yung
was ever acquainted with Chou Tun-yi, but, as we 
shall see, these two are closer to each other in 
their basic assumptions than either of them are to 
the C h ’engs and Chang Tsai. This ceases to be sur­
prising w'hen it is realised that during the Ilth cent­
ury there was a school of thinkers interested in the
cosmology of the Book of Changes but for the most
part unconnected with the Confucian revival, and that 
the only reason wdiy these two w?ere distinguished from 
the rest as ‘Neo-Confucians * is that they were the 
ones who influenced. Chu Hsi. The cosmology illustrated
in the various charts circulating during this period 
was based on a passage in the Great Appendix of the
Book of Changes :-
"Therefore in the Changes there is the Sup­
reme
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Ultimate It ’ai-chi ^  ), which produces the two
types. The two types produce the four images, and 
these produce the eight trigrams.1 (6)
This passage refers primarily to the con­
struction of the diagrams used in divination. The two
types I --- and —  — ) are put together in four ways
to make the four images (* ~  - ----- --- — )
and in eight to make the eight trigrams ( —  , etc.)
which are combined to make the sixty-four hexagrams
( == , etc.). But if the diagrams enable us to
predict the future, their construction must correspond
to the principles followed by Heaven and earth ; and 
since in divination the lines of the hexagrams are
fixed by counting yarrow-stalks, number must in some
way lie at the basis of the universe a conclus­
ion wfex similar to that which the Pythagoreans are 
supposed to nave drawn from the study of musical
intervals. The passage in the Grea t Appendix was there­
fore assumed to describe the evolution of tne uni­
verse from the Supreme Ultimate, the two types corres­
ponding to the Yin and Yang and the four images to
the five elements.(It had long been the custom to omit 
earth w/hen relating the elements to schemes of four 
such as the seasons)
Shao Yung says • - 
"When the Supreme Ultimate divides, the two
16 2- °
types are in position* By the interaction of the 
Yang descending and Yin ascending, the four images are
produced. The interaction of Yin and Yang produces 
the four images of heaven, the interaction of hard 
and soft produces tbe four images of earth ; then the
eight trigrams are complete. After the eight trigrams
are mixed together, the innumeraoie tnings are produced 
from them. Therefore
I divides into 2,
2 into 4,
4 into 8,
8 into 16,
16 into 33,
32 into 64." (?)
The Supreme Ultimate is present within man
as his mind and as his nature It is unmoving but
shen ^ (8), generally translated ’spirit1, but imply-
m g ror the Sung thinkers not a personal spirit but
an impersonal power and intelligence which is active
in things without movement in soace. Shen produces
number, "which produces the pre-existent images (hsiang)- 
of things. The images assume form as instruments 
(concrete things)
"The mind is the Supreme Ultimate."
"The Supreme Ultimate is one, unmoving. It 
produces two ; when there is two there is shen."
"Shen produces number, number images, images
instruments.H
"The Supreme Ultimate, unmoving, is the nature. 
When it emits there is shen. when shen number, when 
number images, when images instruments."
the mind ; therefore tne charts are all developed 
from the centre. The innumerable transformations ana 
activities are born in the mind." (9)
sophical writings of undisputed authenticity ascribed
to the three predecessors of Shao Yung. C h ’ao Shua- 
chih, a late member of the Shao school, wrote in 
1107 that before Shao Yung "from C h ’en T ’uan down 
none had ever written a book." (*0) There was, howr' 
ever, a Record of the Dragon Chart (Lung t ’u chi
which survive. Its genuineness was questioned, from
motives which ao not seem to have been entirely 
disinterested, but in any case it was not written 
later than the fix middle of the Ilth century (II).
Its charts were based on the statement of the Great
Appendix that the oaa numbers up to ten belong to
heaven and the even to earth (12), and illustrated
the evolution of hxaxBrixxMiixxKacxih the ’innumerable 
things* by the interaction of heaven and earth. Since
the first was entitled "The numbers of the Dragon
"The learning is a training of
Even during the Sung there were no p m l o
Yc4.
JG ) ascribed to C h ’en T ’uan, fragments of
Chart before heaven ana eartn nave joined", the 
work evidently ignored the production of the two types 
from the Supreme Ultimate. (13)
The most important exponent of charts and
numbers before Shao Yung was Liu Mu, whose wTork was
presented to the Emperor early in the C h ’ing-li period. 
(I04I-8). (14) According to a tradition which appar­
ently originated in the Shao school, he was the 
disciple of Fan O-ch’ang, who wrote a work on the
Book of Changes, no longer extant, in the T ’ien-hsi 
period (1017-21),and whose learning was also supposed 
to have been derived ultimately from the Taoist Ch’en 
T * uan (15). X^p^^XKjpcxifixxLiBtxxMDtixxAjuutf 
xKXxxxxRgxxraxiex Liu Mu says : -
"By the Changes is meant the interaction of 
the Yin and Yang ethers. Until the Yin and Yang inter­
act, the four images are not in position ; before the
eight trigrams divide, from wlience could the innumer­
able things be produced ? Therefore the two types in
mutation produce the four images, and the four images
in mutation produce the eight trigrams. When these are
i (ft , J U m ,  t&noto Jim** "tyu Aia
doubled A to make the sixty-four hexagrams, the possibil­
ities of the world are completed. The diagrams w’ere 
provided by the sages to observe the images. The
images are responses above the level of form. ultimate­
ly forms are produced from images, images are
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provided from numbers. If the numbers are ignored, 
there is no means of seeing the origin of the
four images.H (16)
According to Liu Mu, the Supreme Ultimate
is the original undivided ether (ch 1i) and has no 
number or diagram. It divides into light, pure, round 
ether (corresponding- . to the odd numbers of heaven,
I and 3) and heavy, impure, square ether ( the even 
numbers of earth, 2 and 4). These are the images of
heaven and earth, still above the level of form. But
combining with 5, the ’ether of equilibrium and har­
mony ’,
1 produces 6, water
2 " 7, fire
3 w H 8 > wood
4 H n 9, metal,
while 5 doubles itself to become 10, earth. With the 
appearance of the five elements, the world of concrete
forms comes into existence.
Unlike Shao Yung and Liu Mu, Chou Tun-yi 
was not known as a philosopher in the Ilth century.
In 1134, almost as soon as his writings had been put 
in circulation by disciples of the C h ’engs, Chu Chen
fitted him into the pedigree of Shao Yung by assert­
ing that he received his Sucreme Ultimate Chart from 
Mu Hsiu, who got it from a disciple of C h ’en T ’uan
(17).
SjaBaxx3bui3QC±xxrax Mu Hsiu died in 3U 1032, when Ohou
Tun-yi was only sixteen by the Chinese reckoning -----
which is at any rate more than the age of Yi-ch’uan 
when he studied under Chou Tun-yi ; since they were
both in the capital in I03I-2 Chu Chen’s claim is
just credible (18). Whether it is accepted or not,
there can be no doubt that, although none of his few 
surviving writings are concerned with numbers, Chou
Tun-yi shares the general assumptions which distinguish 
Shao Yung and Liu Mu from the later Sung philo­
sophers. His Sxolanat ion of the Supreme Ultimate Chart 
begins :-
"It is the ultimate of nothing (19) which is 
the Supreme Ultimate. The Supreme Ultimate moving pro­
duces the Yang, and at the ultimate of movement
becomes still. Becoming still, it produces the Yin, 
and at the ultimate of stillness again moves. Move­
ment and stillness alternate, each at the root of the 
other. With the separation of Yin and Yang, the two 
types are in position. The Yang changing and the Yin 
according with it produce water, fire, wood, metal 
and earth." (20)
What is the relation of the C h ’engs £nd
Chang Tsai to these earlier thinkers ? The view that 
the teaching of the Loyang and Kuanchung schools orig­
inated with Chou Tun-yi is not found until the middle
of the I2th century ; earlier writers assumed either 
that it went back to Ch'en T ’uan or, more commonly, 
that it began with the Ch ’engs themselves. The former 
view is found in the memorial in which Chu Chen 
presented his commentary on the Book of Changes after
its completion in 1134. After saying that after the
Wei dynasty Confucians were prejudiced against the 
speculative approach to the Book of Changes by the
Taoist interpretations of Wang Pi and Chung Hui, Chu
Chen continues :-
"From this time the veay of heaven and the
way of man were rent apart and wrere not reunited 
for over seven hundred years. But after the glorious
rise of the present dynasty, exceptional people appeared 
from time to time. The Farmer Heaven Chart was trans­
mitted
from C h ’en T ’uan of P ’u-shang to C h ’ung Fang,
from Fang to Mu Hsiu,
from Hsiu to Li Chih-ts’ai,
from Chih-ts’ai to Shao Yung.
The River Chart and the Lo Wri ting were transmitted
from Ch$ung Fang to Li Fai,
from Fai to Hsu Chien,
from Chien to Fan O-ch’ang,
from O-ch’ang to Liu Mu.
The Supreme Ultimate Chart was transmitted
from Mu Hsiu to Chou Tun-yi,
from Tun-yi to C h ’eng Yi and C h ’eng Hao.
At this time Chang Tsai was teaching in association 
with the two C h ’engs and Shao Yung. In consequence, 
Shao Yung wrote the Huang chi ching shih,
Liu Mu expounded the fifty-five numbers of heaven
and unang rsai wrote sucn essays as ^ e  Supreme Har­
mony and The Three and the Two#” (21)
A similar view seems to be implied in Chu 
Kuang-t’ing*s recommendation of Yi-ch’uan to the Emperor 
a little before 1086 :-
C h ’en T ’uan and Ch’ung Hang were offered appointments. 
Their high reputation and simplicity of life were 
known to the whole world ; but I consider that Ch’eng 
Y i ’s worth is not necessarily less than theirs, and 
that some of his teaching is in advance of T ’uan 
and Hang. '* (22)
were the founders of a new movement is found in a 
memorial presented by Hu An-kuo soon after 1132. In 
this he requests that services of the C h ’engs, Shao 
Yung and Chang Tsai to the Confucian revival should 
be rewarded by posthumous titles and official patron­
age of their works. There is no reference to
and earth,
Chou Tun-yi wrote the T ’ung shu,
— 0 v V /
"In the time of the Imperial ancestors
On the other hand the view that the Ch’engs
Ch’en T'uan, Liu Mu or even Chou Tun-yi ; on the 
contrary he says :-
"It is long since the way of Confucius and
Mencius ceased to he handed down. Since the Ch’eng 
brothers for the first time brought it to light,
it has been possible to learn their way and attain
to it." (23)
As late as II5I &uo Yung, whose father
Chung-hsiao had studied under the Ch ’engs, wrote in 
the preface to his commentary on the Changes :-
"From the Han dynasty onwards scholars were
for the most part interested only in profit and
salary, and high office was the only ambition of*
graduates. Certainly one cannot expect to learn any­
thing from them about the way of the sages. More
than a century after the rise of the Sung appeared 
the Ch’eng brothers Ming-tao and Yi-ch’uan, from whom
Chang Tsai derived. These looked into the corruption 
of their predecessors and fought against the profit- 
hunting scholarship of the past thousand years, going 
directly to the sages for their teachers." (24)
This is also the way in v/hich the Ch’engs 
aHdx regarded themselves and Chang Tsai. Yi-ch’uan
wrote in his epitaph on Ming-tao :-
"After the death of the Duke of Chou the 
way of the sages was not applied ; after the death
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of Mencius the learning of the sages was not trans­
mitted. Since the way was not applied, for a hundred 
generations there was no good government ; since the
learning was not transmitted, for a thousand years 
there was no true Confucian ......  Ming-tao, born four­
teen hundred years afterwards, f ound the untransmitted 
learning in the remaining classics, and made it his 
object to use this way to awaken this people.”
(YCWC 7/7B/6-9)
The claim that the Ch'engs and Chang Tsai
were the first to restore the teaching of the sages, 
lost since the death of Mencius, is repeatedly made
by the Ch’engs and their disciples (25). This formula 
(which from Hu Hung and Chu Hsi onwards is applied
to Chou Tun-yi) is admittedly used mostly in panegyr­
ics, but as a matter of fact there is scarcely a 
prominent Confucian later than the barring Kingdoms
for whom the C h ’engs have the least respect. Tung 
uhung-shu, Yang Hsiung, the Wei-Chin scholars, Han Yu,
are all criticised freely. Of their immediate prede­
cessors those who receive most favourable mention are 
militant Confucians such as Hu Yuan (26) and Sun Ku
(27); but these had no philosophical ideas to be 
accepted or rejected.
There can be no doubt that it was the
influence of the scnool of charts and numbers ( in
particular, the personal influence of Chou Tun-yi) 
that first awakened the C h ’engs to an interest in
speculation ; but they were quite justified in suppos­
ing that their own approach was quite different. In
the first place Liu Mu, Shao Yung and Chou Tun-yi
were not polemical Confucians ; on the contrary their 
thought is of the hybrid kind prevalent since the 
Han against which the Ch ’engs were in revolt. As we 
have seen, the Shao school openly regarded the Taoist 
C h ’en T ’uan as its founder. Shao Yung often quotes 
Lao Tzd and Chuang Tzu, nearly always with approval
(28). Chu Hsi remarked on the Taoist sentiments in 
his poetry ; such themes as alchemy and the superior­
ity of foolishness over intelligence also surprise one 
in the poetry of Chou Tun-yi (29). The works of Liu 
Mu, Shao Yung and Chou Tun-yi were all included in
the two Taoist collections (30). In the middle of the 
Ilth century the Confucian revival end the development
of a philosophy out of the Book of Changes were 
still separate movements, which only run together in
the work of the C h ’engs and Chang Tsai.
"Further, their attitude to the Book of 
Changes is essentially different from that of their 
predecessors. The charts -which are so prominent in 
earlier -writers, and w^hich were revived by Chu Hsi, 
are completely absent from the ^orks of the Ch’engs
and Chang Tsai. They are equally indifferent to
numerical speculation, and reject the claim that the 
pre-existent ’images1 of things represented by the 
diagrams of the Changes are derived from number. Writ­
ing to an enquirer, Yi-ch’uan says :-
"You say in your letter that ’the meaning
of the Changes is ultimately derived from numbers*.
But this statement is wrong. There are principles 
before there are images, and images before there are 
numbers. In the Changes we depend on the images to
understand the principles, and it is also from the
images that we know the numbers. if we grasp the
pzxxRXRiBX meaning, the images and numbers can be
taken for granted. If you go out of your way to 
exhaust the secrets of the images and explore the
most minute implications of the numbers, that is to
’investigate the stream all the way to its end’, which
is the object of fortune-tellers and not the concern 
of a Confucian." (YCWC 5/I6A/4- 7 )
Yi-ch’uan expounds the hexagrams as a series
of moral admonitions, not as symbols of the evolution 
of the universe, and in fact very little of his phil­
osophy is to be found in his commentary on the 
Changes . The appendices (the last five of which are 
not covered by his commentary) are an important source 
of his ideas, but no more so than Mencius. the Great
learning , and the D octrine of the Mean.
The central place in the systems of Liu Mu,
Shao Yung and Chou Tun-yi is occupied by the Supreme
Ultimate, in that of the C h ’engs by it (principle).
This is much more than a change in terminology. Both
words refer to a ’one’ behind the ’many’ ; but to
call it the Supreme Ultimate implies that all things
come from the same source, being produced by the div­
ision of a primal unit ; to call it 2J, , that they
are united by a single principle running through them,
from which one can infer from the known to the
unknown. The new term is thus both less high-sounding
and more rational than the old, and calls attention
to the sudden change of intellectual climate of which
one is conscious in passing from Chou Tun-yi to the
C h ’engs. The older philosophy is expounded more system­
atically, in consecutive series of charts and numer­
ical calculations ; but it persuades less by reason
than by the fascination of symmetry. The ideas of the
C h ’engs are scattered over their sayings, commentaries,
a,nd letters, and are seldom justified by arguments
except in answer to some doubting disciple ; but when
assembled they form a coherent world-picture designed
to deal with real problems. .Nor do they tantalise us
with any of the mystifications of their predecessors,
who alwrays have the air of expounding secrets to an 
esoteric circle. The difficulty of understanding them i
simply the inevitable difficulty of understanding the 
ways of thought of a remote civilization nine hundred
years ago.
The Ch’engs were extremely critical of Liu
Mu (31)* They were personal friends of Shao Yung, who
also lived at Loyang, and recognised him as a true
Confucian, but were indifferent to his cosmological
speculations. Ming-tao once examined his system, but 
when his brother later asked him about it replied
"I have completely forgotten it." (32). Asked by Ch ’ao
Shtto-chih for instruction in Shao Yung’s philosophy,
Yi-ch’uan refused saying :-
"I lived in the same street w'ith Shao Yung
for some thirty years. There was nothing else in the
world that we did not discuss ; but w^ e never spoke
a word about numbers." (WS I2/I8B/If)
Their attitude to Chou Tun-yi needs a more
detailed examination. There is no doubt that they stud­
ied under him in 1046-7 (33*) • But at the time when
they left him the elder of the brothers was only
sixteen, and there is no evidence of any contact
between them after 1049 (34); moreover it was after 
leaving Chou Tun-yi that Ming-tao experimented with
Buddhism and Taoism for nearly ten years. Chu Hsi, 
whose own system is a combination of those of Chou
Tun-yi and ot the C h ’engs, naturally attached great
importance to a fact which made it plausible to 
suppose that the latter derived their ideas from the 
former. The assumption that the Ch’engs merely devel­
oped a stage further what they learned from Chou 
Tun-yi, the supposed founder of the Ueo-Confucian 
school, remains unquestioned in the standard works of 
Feng Yu-la.n and M  Ch’en Chung-fan, Bruce and "Forke. 
But Chu Hsi’s claim was not received without critic­
ism in his own time. Wang Ying-ch’en wrote in a 
letter to him :-
"I am afraid that it is going too far to
say that the C h ’eng brothers were disciples of Chou
Tun-yi. "Fan Chung-yen once saw Chang Tsai, thought 
highly of him, and gave him the Doctrine of the
Mean ; but one would not say that Chang Tsai was his
disciple.” (35)
More concrete objections were raised by 
Wang Tao (1487-1547), Chu Yi-tsun (1629-1709) and in our 
ow'n time by Ch’ien Mu (36). These point out that
there is some question what sort of relationship is
implied by the early statements that the two C h ’engs
’requested instruction from* or ’received instruction 
from1 ^hou Tun-yi, or ’heard him discuss the Way’ (33);
and that certainly they do not seem to have regarded
him as formally their teacher. Whereas Yi-ch'uan always 
refers to Hu Yuan, his teacher at the academy, as
Hu hsien-sheng (37), both of them call Chou
Tun-yi by his style, 'Chou Mao-shu’ (38). Again, the
last syllables in the names Chou Tun-yi and C h ’eng 
Yi happen to be written with tne same character.
The former name was altered from Chou Tun-shih in 
1063, to avoid an Imperial taboo ; Chou Tun-yi would 
hardly have assumed the name of a disciple, and if 
he had, it would have been the duty of the disciple 
to change his own.
Chou Tun-yi in the collected works of the Ch’engs(38). 
One fragment declares, unless the loss of its context 
gives a false impression, that "Chou Tun-yi was a
this possible exception, the references are compli­
mentary. On one occasion, after hearing Shao Yung 
discuss a problem he had raised, Yi-ch’uan said :-
known to argue as well as this was Chou Tun-yi, 
but not as systematically as yourself."(WC Supplement
men of old-'To talk with you for one night is as
good as ten years* study.’ But if in one day you 
make a real gain, it is worth much more than ten
years’ study. I once saw Li Ch ’u-p'ing ask Chou Tun-
yi what to do about his desire to study. Chou Tun-yi
said :'You are too old for it. It would be better
There are only about fourteen references to
poor Zen Buddhist (39). With
"In all my life the only person I have
5 A/5)
"Yi-ch’uan said : There is a saying of the
for me to talk to you.' Ch’u-p'ing then listened to
his talk, and after two years was enlightened.H (YS
303/I0f)
A curious feature of the references to
Chou Tun-yi is that, unlike those to Liu Mu, Shao
Yung and Chang Tsai, they are never concerned with
his ideas. One has the impression that the Ch’engs
deliberately avoided alluding to them, perhaps because 
they did not wish to criticise a man whom they rev­
ered, who had given them their first introduction to
speculative problems, and whose viewrs ?:ere in any case 
little known. What is still more striking is that he 
is never mentioned among the few* contemporaries wdiom
the C h ’engs recognised as true Confucians :-
"The only men of the present age whose 
faith in the Way was genuine and wrho were not deluded
by false doctrines were Shao Yung of Loyang and
Chang Tsai of Ch'in." (YS 76/8)
"I have met many people, but only three
wnose doctrines were uncorrupted  Chang Tsai, Shao
Yung and Ssu-ma Euang." (YS 21/6)
"But since Mencius there has been nothing 
of value except a single essay (of Han Yii*), the 
Inquiry into the Way. In it there are certainly many 
erroneous statements, but the essential point is that 
the general idea is more or less right. As for the
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West Inscription (of Chang Tsai), it contains the whole 
doctrine on which the Inquiry into the. Way. is based.
SmfcxAfchs The Inquiry only deals with the Way, and the 
the thought of the West Inscription is altogether 
beyond its scope. Among the worxs of Chang Tsai, this 
alone is flawless. No such writing has been seen since 
Ifencius." (YS 39/4-6)
"There have been many scholars of wide learn­
ing in the present age, but in the end they have
all gone over to Zen. Among those independent enough
not to be deluded, the best were Chang Tsai and
Shao Yung ; but I am afraid that in becoming popular­
ised their opinions have not escaped this corruption."
(YS 108/14)
The philosophy of the Uh'engs *s not a devel­
opment of that of Chou Tun-yi ; it is based on
quite different premises. -According to Chou Tun-yi, the 
Supreme Ultimate produces the 'two ethers', Yin and
Yang ; these produce the five elements ; and the inter­
action of all the preceding produces the innumerable
things. According to the Ch'engs, things are composed 
of ether and follow principles w/hich are all related
------- "The innumerable principles amount to one prin-
ciple." (40). Chu Hsi, following his teacher Li T'ung
(41), combines the two systems, identifying the Supreme 
Ultimate with principle. Since it has been tne
practice for seven hundred years to study the Explan­
ation of the Supreme Ultimate Chart with Chu Hsi’s 
commentary, it has not been realised that the identi­
fication involves a forced combination of incompatible 
ideas the flaws in which are still apparent. In the 
first place, Chou Tun-yi and Chu Hsi agree that the 
Yin and Yang and the five elements are ether ; but 
there is nothing in the Explanation of the Chart to 
suggest that there is any difference in kind between 
the Supreme Ultimate producing the Yin and Yang and
the Yin and Yang producing the five elements. The 
Supreme Ultimate ought by analogy to be the original 
undivided ether. This was in fact the view' of Liu Yu 
"The Supreme Ultimate is the one ether.
Before heaven and earth divided, the primal ether was 
a chaotic unity. The parts into -which the one ether
divided are called the two types." (42).
further, the identification of the Supreme 
Ultimate with principle implies that principle produced 
the ether, although hK Chu Hsi himself generally ass­
erts that they are co-existent. To deal with this
problem, Chu Hsi wavers between a forced interpret­
ation of the statement that the Supreme Ultimate pro­
duces the Yin and Yang
"The Supreme Ultimate is principle ; the 
moving and the still are ether, t^fhen the ether
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forward, principle goes with it j the two being always
mutually dependent are inseparable. The Supreme Ultimate 
may be compared to a man and the moving and the 
still to a horse. It is by the horse that the man
is carried and by the man that the horse is ridden.
Then the horse comes out and goes in, the man comes
and goes with it ; in the alternation of moving and 
still, the mystery of the Supreme Ultimate is always 
present,"
and a retraction of his view that the two
are mutually dependent:-
”The Supreme Ultimate produces the Yin and
Yang principle producing ether.” (43)
There is not a single reference to the
Supreme Ultimate in the collected works of the Ch ’engs, 
except in MxxanjajnyamM the anonymous Preface to the
Changes which, as will be shown in Appendix I, is
unlikely to have been written by Yi-ch’uan. Chu Hsi
was repeatedly asked to account for this fact, by his 
disciples, by his friend ^hang Shih, and by his oppons 
ent Lu Chiu-yuan (44). He could only say that the
Ch’engs did not speak of it because none of their
disciples was worthy to be taught such a mystery. It 
is interesting also that when Chu Hsi offers proof of 
their dependence on Chou Tun-yi, he produces nothing 
from the sayings and commentaries of the Ch’engs, but
only the elegies at the end of a couple of epitaphs 
by Ming-tao, and a youthful essay by Yi-chfuan 145).
The last of these, the Discuss ion of What Sort 
Learning Yen Tzu Loved which attracted Hu Yuan’s 
attention when Yi-ch'uan was at the academy, does con­
tain echoes of whole phrases from the writings of 
Chou Tun-yi. But he wrote it in his early twenties, 
at a time when his brother w^ as still interested in 
Buddhism and neither had yet met Chang Tsai. It shows 
traces of Chou Tun-yi's ideas, but scarcely any trace
of the mature ideas of Yi-ch'uan himself(46).
If the Ch'engs do not mention the Supreme 
Ultimate, neither does Chou Tun-yi anticipate their 
views on li., ’principle'. He uses the word li three 
times, two of which are to explain its homophone li ^ 
’propriety', as had been done already in the li. chi
(47). But the third reference in his T'ung shu has
been produced by Peng Yu-lan as evidence that he did 
a,fter all identify principle with the Supreme Ultimate
(48) :-
HPr inciple. -Na ture , and the Decree.
Whether manifest or hidden, only the intell­
igence can illuminate them.
The hard may be good or bad ; the same 
is true of the soft. Stop at the mean.
The twro ethers and the five elements evolve 
the innumerable things. The five dissimilars are two
realities, at the root of the two there is one.
Thus the innumerable things become one, the one reality
has innumerable divisions. If the innumerable and the 
one are each correct, small and great will have their 
allotted places.1 149)
The 'one reality' of the last part is evid­
ently the Supreme Ultimate, and Peng Yu-la.n infers 
from the heading that it is identified with principle. 
But, as Chu Hsi recognised in his commentary, the 
three parts of the section correspond to the three 
subjects in the heading, a comparison wdth other sect­
ions in which there are several subjects in the head­
ing shows that they are frequently dealt wTith success­
ively in this way, and also that there is no presump­
tion that the three are identified(50). All that Chou 
Tun-yi says about principles is that “whether manifest 
or hidden, only the intelligence can illuminate them. *' 
His next sentence refers to the nature, as is clear
from a parallel passage :-
"The nature is hard and soft, good and bad. 
All that matters is the mean."(5l)
The last part refers not to principle but 
to the decree, and means that if all things preserve 
their proper relation to the Supreme Ultimate, each 
will have the place 'decreed' or 'allotted' for it.
There are a couple of questions on which the
Ch'engs directly repudiate the view held by Chou Tun-yi,
without however mentioning him by name. Thus Chou
Tun-yi says :-
"Of the virtues, love is called benevolence,
to do what one should do duty, to accord with prin­
ciple propriety, understanding wisdom, and to fulfil
one's obligations good faith." (52)
On the first of these Yi-ch'uan says :- 
“According to Mencius, the feeling of sympathy 
is benevolence ; his successors consequently identified 
love with benevolence. Certainly sympathy is love ; but 
love belongs only to the passions and benevolence only
to the nature. How can love alone be regarded as
benevolence ?" (YS 203/If)
This point is a fundamental one for the
Ch'engs. Since benevolence (.ien) belongs to the nature,
and nature is unchanging principle, it cannot be ident­
ified with one of the passions ; it is the altruistic
principle, which underlies the emotion of love but is 
distinct from it. Again, we are told in tne Explanat­
ion of the Chart that
"The sage, settling affairs according to the
mean, correctness, benevolence and duty, makes stillness
the ruling consideration.H (53)
But the Ch'engs strongly objected to any
suggestion that man is in his best state when all the
motions of his mind are ’stilled' (ching A, ), which
implies the superiority of meditation over action.
When Chang Tsai wrote that in composing himself he 
was still unable to prevent his thoughts from moving,
ming-tao replied :-
”In what is called ’composure,* one can be 
composed in movement as well as in stillness.
(MTWC 3/IA/5)
To describe the sort or mental discipline 
which they advocated, the Ch’engs, by accident or 
design, chose a rhyme-word which is now pronounced the
same, although in their time it no doubt still had a
different initial (54). This was chin/? B. ) . generally 
translated ’respect’ or ’reverence*, the attitude 
assumed when sacrificing to spirits or serving a ruler.
The Ch’engs used it to describe a state of perfect
self-possession which must be maintained in the conduct 
of affairs as well as in contemplation. In a sentence 
which seems to echo Chou Tun-yi’s reference to 
’making stillness the ruling consideration Ichu ching A,
consideration (chu ching BJ in order to correct himself 
inwardly.” (YC I/I2A/II)
He strongly repudiated any attempt to ident­
ify the two :~
"r^. Is not reverence the same as stillness ?
A. To speak of stillness is to pass immediately
), Yi-ch *uan says
"The gentleman makes reverence the ruling
into Buddhism. Bo not use the word ’stillness’, onl>
the word ’reverence.* " (YS 2I0/I0f) (55)
It would seem therefore that although the
Ch ’engs were introduced to philosophy by Chou Tun-yi,
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they through off his influence at an early age. How­
ever, there is no doubt that the circulation of the
Supreme Ult imate Chart and the T ’un? shu in the I2th 
century originated in the C h ’eng school. The works of
Chou Tun-yi were little known in the Ilth century ; as
Chu Hsi was fond of observing, only the father of the
two C h ’engs was able to recognise his genius, and only
they were worthy to receive his teaching (56), This
does not justify suspicion of their genuineness, for
they are mentioned in the epitaph on uhou Tun-yi by
j
P ’an Hsing-ssu ; Ch ’i K ’uan found a copy in the house 
where Chou Tun-yi had lived at Chiu-chiang ; and the
mere fact that they conflict with the ideas of the
Ch’engs is proof that their school did not forge them.
(57) It would seem likely that the C h ’engs possessed
copies of the works which became available to their
disciples after the death of Yi-ch’uan in 1107. Accord­
ing to the postscript to the T ’ung shu written by
C h’i K ’uan in 1144, it v/as first made known outside
the Ch ’eng school by the disciple Hou Chung-liang, who
gave it to someone with the style Kao Yuan-chu, and
to Chu Chen. C h ’i K ’uan received manuscripts from these
two and from his teacher Yin T ’un, another Ch ’eng dis­
ciple, who "also said he had got it from Mister
C h ’eng." (58). Chu Chen used the Sunreme Ultimate Chart 
in his commentary on the Ohanges, on -which he was
wrorking from III6 to 1134 (59). An undated preface to
the T 1ung shu was written by Hu Hung, who had studied
under Hou Chung-liang after the latter*s arrival at 
Chingchou in 1126 (60). In this Chou Tun-yi is defin­
itely treated as the founder of the new^  movement; and
in his preface to Chang Tsai’s Correction of Delus ions. 
after the customary lament over the decline which foll­
owed tne death of Mencius, Hu Hung says :-
"After the rise of the present dynasty
worthy and wise men appeared again. In C h ’ung-ling
there was Chou Tun-yi, in Loyang Shao Yung and the
two C h ’engs, in O h ’in Chang Tsai." (6I)
What picture of the origins of Neo-Confucian-
/
ism emerges from these criticisms of the traditional
view ? Any attempt to locate the beginning or end or
turning-point of a movement of ideas is to some extent
arbitrary ; but for present purposes it is convenient
to distinguish three phases :-
(A) Until the middle of the H t h  century 
there were two distinct movements,
(I) The orthodox Confucians, maintaining the
militant spirit of Han Yu and indifferent to &T>eeul-
speculation  Ku Yuan 1993 -1059), "Pan Chung-yen
(989 -1052) and others (62).
(2) The school, in the no m an’s land 
between Confucianism and Taoism, which explained the 
evolution of the universe from the Supreme Ultimate
with the aid of charts and numerical calculations 
said to come from the Taoist Ch’en T ’uan (died 989)
-------- Iiu Mu (fl.1040), Shao Yung (IOII -77), Chou
Tun-yi (1017-73)
(B) The C h ’eng brothers Ming-tao (1032 -85) 
and Yi-ch’uan (1033 -1107) and their father’s cousin 
Chang Tsai (1020 -77) combined the exclusive orthodoxy 
of one with the speculative spirit of the other. The
system of Chang Tsai, based on the Supreme Void, 
lost its influence after his death, while that of
the Ch’engs, based on li., ’principle*, was widely propa­
gated by their disciples.
(C) During the I2th century the successors
of the .Ch’eng school became interested in the previous­
ly neglected Chou Tun-yi. The task of reconciling his
tnought with that of the Ch ’engs by the identification 
of the Supreme Ultimate with principle wfas completed 
by Chu Hsi (1130 -1200). The acceptance of Chou Tun-yi 
made it necessary to detach him from his context among 
the thinkers oi tne Ilth century and to treat him 
as the founder of a new- movement. The fact that the
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Ch'engs studied under him for a short time in their
school
adolescence, and that the &±s&xja±u of the C h ’engs had
long since claimed that Chang Tsai had borrowed his 
ideas from them, made it possible for Chu Hsi to
suppose that all branches of the Neo-Confuc ian school
ultimately derived from Chou Tun-yi :-
Chou Tun-yi
The Ch'eng brothers
Chang Tsai (Shao Yung)
Yang Shih Other disciples
Lo Tsung-yen
Li T'ung
Chu Hsi
notps ii • 2 n
1. ?eng Yu-lan 825-6
2. MTWC 4/IB/l3f - tkj o-u- _i_,% w  M
3. Shao Po-wen, Yi hsueh oien huo (SKCSTM 2/ 9B),
quoted Wu ch fao ming ch ’ en yen hsing lu I0/I/4A.
YOv
C h ’ao Sh^e-chih in 1107 (Sung-shan wen
ch-j I6/IIA-I2A) and Chu Chen in 1134 Iquoted on o.21
above) give the same list of names, but adding that
of Ch'ung Pang between C h fen T'uan and Fu Hsiu. Since
Fu Hsiu (979 -1032) was born only ten years before the
death of Ch'en T ’uan, this must be accepted, if, indeed,
the earlier stages or the transmission are to be taken
seriously at all.
Of the four supposed predecessors of Shao
Yung, only Mu Hsiu has left works of undisputed auth­
enticity (Ho^nan Mu kung chi). They contain nothing on
philosophy, ana according to the I3 th centuryA Tu Cheng
this was also true of the works of G h ’ung Pang (CLHC
I96/I). The collected writings of Ch ’ung Fang (Ch*ung
Ming-yi chi ) are recorded in the Chun
chal tu shu chih I9/I2B, but are no longer extant.
Writings attributed to Chfen T ’uan will be
discussed in n.II. Nine charts attributed to Li
Chih-ts’ai are given in the Han-shang Yi chuan (Yi kua
t 1u A, 8A -I7B)
4. Yi-ch’uan cni ang chi I2/26B, I4/I5A
5. Shao shih wen chien lu and Shao shih wen chien
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See especially the defence of Shao Yung’s learn­
ing by C h ’en Kuan against the Ch’eng disciples Yang 
Shih and Yu Tso (Hou lu 5/4A -6/ 2B) . Yang Shih’s side
or tne correspondence is preserved in Yang Kuei-shan 
chi. S2 f
6 . Sung 299/If
Huang chi ching shih I2A/2IA/4-9
8 . See III. ch.2
9. Huang chi ching shih I2A/36A/I0, I2B/23A/2, 4-6, I3A/I
10. Sung-shan wen chi 16/ilA
11. The preface to the Dragon Chart is reproduced
in the Huang ch’ao wen chien 85/5A-5A (compiled by
Lu Tsu-ch’ien II77-9) and the preface and several
of the charts in Chang Li’s Yi hsiari^ - t ’u shuo
nei o ’ien (preface 1364) A,IA -8B . The anonymous compil­
ation Chou Yi t ’u A, 20A -2 IA; C,26B -27B, contains two 
charts and explanations ascribed to C h ’en T ’uan which, 
since they overlap Chang Li’s quotation, must come
from the same work. Further information can be derived
from the criticisms of Lei Ssu-ch’i in his Yi t fu
® t ’ung cien (preface 1 3 0 0 )
4/IB/2-2A/3, 2B/4f, 2B/IO-3A/9, 3B/I0-4A/2, 5B/7 
5/3B/5-4A/9, 5B/7-I0, 6A/7-6B, IIA/5f.
Most of this material (except for that from
the Chou Yi t ’u ) is assembled by Hu Wei (I633-I7I4) in
his Y_i t ’u ming oien 85-97. He mentions (86/7) that
"The Dragon Chart of the Changes < one volume, by
Ch’en T ’uan" is recorded in the Han-tan shu mu 
f-J B  , a lost catalogue compiled in the Huang-yu
period (1049-53) by Li Shu.
An isolated saying of Chu Hsi pronounces 
tnat "The Dragon Chart is a forgery, useless". (YL 67/
35a / 10) Liu Yin (1249 -93) also suspected it, on
the grounds that Ch'en T ’uan and the other prede­
cessors oi Shao Yung were not known to have written 
anything (Ching-hsiu hsien sheng wen chi I0/5f). This 
is presumably based on the assertion of Ch'ao Shuo-
chih in 1107 (as in n.IO) ; no weight need be given
to it, since the work was ascribed to C h ‘en T ’uan
by Li Shu some fifty years before that date. It is 
clear that Liu Yin’s motive for rejecting it was that
it conflicted writh his views on the River Chart ,
ana the same may be suspected of Chu Hsi.
An extant work on the cosmology of the 
Changes, the Ma yd tao che cheng Yi hsin fa , the
commentary on which is ascribed to C h ’en T ’uan, was
also well known in the later Sung. But SlcfcMxxSbbiM
Chu Hsi argued convincingly that it was forged by 
Tai Shih-yu, the author of a postscript to it dated 
1165 (Chu Tzu ta ch ’uan 8 I/IIB -I3A)
A considerable literature ascribed to 
Ch’en T ’uan survives in China and Lapan, jkx none of
which is accessible to me except a work on mystical
alchemy, the Yin chen chun huan tan ke chu . Since
I have not observed a single^ Sung reference to any
%  I  -k f a  ^
of the titles given in the Ts ’ung shu ta ti\x tien 
( 7529, 6(55)), it seems likely that most of them are
late forgeries ; but a final estimate of C h ’en T ’uan's
contribution to Sung philosophy can of course only be 
made by someone in a position to sift this material.
The most interesting of these works appear to be i-
(A) Ho Lo chen shu ^  , with
prefaces ascribed to Ch’en T ’uan and Shao Yung (SFCSTM 
III/I6A)
(B) Mu-yen chi M- , collected writings
of Ch’en T ’uan, known only in Japan (3e Fumiki 35-40).
12. Sung 291/If
13. This is also implied by Tu Cheng, writing Chou
Tun-yi’s year-table about 1221 :-
"Some say that C h ’en T ’uan transmitted (the 
Supreme Ultimate Chart) to Ch’ung Fang, Fang to Mu
Hsiu, Hsiu to Chou Tun-yi........But the Record of the
Dragon Chart which he wrote simply presents its numbers 
without writing about them ; it has absolutely no
resemblance to the Fxolanat ion of the Supreme Ultimate
Chart." (CLHC 195/15 -196/2)
14. Chun chai tu shu chih IA/7B. Practically nothing
is known of Liu to (T. Ch’ang-min). The X I3 th
century bibliography Chih chai shu lu chieh t ’i
(8/ 7 ) notes that he was already being confused with 
the Liu Mu (T. Hsien-chih, 1011-54) whose epitaph was 
written by Wang An-shih (Wang Lin-ch fuan chi 10/31-33).
The life of Liu Mu in the Sung Yuan hsueh an I/I05f 
unfortunately proves to be based almost entirely on 
this epitaph.
15. The line of transmission is given (with slight vari­
ations) down to Fan 0-ch’ang by Shao Po-wen (as 
in n.3 above), and down to Liu Mu by Ch’ao Shu-9 - 
chih, who studied under Shao Po-wen in Loyang (Sung- 
shan wen chi IS/IIB/3) and by Chu Chen, wdio also 
studied among the various schools in Loyang (quoted 
above, p. p.2 1 )
The Chun chai tu shu chih I/I2A mentions a
work on the textual criticism of the Haok of Changes 
written in the T ’ien-hsi period(1017-21) by Fan 0- 
ch’ang, and says that an emendation used by Yi-ch’uan 
(YC 4/I7A/8) is taken from it. The edition recorded by 
the Chih chai shu lu chieh t ’i 7f had an extra vol­
ume which was also in independent circulation as the 
Derivation Chart (Yuan liu t ’u ''fife '$L> H. ). This was 
a cosmological chart similar to those of the Record of
the Dragon Chart and Liu Mu ; it is described and 
criticised by Lei Ssu-ch’i (Yi t^u t ’ung oien 5/7A/3 - 
8A/3). The references to Fan 0-ch’ang in Chou Yi t ’u 
C, 20AB and Ching-hsiu hsien sheng wen chi 10/4, TI/4f 
are no doubt also based on the Periva tion Chart.
16. shu kou yin t fu , Preface IA/3 - 8
17. Memorial printed at the beginning of his Han-shang
Yi chuan in the T fang chih t ’ang ching chieh
edition. This, like the charts at the end, is
absent from the more accessible Ssu pu ts ’ung k *an
edition.
18. Ho-nan Mu kung chi. Supplement 5B, 6B. CLHC I87/I.
Liu Yin noticed Chou Tun-yi* s age at Mu Hsiu’s 
death as an objection to the story that he
received the chart from him, but underestimated it by
a couple of years (Ching-hsiu hsien sheng wen chi 14/7.
The tradition that Chou Tun-yi*s learning
came from Mxxj^iMxxxixxxBffcxxxxMJtfciMiiiixxky: Ch*en T ’uan
through Mu Hsiu is often mentioned by Sung writers,
but even Lu Chiu-yuan, who was anxious to discredit
the chart by showing that it was originally Taoist,
could quote no authority except Chu Chen (Hsiang;-shan
hsien sheng ch ’iian chi, 24/11). Chu Hsi himself at
R
one time took the possibility se^ously (CLHC 129/11 - 
I30/I), being impressed by a reference to the Yin and
Yang by Chang Yung (931-1000), an acquaintance of Ch’en 
T ’uan :-
•’Chang Yung said to Li T ’ien : ’Did you know 
that in judicial cases there is Yin and Yang ?*. When 
he answered ’N o ’, Chang Yung said :’All judicial 
cases, until they are decided in writing, belong to 
the Yang. What is important in the Yang is producing ;
it can be adapted to changing situations. After the 
written decision they belong to the Yin ; what is 
important in the Yin is punishment (or ‘assuming form* ; 
hsing In punishment we respect the correct use
of names ; names are not ’to be altered." (Sung pen 
Kuai-ya hsien sheng wen chi I2/4B/2-5)
But this implies only the common assumptions 
concerning the Yin and Yang current for a thousand
years ; it is difficult to see why Chu Hsi was partic­
ularly reminded of Chou Tun-yi.
The claim that the Supreme Ultimate Chart
came from Ch’en T ’uan was revived by the Ch ’ing critics
of the Sung school :-
Huang Tsung-yeni1616-86), Yi hsueh Pien huo
Mao Ch * i-ling( 1623-1716), T *ai chi t ’u shuo yi yi
®  (in Hsi-ho ho chi)
Chu Yi-tsun(I529-I709), T ’ai chi t ’u shou shou k ’ao
(Plu shu T ’ing chi, B 925f) 
Although these scholars give some evidence for
supposing that the chart is earlier than Bhou Tun-yi,
they could produce nothing in support of Chu Chen’s
account of its transmission except an Ultimate of
Nothing Chart (Wu chi t ’n ) ascribed to
^ h ’en T ’uan. Tnis has the same figures as the Supreme 
Ult imate Chart but different words, illustrating not
the evolution of the cosmos but the spiritual progress
of the Taoist adept. But since works were already
being forged in Ch’en T'uan’s name at least as early
as the I2 th century (See n.II above), we can hardly
accept this one on I7th century authority. The Ultim­
ate of Nothing Chart appears in the Chin tan ta 
ch’eng chi 9/IA-2A, a work of the late Sung or Yuan, 
without being ascribed to Ch’en T ’uan, and accompanied
by an Explanation modelled on that of Chou Tun-yi.
A chart with the same title and figures but different 
words appears in Wei Ch’i ’s commentary on the Yu
ch’ ing wu chi.ching chu I/9A . Wei Ch’i, whose
preface is dated 1309, expressly says that he produced
it himself in imitation of the Supreme ultimate Chart.
19. The term wu chi test of course usually means
’limitless*, but Porke gives reasons for believing 
that in this passage it means ’das Prinzip des
Nichtseins’ (more literally ’ultimate of nothing’)
and was so understood by Chu Hsi. (Porke 49-51)
20. CLHC 2/If
21. As n.I7 above.
22. Yi-ch’uan’s year-table YS 37I/2n.
23. YS Supplement 379/12. The year 1132 is mentioned
in 379/6, and Hu An-kuo died in 1138.
24. Kuo shih ch’uan chia Yi shuo, Preface 1/7-9
25. YCWC 7/6B/I, 7A/I3, 9B/5,II, I0A/9f, YS 218/2,
362/9f, Yang Kuei-shan chi 95/7f
26. YS 50/3, 272/7, YC 2/4IB/9
27. YS 237/2, 259/8
28. Huang chi ching shih I2B/I0A/I-4, 26A/9 -263/6,
27A/2, 28A/I-4, 9f
29. YL I00/2A/IIf, CLHC I5I/I, 140/Ilf
30. The works of Liu Mu and Shao Yung are included 
in the Tao tsang (71, 705-18, 720-23) and of
Chou Tun-yi in the Tao tsang chi yao (Hsing 7,
216). The works of the Ch’engs, Chang Tsai and jfcfex 
gfejtM^xxxa Chu Hsi are not included, except for Chu 
Hsi’s commentary on the Ts ’an t ’ung ch * i.
31. YS 245-6
32. WS I2/6B/6-I2
33. YS IS/I, 361/2, YCWC 7/6A/II, Yiian yen chi 3/54.4/8,
54B/5.
34. Hsu Yu-feng (95f) argues that besides their contact
with Chou Tun-jyi at Nan-an in 1046, the Ch ’engs
met him again iafter He had mowed to Ch'en-chou)
in 1048. The principal evidence for this is a saying 
of Yi-ch'uan (YS 303/I0f, translated on p.30f above) 
which refers to having seen li Ch'u-p'ing question 
Chou Tun-yi. hi Ch'u-p'ing (died 1049) is known to 
have met Chou Tun-yi when both held office at Ch'en- 
chou. (CLHC 189/5-8, 20I,/2f)
35. Wen-ting chi 173/5 cf. 172/8. For Chu Hsi's replies
see Chu Tzu ta ch'uan 30/8B/7-I0, 9A/I2-9B/2, IIB/
2-10, YI 94/32B/6
36. Hsiin-ch'u hsien sheng wen lu 4/2IA/4-2IB/6. Chu
Yi-tsun as in n.I8 . Kuo hsueh ka i lun 2/I5f
37. YS 50/3, 272/7, YC 2/4IB/9
38. YS 16/1, 63/II, 64/12, 72/3, 9I/3n, 93/2, 105/3, 
303/l0f, 304/3-5, WS 2/4B/4, I0/4B/II, YOWC 7/6A/II,
8/5A/2, WC Supplement 5A/5
Hsu Yu-feng (94), rejecting this argument, 
gives some examples of Sung writers referring to their 
teachers by style alone. He also gives two sxxmxisx
sayings from the Yi shu which mention Hu Yuan without
calling him hsien sheng (YS I8/I, 79/3). But both these
sayings are unattributed, and may be Ming-tao’s ; it
was only Yi-ch’uan who studied under Hu Yuan. The
fact that the Ch’engs never apply hs ien sheng to
Chou Tun-yi, while sayings directly attributed to Yi-
ch’uan regularly apply it to Hu Yuan, surely has more
weight than Hsu Yu-feng allows.
39. YS 93/2
40. YS 2I6/ II
41. Li Yen-p’ing chi 2/24A/ -25A
42. Yi shu kou yin t «u A, IB/I. This view is already
found in the Han commentator Cheng TJsuan, Chou
Yi Cheng chu 93/5.
43. CLHC 53/If, 6/5
44. YI 93/8B/3, 94/2IB/4. CIHC 28/II-29/4, 34/3
45. Chu Hsi, CIHC 128/12, referring to ITTWC 4/2A-3B,
8A-9A, YCWC 4/IA-2A.
46. The Discussion of What Sort of learning Yen Tzu
Loved was probably written in 1056 (Hsu Yu-feng 106-7). 
For echoes of Chou Tun-yi, compare
YCWC 4/IA/3 with CIHC 2/4
/4 2/4
IB/IOf 107/6
47. T'ung shu 3, 13 (CIHC 81/8, 99/10). cf. Couvreur,
li Ki 385/8f.
48. Peng Yu-lan 82bf
49. T'ung shu 22 ^CIHC 109/9-II0/3
50. T'ung shu 3, 13, 21, 25, 31, 32, 33. The head-
ings were in the original text as known to Chu
Hsi (CIHC I29/4f, 133/7,9)
51 T'ung shu 7 (CIHC 9I/l)
52. i. <1 » 3 >. 79/ 8
53. CIHC 2/4f
54. Pive hundred years earlier, according to Karlgren’s
reconstruction (Analytical Dictionary of Chinese
and Sino-Laoanese. 1923. Nos. 1199, 396), ching
’stillness* had been pronounced ’D Z ’IANG and ching 
‘reverence* KITING*
55. The question of ’stillness* was often discussed
in relation to the explanation of the hexagram
Pu (‘return4) in the B ook of changes :- ”Do we not
see in Pu the mind of heaven and earth ?** Wang Pi
(226-49) had claimed that "when movement ceases within 
the earth, the mind of heaven and earth is seen'*,
{Chou Yi Wang Han chu, 3/4B/6-8). Yi-ch’uan insisted
that **the beginning of movement is the mind of heaven 
and earth." (YC 2/33A/7-9)
56. CLHC 28/13, YL 93/7B/3,7
57. CLHC 201/8, I33/I. C h ’i K ’uan says that the copy 
he found at Chiu-chiang did not contain the 
Supreme Ultimate Chart , but it evidently contain­
ed the Explana tion of the Chart since Chu Hsi quotes 
its variant ror the opening sentence(CLHC 133/10). The 
doubts concerning the genuineness of the Explanation 
expressed by Lu Chiu-yuan (Hsiang-shan hsien sheng
ch’uan chi 23/7-II) are merely a weapon in his contro 
versy with Chu Hsi over the term ’ultimate of nothing
58. CLHC I32f
59. Han-shang Yi chuan, Yi kua t *u 7A
60. CIHC 13If. Wu-feng chi 3/48B/7
It is interesting that all the earliest 
writers on the works of Chou Tun-yi (Chu Chen, Hu 
Hung, Ch’i K ’uan) received them directly or indirectly
from the little known Ch’eng disciple Hou Chung-liang, 
none of whose writings have survived. Chung-liang wfas 
the grandson of Hou K ’o, the brother of the Ch’engs’ 
mother. Chu Hsi’s brief account of him in the Yi_ Lo
yuan yuan lu 127 includes one story which deserves 
attention :-
"It has been said that one Hou Chung-liang,
after following Yi-ch’uan for a short time without
being enlightened, went on a journey to visit Chou 
Tun-yi. After three days with Chou Tun-yi, in which 
they talked all night from opposite beds, he said him­
self that what he had learned was like a sight of 
the vastness of heaven. Yi-ch’uan was also astonished 
at the change in him and said :’You must have been 
with Chou Tun-yi’".
If this story were true, it would raise
the possibility that the works of Chou Tun-yi passed
directly to Hou Chung-liang without going through the 
hands of the Ch ’engs. But Chu Hsi presents the story 
with reservations, giving reasons lor doubting whether 
he can have been adult when Chou Tun-yi died (1073). 
His suspicion was justified, lor Ming-tao’s epitaph on 
Hou K ’o (1007-79) mentions that his three grandsons 
were still children (MTWC 4/5B/I2).
61. Wu-feng chi 3/I6A/6-8
62. See Yasui.
Part II.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF C H ’EHG YI-CH'UAN
Part II. Introduction
Until recently it was assumed that the C h ’eng 
brothers shared the same ideas and were both precur­
sors of the ob j ectivist wing of the Heo-Confucian
school, of which the greatest representative was Chu 
Hsi. But most modern scholars, such as Feng Yu-lan
and Ch ’en Chung-fan, agree that there were consider­
able differences between them, and that in some ways 
Ming-tao is closer to the subjectivism of Chu Hsi’s
opponent Lu Chiu-yuan. The absence of contemporary
references to these differences may be explained by 
the piety of disciples and by the fact that, although 
later they led to bitter controversy, in the thought 
of the two C h ’engs they x x k  were still only diff­
erences of emphasis. In any case the brothers taught 
together for less than ten years ended by Ming-tao's 
death (1085), and Yi-ch’uan’s characteristic views be- 
come prominent only in the sayings of the last 
twenty-two years of his life.
Ming-tao*s ideas are much less lucid 
and systematic than his brother‘s, and much less of 
his work survives. Modern explanations of his teaching 
differ greatly, although there is general agreement 
over tfi-ch’uan's. For fhio
deal first • ^  8e6mB bestdeal flrst with Yi-ch'uan's ohiiosonhv s-
* osopdy, discussing not
II
only ideas peculiar to him but those common to
both, and afterwards to examine Ming-taofs philosophy
only where it has individual features.
According to the Ch'eng brothers, the
basic material of the universe is ether (c h Ti), out of 
which things form and into which they disperse.
Each thing and activity has a principle lli) to
follow, and all principles are ultimately one. Prin­
ciple is 'above formT, ether below it ; principle is
constant, ether is always changing. Principle is pres­
ent within man as his nature (hsing); to do good is
to follow principle, which is to follow one's
nature. According to Ming-tao, it is necessary only 
to be aware of principle inside us ------- the sub­
jectivist position later defended by Lu Chiu-yttan. 
According to Yi-ch'uan, this awareness is hindered by
the impurity of one fs ether, to overcome which it is 
necessary to 'investigate things' ike wu) in order to
discover the principles within them, and thus by
looking outwards become aware of the same principles 
within oneself. This is the objectivist position made 
orthodox by Chu Hsi.
This summary of the thought of the 
Ch.' eng brothers cannot be expected to make much sens 
until we have examined in detail each of thei 
Philosophical terms. Such a word as ‘principle- is
se 
ir
of course merely a conventional English equivalent, 
which one uses consistently in the hope that it will 
sooner or later shed some of its English meaning and
acquire some of the meaning of li^ , always reserving
the right to go "back to the Chinese word whenever
its inadequacy becomes too dangerous. Of the equival­
ents used in the present work, some convey part of
the meaning and are seldom positively misleading
jhsing, ’nature’;, hsin, ’mind1) ; others are adequate in
some contexts but so treacherous in others that revers­
ion to the Chinese word is often necessary (li,
’principle’) ; others again have been chosen simply
because they mean so little in English that they can­
not very well be confusing (c h1i, ’ether1). There are
also a couple for which it seems impossible to find 
a single English word which does not seriously dis­
tort the sense, and two words will be used in con­
junction (ching, ’reverence/orientation* ; shen, ’power/
intelligence1) ; it is hoped that in the course of 
exposition the reader will cease to feel that they
conflict and will come to see them as different
aspects of the same idea. When in^oducing a new term
A
one can give a rough definition, quote Chinese defin-
it ions when they can be found (As a rule these merely
point to an aspect of the sense which may not be the
most important for a European), and call attention to
IV.
the root meaning of the word, which being more 
concrete usually has a more exact English equivalent, 
and which generally exerts some control over later
extensions of meaning. But one cannot hope to give 
a full account of what each word means before going 
on to explain how it is used ; one understands the 
key terms to the extent that one understands the
philosophy as a whole. The system has to be explained 
by allowing it to emerge gradually from the expos­
ition of li_ and c h 1 i, hsing and ke w u , which them­
selves gain in meaning as its outlines become clearer.
In approaching a Chinese thinker we
inevitably force his ideas into our own frame of 
thought, assuming that the questions being asked are 
those we should ask in the same situations. In
course of time we become aware of places where the 
frame does not fit, and by successive modifications 
move nearer and nearer to his scheme of thought 
without ever quite reaching it. Although general com­
parisons between Chinese and European thought are
outside the scope of this study, one cannot avoid 
attempting them in cases where a failure to observe
differences in the underlying assumptions would 
involve seeing the former in terras of the latter.
YThe uncovering of some of one’s unconscious presuppos­
itions, a clearer recognition that the same raw mater- 
ial of experience can be schematised in quite different 
ways, is perhaps the chief benefit that one can 
gain from the inves tigation of such a philosophy as
Yi-ch*uan1s, which (although this is not true of Ming-
tao*s) does not reflect any very rich or interesting 
view of life.
Although it is impossible to translate from 
a Chinese philosopher without to some extent falsifying 
his thought, translation of course sets limits to the
possibilities of misunderstanding, and one is pretty 
certain to stray beyond these limits in free expos­
ition, Since none of the works of the Ch'engs is 
suitable for consecutive translation, it has been
thought advisable to include as many extracts as poss­
ible, in order to give the reader some idea of how
much is said by the C h ’eng brothers explicitly and 
how much has been supplied (legitimately or otherwise) 
to make them intelligible in the context of European 
thought. Erom the point of view of the European
reader, the assumptions which the Ch'engs share with 
other ITeo-Confucians and even with Chinese philosophy
in general need as much explanation as their original 
ideas. These common assumptions will he illustrated by
quotations not only from the Ch'engs but also irom 
their predecessors, their disciples, Chu Hsi, minor 
JMeo-Confuc ians of the late Bung and Yuan, indeed from 
anyone by whom they are expressed more clearly than 
by the C h ’engs themselves. Eor the same reason 
unattributed sayings or the C h ’engs (always indicated 
by a question mark after the reference) will be used 
freely to explain ideas shared by both, and will 
imply a decision as to which is the speaker only
when they concern an issue over which the brothers 
disagreed.
I (c
i. ii (p r i n c i p l e )
The word l_i is used as a noun meaning
‘principle1 ( primarily ‘veins in jade’- and as a verb
meaning ‘to put in order’ ( primarily ’to dress jade’) ; 
in the former sense it is already prominent in the
appendices of the Book of Changes* ^he Ch’eng brothers 
never find it necesssary to define it, but a definition 
which agrees with . their use of the word appears more
than once in later writings of the Sung school. Thus it
is said in an enquiry addressed to Hsu Heng (1209-1281):_
11 If we exhaust the principles in the things 
of the world, it will be found that a thing must have
a reason why it is as it is ( so-yi jan chih ku
meant by ’principle’ 11 (I)
Both of the phrases here used to explain 
li are used in conjunction with it by the Ch’eng 
brothers (2 ) :-
is cold "(YS 27I/I )
’There is a single principle in outside things 
and in the self ; as soon as ‘^v.at* is understood 
’this* becomes clear. This is ’the way to unite external
) and a rule to which it should conform ( so_ tang 
jan chin tse_ n  t  m  *- ), which is w-hat is
'•All things have principles, for example tnat
2and internal1 (3 ) The scholar should understand
everything, at one extreme the height of heaven
and thickness of earth, at the other that by
which a single thing is as it is ( so-yi .1 an) w
( YS 214/ If)
MTo exhaust the principles of things .'is
i
to study exhaustively why they are as they are 
(so-yi ,jan ) The height of heaven and Sickness 
of earth, the appearance and disappearance of the 
spirits, must have reasons ( so-,vi ,jan) " (4)
’Then this man stayed at his side and
guarded him till dawn ; how could he leave him
and go home himself V This is as i_t should be
as a macter of moral principle i_ so. tengr .jan )
[YS XSS 232/7f) *  ' w
11 If he has not fulfilled all that 
depends on himself, an early death in poverty 
and degradation is as i_t should be in principle* 
(li so tang jan )rt ( YS 335/4f)
"Not to be resentful against heaven 
and not to blame men is as it should be in 
orinciole ( tsai li tang ju tz' a £  sf $  ifc» j«
( 7/S 2/2B/4 Ming-tao)
A li is thus a natural or ethical 
principle, no distihction being made between the
tvo. Tie following passages provide some reoresent-
a t i^e
examples :-
"It is a constant principle that a tree 
flowers in spring and fades in autumn. A- for
perpetual flowering, there is no such principle1'
(WS I0/4B/9Y)
"That the ruler is superior to the
minister is a constant principle of the Empire,H 
(YS239/6)
"Reciprocity is a principle which exists of
itself _Merely take what you feel in your
heart and apply it to others *x"(YS IO/5 ?)
"But there are cases of renewed prosperity
after decline, and others of decline without 
recovery. Taking the complete cycle of history,
the prosperity of the Eive Emperors was not
equalled by the Three Kings, nor that of the
Three Kings by the former and later nor
that of the Han by its successors. Within the 
cycle there are any number of cases of prosperity
and decline, such as Han prospering after the
dfcline of the Three Dynasties, and Wei after ’ the
decline of Han. This is the principle of renewed
prosperity after decline, like the rebirth of the 
noon after it is obscured, and the passinr and 
return of the four seasons. If we consider the
complete cycle of heaven and earth, taken as a
4 n  o
whole, there is a principle of continuous 
diminution, just as the hundred years of a n a n fs
life are reduced by a day as soon as the bahy 
has lived a. day." (YS 221/6-9)
Li is frequently used in conjunction 
with the words t *ui (extend, infer) and lei
(class, category). If a moral or natural principle
applies to one thing we can also apply it to
other things of the same c l a s s ________* extend the
principle1 ( t 1ui-1 1 ) or 1 infer by analogy1 1 t *ui-lei)
By extending the principles we learn that ultim­
ately they are all the same, that a single
principle runs through all things. In the following
passages the words used as equivalents of t 'ui
anc* lei are all underlined
'•In inves tigating things to exhaust their 
principles, the idea is not that one must exhaust
completely everything in the world. If they are
*
exhausted in only one matter, for the rest one
can infer by analogy. Taking filial piety as an 
example, what is the reason why behaviour is 
considered filial i If you cannot exhaust the
principles in one matter, do so in another, 
whether you deal with an easy or a difficult
example first depending on the depth of your 
knowledge. Just so there are innumerable paths
by which you can get to the capital, and it
is enough to find one of them. The reason why
they can be exhausted is simply that there is
one principle in all the innumerable things, and
even a single thing or activity, however small,
has this principle'1 (YS 174/2-4)
"But all have this principle. if there
were not this principle, the inferences would 
not be successful "(YS IS4/6)
"The innumerable things all have opposites 
there is an alternation of Yin and Yang, good
and bad. When the Yang grows the Yin diminishes,
when good increases bad is reduced. This principle
how far it can be -extended It is all men
need to know'; (YS I36/I,Ming-tao)
"It is only after exhausting the prin­
ciples that one can fulfil one’s own nature ; then 
inferring by analogy» one can also enable others t 
fulfil their nature:' (YS 126/IIf, Chang Tsai)
Criticising Chuang TzS's ‘equalising
things’, Yi-ch'uan says
"Was it the principles of things that
Chuang Tzu wished to ’equalise' ? Their principles 
have always been equal, and did not need Chuang
Tzu to make them so. But if he meant the forms
I ->
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of things, their forms have never been equal 
and cannot be made equal" (YS 3I5/5f)
In another discussion of this point, 
he concludes that bo ’equalise things'
“One can only extend the single
principle that unites them •* 1YS 2P9/6)
Commenting on the hexagram K& ft 'uei
^uppositionj, Yi-ch*uan writes :-
•‘To infer the identity of the prin­
ciples of things in order to understand the 
times and uses of 'Uoposition1 is the way in
which the sage unites opposites. The identity of 
identical things is common knowledge ; but it is
because the sage can understand the basic identity
of the principles of things that he can reduce 
everything in the world to identity and harmonise
the innumerable classes. xS a s  examples the text 
gives heaven and. earth, man and woman, and the
innumerable things. Heaven is high, earth low ;
their positions are opposed. But when the descend­
ing Yang and ascending Yin unite, the work that
they accomplish in transforming and nourishing things
is identical. Man and woman are opposed in that
they are differently constituted ; but the will to
seek the other is common to both. Things are
7mutually opposed in that they are produced in 
innumerable varieties. However, they all receive 
the harmony of heaven and earth and are endowed
with the ether of the Yin and Yang, and in
this they are of the same class. Although things
are different their principles are basically the 
same" (YC 3/25A/4-8)
Confucianism had always tended to 
account for the regularity of natural events in 
terms derived from the social order.. All things 
are governed by the ‘decree of heaven1, as men
are governed by the decree of the iianperor ; the
seasons in their recurrence, the heavenly bodies
in their cycles, men in their social relotions, 
all follow the ‘way of heaven1. The idea that
there are principles from which one can infer
had long been familiar the phrase t'uei-li is
already found in Huai Nan Tzu \ 5j ) , but early 
Confucianism had not conceived the possibility 
that the regularity of nature could be accour-ted
:: r: rj axteidiig Vie principles and finding that
all derive from one. The great innovation of
the Ch*eng brothers is to claim that 1 the innumer­
able principles amount to one principle*1 16), for
which ’heaven*,the ’decree1, and the ’Way1 are merely 
cifferent names, thus transforming a natural order
conceived after the analogy of human society into
a rational order. Such an achievement can only
‘ ' /
have been one result of long development, and a
study of the gradual emergence of the idea of li
during the preceding fifteen hundred years would no
doubt reveal that the way had been prepared for
them by earlier thinkers. But in any case it is
clear that the form of this doctrine accepted by
Confucians for the next eight hundred years is the
invention 01 the G h 1eng brothers. As we have seen,
the. term lj^  is not prominent in the writings of
their teacher ohou iun-yi. Their friend Chang Tnai
%
often speaks of the particular principles vhich
account for such matters as the succession of Yin
and Yang, knowledge, worldly success, the movements 
of the heavenly bodies \7j; but he does not speak of
an all-embracing principle, and the basic term in
relation to which he defines all the traditional 
Confuclan terms is the •Supreme Void1.
The relation of Principle to heaven and 
the decree will be discussed in the next chapter.
As for the Way {tao), Yi-chfuan says
1 Q,. What of the way of heaven V
A. It is simply principle ; principle
is the way of heaven,1 {YS 716/9)
"Above and below, root and tip, inside and
outside, are all one principle, which is the Way”
I YS 4/3?)
When the two words are contrasted, li_
refers to the principle of one thing or activity, 
tao to the common path followed by all things.
Ohu Hsi explains the difference as follows
”5. How do you distinguish between te0
and ' l_i ?
A. Tao is path, while li_ are the lines.
Like the grain in wood ?
A. Yes. *
in that case there seems to be no
difference.
A. The word tao is all-embracing ; the
li are so many veins inside the too.
(Again) The word tgo refers to the whole,
tne word li_ to the detail” (8)
l*t will be observed that the images
behind the two words are so closely related that
Chu Hsi!s questioner could see no difference between
them. Tao is primarily way or path, li is primarily
veins in jade or grain in wood. In the last resort
the principle of a thing is conceived after the
analogy of a line or vein running through it, am*
which one 1 follows’(hsun ii 4 S  a  1 as one 
follows a path. for this reason Bruce*s trans­
lation of li, as 1 law1 may be misleading, as
Joseph- Needham points out (9). Vhen we describe 
what the Neo-Confuc ians call l_i^ as ’moral laws’
or ‘lav/s of nature ‘, we suggest, however dimly, 
that they are imposed by a divine legislator on
rebellious human nature or on a universe which 
would otherwise be a chaos. It is true that 
neither a Chinese speaking of nor an Englishman
speaking of ’laws1 is directly conscious of veins 
in .jade or Acts of Parliament, but it is a
commonplace that in dealing with abstractions one 
never completely escapes from the concrete metaphors 
hidden in the words. ^or the Sung philosophers
a principle is a line which it is natural to
follow, not a law which one is bound to obey ; it
is also spontaneous, ’thus of itself* (tzM-.j ?n), end 
the idea of a legislator is completely foreign to 
them.:-
"The principles are like this spontaneously.
’The decree of heaven, how profound * it is and
unceasing *(IO) means simply that the principles
continue of themselves without ceasing, and are not 
made by man. if they could be made, even if they 
were improvised in hundreds and thousands' of ways,
there would still be a time when they would -stop.
It is because they are not made that they do
not stop.*1 IYS 248/9f)
But there is Brother respect in which 
’principle1 is no better than ’law1 as an equival­
ent of la. Both English words imply generality,
and invite us to think in terms of the Western
problem of universals and particulars. But in the 
Sung philosophy this problem has no pl^ce, and an 
individual, just as much as a class, has its own
li. Principle seems to be conceived as a network
of veins ; nowever much they* diverge from each other
the veins prove when we ’extend* them to be one ;
• v J
on the other hand we can also go on indefinitely 
making finer and finer distinctions among them,
finding as we proceed that not only classes but
individuals and parts of individuals have 1Jl_ which 
distinguish them from each other. According to 
Chu Hsi :-
'•There is only one principle (tao-li
but its divisions are not the s a m e ......  Thus
there is only one for this board, butjpie grain
runs one way here and another way there ; one
for a single house, but it has different sorts of 
room ; one for plants, but they include both peach* 
and plum-trees ; one for mankind, but there is
 *^4---
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Mr A . and Mr a. mrA . cannot become H r B  ; Hr B
cannot become Mr a (11)
■Iere there is no indication that the 
relation of mankind to Hr a . is eny diffexent from 
that .of plants to peach-trees, house to room ;
indeed all seem to be conceived as relations of 
whole and part.
what distinguishes the principles which
are ‘above form1 from the things end activities
•below form* is not generality but permanence.
Uh*en Ch'un, a disciple of Chu Hsi writes
" The common path of innumerable ages 
is the "Way. What does not change for innumerable 
ages is principle. The v/ord ‘Way* emphasises that 
it is universal, the word ‘principle* that it is
real. ’* [ 12)
The (Jh'eng brothers also lay great
stress on the idea that l_i is changeless, that
behind the perpetual flux of the visible universe
there are ‘constant principles' Ic h 1ang li. ^  ),
‘fixed principles' I ting li. ^  ^  ), .‘real prin-
). They also assume, like
(Jh'en wh'un, that imperviousness to change is a
proof of reality Ishih , literally solid-j, xittarag
although they do not, like the Buddhists, regard
t
ciples' 1shih li Q
u J3L , lichange as. a proof of unreality (hs terally
'void';. Vot this reason Yi-ch'uan objected to 
the terra 'Supreme Void1 (t 1 ai-hsu £  jfe- ), which
took the place of principle in uhang Tsai's
system, and which, seemed to imply unreality;-
"When we spoke of the Supreme Void he 
said : 'There is no such thing Referring to the
void he continued : 'it is all principle ; how
ca.n one call it void (unreal) ? There is nothing
in the world more solid (real) than principle,’
(YS 71/lf)
. As a matter of fact the criticism is
unjust, for Uhang Tsai consciously distinguished 
between hsu 'void' and hsu 'unreal1 ;-
"Gold and iron w^ear away in time ;
mountain peaks crumble in time ; everything which 
has form soon decays ; only the Supreme void does
not waver, and is therefore the most real (sh.ih) n
(1 3 )
The Uh'eng brothers assume that
principles exist in the same sense that material 
things exist, and that insight into them is a
kind of perception  to 'see1 vchien ),
'understand* yminq ) or ‘illuminate* ichu 0 if) the
principles. li-ch'uan strongly denies that such
j l4 )60
entities as morality and the nature v both aspects
of principle ) cannot be perceived
Is it through actions that morality
becomes visible r
A. It exists of itself within the nature.
It has no visible form.
A. To say that it exists is to say that
it can be seen; out men do not let themselves
see it, although it is there quite plainly betveen
Heaven and earth. it is the same with the nature;
why should there need to be a thing before one
can point to the nature ? The nature is present
of itself. Vfnat you speak of seeing is the
action ; what 1 speak of seeing is the principle. "
(YS 206/5f)
. There is a deep difference betveen 
Knowledge derived from the senses and insight 
into principles by the mind. Thus the sage does
not have a complete knowledge of facts, but he
has a perfect insight into principles K±*) ; 
according to a favourite quotation from the Great
Appendix which originally referred to divination, 
his mind "is tranquil and unmoving ; out when
stimulated, it penetrates all the phenomena of the 
world.H (15)
"Knowledge derived from the senses' is not 
the knowledge derived from the moral nature. when
the oody makes contact with things, knowledge of
them is not from within. This is all that is me^nt 
nowadays by ’wide information and much ability1. Tv,e
knowledge v.hich comes from the moral nature does
not depend on seeing and hearing H (YS 348/11) (16)
When asked about the Buddhist term 
’awakening1, Yi-ch’u&n said
"Why bring in the Buddhists ? Mencius 
used the term when ne spoke of ’the first to
know awakening those who do not yet know, the first
to awaken awakening those who have not yet awakened’ 
U?) ’Know* means knowing of an activity, ’awaken*
means awakening to a principle " (YS 2l7/7f)
There are however cases in which
we know of an event without it being present to
the senses ______  dreams, memory, divination, the
transmission of ideas by music. In these cases the
o.inr perceives the 1 i of an event invisible dkxxxtiiK 
( or, in memory, no longer visible) to the senses.
The passages in which this question is discussed are 
interesting as a further demonstration that there 
are assumed to . be inc ividual as well as general li 
"What the mind ’penetrates when stimulated 1 
is only the li_. The events of the world as it
knov.s them either are or are not, irrespective 
of pest and present, before and after. ?or 
example, whatever is perceived in dreams is without 
form ; there is only its M .  If you say that 
dreams are concerned with such ixxxxs things
as forms and voices, these are ether.(18) When a
thing is born its ether assembles ; when it dies,
its ether scatters and returns to extinction. If 
there is a voice ( that is, presumably* of a dead
man seen in a dream ) there must be a mouth ; 
when there is contact there must be a body. When 
its matter has decayed, how can these remain ?
It follows that if it did not have their M ,  the
dream could not be trusted " (YS 58/12-14?)
"Within heaven and earth, what is simply
is. F0r example, what a man has experienced, has
seen and h e a r d  one day after many years he
may recall it, complete in his breast. Where has
this particular tao-li been located V "  (YS 32/5? 
cf. 95/5 ?)
"Q,. What is meant by ’Nothing is more 
visible than what is hidden, nothing is more appar­
ent than what is minute’ ?
A. Men recognise that something is visible 
and apparent only if they can perceive it with
eyes and ears ; what cannot be seen and heard they
regard as hidden and minute.
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turned out that she had been rescued. "What then
are we to make of the servant’s telepathy ? In 
this case also the mind reacted and penetrated.
But when we speak of the mind ’penetrating when
stimulated’ there is no distinction of death and
life, past and present " (YS. 49/1-6 V# cf. 54/1-4 ?)
The Ch’engs generally refer to the
principles of ’activities ’ (Shih ijJ ) rather than to 
the principles of ’things’(wu ). In this fneY
continue^ the practice of using li and shih as ) *j w r
counterparts characteristic of the TJua-yen school
■ t  . . • ...
of Buddhism (19) Chu TTsi’s comment on the key
passage in the Grea t -Learning concerning the 
* investigation of things ’ (ke wu_) claims that here
wu is to be taken as meaning ’activities’, and 
in this he is only fallowing Yi-ch’uan :-
1 Wu means ’activities’. If you completely 
exhaust the principles in activities, there will be 
nothing that you do not understand” (YS I5Q/II)
There are, however, ( apart from many 
general references to the ’principles of things’),
a few pasavages in which it is stated that each
thing has its o^n principle :-
”In general, there is one principle for
each thing” (YS. 209/7f)
"All things have principles, fsr example
that by which fire is hot and that by which
water is cold. Ag for the relation between ruler 
and minister, father and son, all are ’p r i n c i p l e s •"
(YS 271/If)
In support of this view a passage from 
Mencius is sometimes quoted :-
"The Ode says : ’Ever since heaven produced 
the people, where there are things there have 
been rules. The people, holding to the norm, love
this excellent v i r t u e . * So if there is a thing
there must be a rule ; and because the people 
hold to the norm, they love this excellent virtue"jhriB
(20)
Ming-tao quotes this in full and comments
"The innumerable things all have p r i n ­
ciples ; to follow them is easy, to go against them 
is difficult. If each accords with its pri n c i p l e ( s ) ,
what need is there to exert o n e ’s own strength ?"
(YS 135/IIf, Ming- tao)
Yi-ch'uan also alludes to it :-
"The things of the world can all be 
explained by principles ; ’if there is a thing there
must be a r u l e ’ ; one thing necessarily has one 
principle" (YS 214/5)
* ’If there is a thing there must be a
r u l e 1. The father •stops’ in compassion, the son
in filial piety, the ruler in benevolence, the 
minister in reverence. Ea c h  thing and every activity 
has its proper place ; if it gets it there is
peace, if not disorder. The reason why the sage
can bring the Empire good government is not that
he can make rules for it, but that he makes each
stop in its proper place." jfcYfcxxxJfcX&d&x (YC 4/20B/7-9, 
on the hex a g r a m  Ken ’stop*)
The manner in which the principle 
of a thing is conceived is clearer in the later
Neo-Confucians. Thus Chu Hsi says
"This armchair is an object (literally 
•instrument*), that it can be sat in is its 
principle ; the human body is an object, that it
speaks and moves is its principle" (21)
His disciple C h ’en C h ’un says 
"If we look at the matter in relation
to activities and things, each of itself has a
principle to which it should conform (tang-.1 an chih ___
l i )• Eor example, *the way he placed his feet was 
grave, and his hands, s e d a t e ’(22) The foot is a
thing, gravity is its principle ; the hand is a 
thing, sedateness is its principle. Again, ’when
21
looking, his object is to see clearly ; when 
listening, to hear c l e a r l y 1•(23) Clear sight and 
hearing are the principles of looking and listen­
ing, Again, ’sit like a representative of the dead,
stand as if purifying yourself for s a c r i f i c e1 (24)
To be like a representative of the dead, and as
if purifying oneself for sacrifice,are the principles 
of sitting and standing. Inferring by analogy, 
everything, great or small, high or low, has an 
appropriate principle to which it should c o n f o r m " (25)
It is natural for a European to 
conceive the U  of a thing after the analogy of
the Platonic ideas and universals of our own 
philosophy. But it will be noticed that maatzzafzz 
in most of these quotations the li. accounts not
for the properties of a thing but for the task 
it must perform to occupy its place in the natural
4
order. Ea c h  thing has a principle to follow ; 
fathers should be compassionate and sons filial, 
fire should be hot and water cold. However, it
will be seen when the concepts of ’s u b s t a n c e1 and 
’function* are discussed that the Neo-Confucians take 
no interest in the properties of a thing, only in
its function ; if their attention had been called 
to the properties they might well have argued that
all depend on the function (for example, that all
%
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the characteristics of the eye serve the purpose 
of seeingi There is no doubt*.that they assume 
that to know the principle of a thing is to 
know all about it. If it is the li of my father
that I see in a dream, I am surely aware of more
than the principle of compassion ; and the sick
man who perceived the li. Tu Fu*s poems was
able to recite them. The assumption that what
a thing is depends on its function is easily 
understood when it is remembered that the Sung
philosophers are always thinking primarily of moral 
principles, and that the ’things* in which they
are seen are in the first place such entities
as fathers and sons, rulers and ministers. ’Father*
and *son* are grtmnrxifcy normative as well as
descriptive terms ; one is truly a father only if
one is compassionate, truly a son only if one is
filial. One of the O h ’engs says
"Outside the Way there are no things
and outside things there is no Way, so that 
within heaven and earth there is no direction to
go which is not the Way. In the relation of
father and son, (to be) a father or son depends on
(literally *is i n ’) affection ; in the relation of
ruler and minister, (to be) a ruler or minister
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depends on majesty* As for being husband and wife,
senior and junior, friend and friend, there is 
nothing one does whi c h  is not the W a y , " (YS80/5f ?)
In the '^ Explanation of the Doctrine
of the Me a n  * (ascribed to Ming-tao but probably the
work of the disciple Lu Ta-lin) the passage >
flintxgxix M Integrity (ch^jeng.) is the end and
beginning of things ; without integrity there are
no t h i n g s "(26)^
is taken to mean that without p r i n ­
ciples there are no things. This is justified from
two pants of view. If there is no principle
by which a thing is produced and destroyed it 
cannot exist even if you think you have seen it.
(The reference is no doubt to seeing g h o s t s (27) )
"There is a thing only if there really
is such a principle. Having (a principle) through 
w h ich it comes, by w h i c h  it is brought about, is
the beginning of a thing; having (a principle^
through w h i c h  it perishes, by w h i c h  it is destroyed,
is the end of a thing. If there are neither of
these principles, even * when the image of a thing
*
makes contact wi t h  the senses, the ear and eye
cannot be trusted, and one has the right to deny
that it is the thing"
Again, a thing which does not function
according to the principle of what it is supposed 
to be must be something else.
"Integrity is nothing but reality.
Because there really is the principle (outside us) 
there really is the thing, and therefore the
function. Because there really is the principle 
(within us) there really is the thing? idea
(literally 'mind'-), and therefore the action. These 
are b o t h  examples of 'by fathoming the beginning 
you understand the end' (28), If a sieve cannot be 
used to sift it is not a sieve ; if a ladle 
cannot be used to bale out wine and b r o t h  it is 
not a ladle" (CS 8/ 6B / I I - I3, 7A/4-6) ,
Another term which reminds the Western 
reader of the Platonic idea is ; the hsiang 'image'.*• 
The primary meaning is 'elephant', and it is no
doubt by way of ivory statuettes that it has come 
to mean the image of something else. In the Book 
of Changes and the literature derived from it the 
word is used in a_variety of senses w h ich are diffi­
cult to disentangle   the heavenly bodies, the
•four i m a g e s 1, the explanations of the diagrams, the 
diagrams themselves, the archetypal images of things
embodied in their concrete forms thsing ) and repre­
sented by the diagrams. In the last sense it is 
often used by Chang T s a i (29) but seldom by the
Ch'engs, But Yi-ch'uan introduces it in a very 
interesting w a y  when discussing the relation between 
the h e x a g r a m  Ting (tripod) and the invention of 
the tripod
"The construction of the vessel is
derived from the image. The image is preserved in 
the diagram but the diagram is not necessarily 
earlier than the vessel. The sages were able to 
construct the vessel because they knew the image 
without h a ving to see the diagram. But since
ordinary people could not know the image, they
prepared the xjtKMixxxxxxxxlaxxxlx diag r a m  in 
order to show it to them. Whether the diagram is
earlier or later than the vessel does not affect 
its meaning. It may be objected that there can be
no natural (tzu-.1a n ) image since the tripod was 
made by man. The answer* is that certainly it is
man-made, but the fact that things can be made 
edible by cooking, and that its use depends on a
certain form and construction, is not man-made but 
natural. It is the • same with the diagram Ching 
(well). Alt h o u g h  the vessel existed before the
diagram, it is derived from the image represented 
by the diagram, while the diagram uses the 
vesa^el to give it its meaning" (YC 4/I2B/4-7)
It is not clear h ow the image of a 
thing is supposed to be related to its principle.
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He more than once says that the principle 
precedes the image, but in these passages he 
seems to mean by ‘i m a g e 1 the diagram itself.
uthere are principles before there 
are images, and images before there are numbers**
U S  297/8 J
-What is perfectly minute is the principle, 
what is perfectly manifest is the image. Substance
and function have one source, there is no divis­
ion between manifest and minute- U<^ Preface 3A/9)#
On the other hand, ii-ch*uan believes 
that since the mind is principle, even when we
are not in contact with things their principles 
are inside us ; and he once makes this point by
saying that all the images of things are complete 
within us
"When it is void and without trace, the 
innumerable images are already complete, as thick
as a forest" (YS I69/I3)0 
Compare:-
"When it is ’tranquil and u n m o v i n g ’, the
innumerable things are already present complete, as 
thick as a forest"(YS I 7 I/2)0
" ’It is tranquil and unmoving, but when 
stimulated it p e n e t r a t e s ’(15) H e a v e n ’s principle is 
all complete, there has never been any deficency" 
( i s  45/3  ? ) .
N O T E S  II.I
1. SYHA 22/128/6. A  similar definition is given
by W u  Ch'eng (1249-1333), Hslng li ching y i
9/2 9B/£_ \o
2. Por a m u c h  earlier example, see W a n g  Pi
"If one is acquainted w i t h  a thing's 
movements, the principles by which it is as
it is (so-yi ,7 an chih l i ) can all be seen" 
(Chou Yi Wang Han chu I/4A/5)
3. Doctrine of the He an L.419/2
4. TY 2/35B/2 (based on YS 174/9) For other example
of so-yi (j a n ) in connection with li_, see
YS 169/9 (cf. 164/10) 174/2 CS 1/lB/g 12
5. Huai Han Tzu Id/I2a/|o T'ui lei is used
by Hsun Tzu (Hsun Tzu Chi Chieh 4/25/4). For 
other examples of t 'ui used in connection with  
li and lei by the Ch'eng brothers, see YS 2/10 
35,/7f, 39/14, 137/IOn, 227/6, 236/3, 309/8 YCWC
5/I2B/2-5
6 YS 2 16 / 11
7 CTCS 27/4,31/6, 35/3, 40/5, 44/2, 68/10, etc.
8 . Y L  6 / I A / I 0 - 12
9 Needham 208.
10 Ode. No 267 (L.570 )
11. XixS/SSSx Y L  6/3B/8, II- M/3
12. Pei Ctfl tzu yi 2/5B
13 CTCS 268/5
14. YS 248/l3f
15. Sung 295/4f
16. This saying is also found in the works of
Chang Tsai tCTCS 45/I3f}
17. Mencius L. 363/6
18. Paraphrased in TY 2/32A/9 as “What we meet in 
dreams is without forms and voices, but what
the mind penetrates when stimulated has the
li of forms and voices'*
19. cf YS 216/10
20. Mencius L.403/5-9, quoting Ode Uo 260, L. 541/1-4
21. YL 77/5B/I0-12
22. iix Li chi, Couvreur 1. 721/If
23. Analects L.314/4
24. Li_ chi. Couvreur 1.3/5-7
25. Pei-ch* i tzu yi 2/3A
26. Doctrine of the Mean L.418/5-7
27. The Ch'engs rejected stories of seeing ghosts
as impossible in principle [YS 54/5-13 ?, 2II/2-7,
314/7-315/I)
28. Great Aooendix Sung 330/1 cf. 278/3
29. CTCS 36/10, 38/6, 71/10, 80/1, 223/5-10, 224/3,
231/14, 253/14, 254/2, ££jE£x 261/43
30. The terms li. and tao-li appear to be synonomous.
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TL. MING (DECREE)
Before the Sung , the central place in the p
Confucian world-picture had been occupied by t *.ien
•heaven’, which was conceived as a very vaguely
personal power controlling nature as the Emperor,
the *Son of Heaven*, controls men. The course which
things follow ' or should follow _____  the recurrence of
the seasons, the cycles of the heavenly bodies, the
customs of men is the ’way of heaven*. Every­
thing which man cannot alter  his nature, his
destiny______ is due to the ’decree of heaven ’ (t 1 ien-
ming % ). The great innovation of the Ch’engs, as
we have seen, is the elevation of principle to the
place formerly occupied by heaven ; and this involves
treating ’heaven* and its ’decree1, as well as the
*Way’, as merely names for different aspects of prin­
ciple.
One of the main functions of the terms 
’heaven* and the ’decree’ had been to indicate what 
is objectively given, independent of human action and
desire. In the words of Mencius,
“The doer of what noone has done is
heaven. That which happens when noone has caused it
is decreed*’(l)
Eor Yi-ch’uan this is one of the aspects
of principle. The principles we must follow are ’thus
of themselves* (tzu-jan) and cannot be improvised 
to suit our needs ; it is to emphasise this side 
of it that the one principle is called ‘heaven1 
and the subsidiary principles which derive from it 
are called ’decrees.* (2)
’What is called heaven is self-dependent 
(tzu-.jan) principle. " (YS 343/2f)
"The self-dependence of the nature (the 
nature is also identified with principle) is
called heaven" (YS 349/7)
/
To make the same point principle is
often qualified as ’heaven’s principle* (t ’^ n- li). 
Paraphrasing the quotation from Fencius just given,
. Yi-ch’uan says
"If it is done without anyone doing it,
and happens without anyone causing it, it is 
(due to) heaven’s principle" (YS 237/10)
Thus to say that heaven punishes the
wicked means only that there is a principle, of
course not always followed in practice, that the
wicked are to suffer. If a man is x executed by
a ruler who is merely follow/ing principle without 
any intrusion of selfish motive, it is heaven and
not the ruler who punishes him. If he is killed 
by lightning, it is because natural processes follow
the same principle, the ’evil ether' of the traner
transgressor exciting the ’evil ether of heaven and 
earth.’ Heaven is entirely impersonal ; the ancient 
terra £ ti_ ♦  ’God’ is treated as merely another 
name for principle emphasising that it controls all
things (3)
"ty. What of the rewarding of the good and
punishment of the wicked ?
A. This is a self-dependent_____principle_____
for good there is reward, for wickedness punishment.
What about the Way of • heaven V
A. It is simply principle ; principle is 
the way of heaven. Thus to say that ’High heaven 
shook with anger-* (4) by no means implies that there
is a man up above who shakes with anger ; it is
simply that the principle is like this ( that is,
that the crime deserves anger)
CJ. What of the way good and evil are
recompensed nowadays ?
A. It is a matter of luck and ill-luck."
IYS 3 I6/9f)
"Q. When there is evil in a man, and he
is shocked to death by thunder, is it not because,
having evil in his mind, he dies of fright when
he hears the thunder ?
A. No. It is the shock of the thunder 
that kills him.
Q. In that case$ must there not be someone
who causes it ?
A. No. Since the man has done evil, there
is evil ether which clashes with the evil ether
of heaven and earth, so that he dies . of the
shock.M (YS 260/Ilf)
"For the innumerable things there is nothing 
but the one heaven’s principle ;what has self to do 
with it ? Thus when it is said that ^Heaven pun­
ishes the guilty, by the five penalties and their
applications ; heaven decrees for the virtuous the 
five styles of dress and their ornaments ’ (5), this
means only that independently (tzu-.1 an) by heaven's 
principle there should be such recompense. What has 
man to do with it f If he intrudes, that is to
have selfish motives. There is good and there is
evil ; if there is good, then it is a matter of
principle that one should rejoice in it , and the
five styles of dress have a sequence of their own 
to display it. If there is evil, it is a matter 
of principle that one should be angry ; the affair 
decides itself by principle, and therefore there
are the 'five penalties and their applications' "
(YS 30/14- 31/2 Y )
The relation between human action
and destiny is a favourite problem of Confucian
philosophy. A typical view is that of Mencius ;
Everything is decreed1, but to be punished for a
crime is not one’s 'true decree1 (6^ Heaven has
decreed what will happen if 1 live properly, my
true decree ; but it has also decreed what will
happen if I do not. Since Yi-ch'uan believes that
nothing can occur unless there is a li_ that it
will occur, he is bound to accept the view that 
‘everything id decreed' and to reject Chang Tsai's 
view that there are chance happenings{7)
"ty. What is the difference between
the decree and chance *?’
A. Whether men chance on something or 
not is just what is decreed.
Q. At the battle of Ch'ang-P'ing (in 
which the Chao army was wiped out by Po 8h'i) 
four hundred thousand men died. How can the same 
death have been decreed for all of them ?
A. This was none the less decreed. They 
chanced on Po C h ‘i because it was decreed that it 
should happen like this. This is the less difficult
to understand since the Chao soldiers were all men
of one country ; it is common enough for men rf
from all over the 'five lakes and four seas' to
“ *
die together.
ty. There are criminals who become Icings
and ministers who starve .to death, men who fall
from high rank and men who rise from low rank ;
are all such things decreed ?
A. 'Everything is decreed* It is because of
what is called the decree that there are such
inequalities of fortune ; there is nothing strange
about it.H (YS 225/6-9;
"Q. Eor each man there is of course an
allotment or wealth or poverty, high rank or low,
long life or short. If a gentleman has previously
fulfilled all that depends on (literally fis in1;
himself, which of these he receives may be said to
be decreed. If he has not, early death in poverty
and degradation is what should happen in principle ;
»
long life in wealth and honour is luck, and cannot
be described as decreed.
A. Even if it cannot be described as
decreed, xfcxxx* whether he has wealth or poverty,
high or low rank, long life or short, is none the 
less fixed in advance. Mencius says : ’tn cases
where we find merely by seeking and lose merely by
neglecting, seeking is of use to finding ; for we
seek what is in ourselves, where wre can only seek
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according to tne Way and find if it is so decreed, 
seeking is of no use to iinding ; for w<e seek what
is external %k(8) So the gentleman is content with 
the decree because he recognises duty ; the small
man is content with duty because he recognises the
decree",(YS 335/4-8).
In spite 01 this, it is felt to be
morally dangerous for men to think of the consequ­
ences or their own evil actions as decreed :-
"Q. ’To die in fetters is not the true
decree*(6) But is it not decreed all the same ?
A. The sages only teach men to accept
tneir true (lot) obediently, without speaking of the 
decree.
ty. Is not a death m  letters decreed ?
A. Mencius himself said that ’everything
is decreed’; but the sage none the less does not 
say .that it is decreed",(YS 237/If)
We are familiar in European philosophy
and theology with the claim that a murder is'
predestined oy God, or predetermined by an inexorable
sequence of cause and effect, but that all the same
the murderer shouldn’t have done it. At first sight
Yi-ch’uan’s position seems to be the same. However,
one is always uneasily conscious when reading Chinese
discussions of the decree that, however close they
come to touching the problem of free will, there are
T : V*
elusive differences between their presuppositions and
ours as a result of which the problem does not
arise for them. In Yi-ch'uan's case, the easiest
way to identify these presuppositions is to consider
$
how far the idea of Xi implies necessity. ve 
believes that a principle is 'thus of itself1 and
cannot be improvised by man ; thus an action is
in principle right or wrong whatever I may choose
to think of it. He also holds that if there is
a thing or activity there is necessarily a prin­
ciple 'by which it is as it is* ; and his usual 
way of asserting impossibility is to say 'There is
not this principle* ;-
"The things of the world can all be
explained by principle ; 'if there is a thing there
must be a rule' ; one thing necessarily has one 
principle" (YS 214/5)
"The perfect integrity of a common man
stimulating heaven and earth_______ certainly it is
possible (literally 'certainly there is this principle')
But Tsou Yen's opinion goes too far. All that can
be said is that there are cases of stimulating cold
at the height of summer, but none of happenings
outside principle. As for changing summer into winter
and bringing down frost and snow, rt_ _is_ impossible
(there is not this principle)", (YS 178/14- I79/I)
"Whenever things disperse, their ether is
exhausted ; they cannot (there is not a principle 
that they) return to their original state",(YS I8O/9 )
"That in the remote past there were men
with ox's heads and snake's bodies.^_   surely this
is impossible ? (surely there is not this principle ?)"* 
(YS 220/4)
But Yi-ch'uan does not assert the opposite
_ that if there is the principle there must necess
arily be the thing or activity ; and 'There is this
principle' is his usual way of affirming not necess­
ity but possibility.
"Shao Yung's being able to calculate by
numbers the length of a thing’s life and the date
of its beginning and end______ is_ this possible ? (is
there this principle ?)" (YS 218/7)
"By perfect integrity being able to
walk on fire and water______  i_s this possible ?
(is there this principle ?)" (YS 210/13)
"The sun and moon are of the same
order. How can the sun be (how is there a principle
that the sun is) higher than the moon ?"(YS 261/8)
"There are cases of revival after death ;
so it is proper to wait three days before burial
.........  When a ram is buried before the three days
are up, there is always the possibility (principle)
of killing him" (WS II/2B/7f )
It appears to u ^ x m p  common sense that
for some events there is only one possible course 
( e.g. the succession of the seasons), while for 
others (in particular those depending on human 
choice) there are alternative courses. The tendency
of European science, at any rate until quite recently, 
has been to eliminate the latter category, showing 
that the more one understands the causes the clearer
it becomes that only one of the apparent alternatives
is possible. JBut it is easy to see that a philosophy
which treats principles after the analogy of veins 
(li) or paths(tao) will find no reason to question
the common-sense view. There is a network of inter­
secting lines ; things necessarily follow these lines.
As long as there is only one line to follow there
is no problem ; in this passage , for example, there 
would be no point in asking whether ]A implies 
necessity or possibility :-
"If we consider the complete cycle of
heaven and earth, taken as a whole, there is a
principle of continuous diminution, just as the hun­
dred years of m an’s life are reduced by a day. as
soon as the baby has lived a dayj* (YS 29.1/9)
But wherever there is a cross-roads, the 
path by which one has arrived does not determine "
which alternative one will choose (9):-
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"Han Yu says that when Shu Hsiang’s mother
heard Yang Shih-wo being born, she knew that he
would certainly destroy his clan. There is nothing
wonderful in this. He was endowed at birth with
evil ether, so that there was a l_i that he would
destroy his clan. This is why she knew it when
she heard his voice. If he could have learned to 
conquer his ether and restore his nature, this mis­
fortune need not have happened."(YS 277/If)
Thus there was a li_ (determining his 
endowment of ether ) that Yang Shih-wo would destroy
his clan, and there were also the moral principles
within his nature ; but nothing compelled him to
follow the former rather -than the latter. The con­
sequences of following the latter would presumably 
have been his ’true decree’ ; but the destruction 
of his clan was also decreed, in that there was
a li^  for it wrhether it happened or not.
Similarly, fi-ch’uan says :- 
"It is the way of husband and wife
that they should constantly anticipate far in advance
the final consequences, and knowing without fail that
%
there is a principle of ruin ( that is, the possib-
ility of ruin), take care to guard against it"
(YC 4/28A/6)
Referring to explanations of the history of
dynasties in terms of the five elements and the
iin and Yang, Yi-ch'uan says :-
'•The T'ang dynasty had the virtue of
the element earth, so there were few floods. The 
present dynasty has that of fire, so there are many
conflagrations! j K X m  (10). For there # is this prin­
ciple ; the only qualification is that there must be 
principles (tao-li) in addition to it. The point 
about the hundred years in Kuan Lang is excellent
(II) In these matters it must be said that to
deal with * them in one wray is auspicious, in another 
way ill-omened. The same is true of everything else.
For even the decree of heaven can be usurped by
man, for example the Taoist nourishing his body to
snatch back years already lost, and the sage by his 
possession of the Way prolonging the decree of a
declining dynasty ________simply because there are
these principles.rt(YS 288/8-10 cf. 178/5-7, 317/12-14)
There is a principle that man does 
not live longer than a hundred years ; that is the
term of life decreed for him. But there are other 
principles known to the Taoist by following which 
life can be prolonged, a man can. take either course,
but he cannot take a course which is 'outside prin­
ciple1, which is_______ not decreed_that is, he cannot
prolong his iife unless he practices the Taoist arts.
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For Yi-ch'uan l_i_ is at once natural and
ethical, and it is apparently assumed that a plant 
by flowering in spring and fading in autumn is
following principle in the same way as a father by 
being compassionate and a son by being filial. The 
difficulties which result from this assumption are 
especially obvious in his discussions of the decree.
To be good is to follow principle ; yet we are 
still doing so when we act wrongly. why was lang 
shih-wo wrong in acting » according to the l_i that 
he would destroy his clan ? One reason why Yi-ch’uan
is unconscious of any difference between descriptive 
and normative principles is no doubt that for him 
what is normative is not so much the assertion of 
a principle as the definition of a thing (an attitude 
encouraged by the uonfucian emphasis on the ‘correct 
use of names') Chinese writers seldom tell us that 
a father should be compassionate to his son ; a 
father i_s compassionate, and a man who is not is 
not a father. Further, terms such as li_l'vein') and
tao{ ‘way ') are themselves normative as well as descript­
ive, having a concealed implication of direction. A 
road can go the wrong way, but it is not 'the road*
rhere is a ’way of the small man', out it is not
‘the Way*. There was a li that Yang Shih-wo would
destroy his clan, but it was not Li. Concealed in
 a— nrnrrr,
the definition of a noun, the distinction 'between
descriptive and normative does not force itself on 
the attention ; to become aware of it as a problem 
the Ch’engs would have had to habituate themselves
to making more consistent use or XU* normative verbs 
such as tang (’should1;, to saying not
"Fathers are compassionate. Therefore X
is not a father",
but
"X is a father. Therefore X ought to
be compassionateu
In certain late members of the Sung
school we do in fact find some attention being
paid to the difference between ’is thus') and
tang jan ^  (’should be thus’) and between the
decree and morality. They claim that the principle
of an activity is moral from the point of view of 
the person doing it, decreed from the point of view
of others. Thus Hsu Heng says
"That by which something is as it is
1so-yi jan) and that to which it should conform 
(s£ tang jan) is the explanation of the word li.
That by which it is as it is, is the source______
the decree ; that to which it should conform is the
outflow  morality. Every single activity and thing
must have a [principlej by which it is as it is,
and to which it should conform" /
"Among the principles of things there 
are two divisions ; there are some activities which 
derive from oneself and others which do not. The 
former have morality in them, the latter have the 
decree in them. They are to be referred . only to 
morality ana the decree"(12)
NOTES II.2
1. Mencius 1.359 |lf
2. Unlike Chu Hsi, who divides the decree between
principle end ether, Yi-ch’uan identifies it 
exclusively^ with principle. See YS 99/4 ?
225/IIf, 14, 299/10, YC 3/5IB/II
3. YS 314/6. Also 31/10 ?, 145/7, Ming-tao
4 *’ Book of History L.285/3f
^ u »»i» « it i i i ti i i n 74/1- 4
6. Mencius L.449
7. CTCS 80/11
8. Menc ius 1.450/5-9
9. The image of a cross-roads is not uncommon, as 
in this passage :-
- "That Confucians often end up by going 
over to heretical doctrines is not because they want 
to, but because to do so is inherent in their
situation. Hor their wisdom and strength being 
exhausted, they want to rest ; and at the same time
they know that they are not yet secure, so that 
they cannot rest. So when they see someone who has
• -V ’ «
a principle [tao-li). their situation compels them to
follow it. In the same way, when a man is walking 
on a wide road, level and unobstructed, he will not
take a side-path. It is only because there is an 
obstacle which holds him up, a mountain or river
ahead, that when he sees a side-path going the 
wrong way he is delighted to follow it"
(YS 172/13-173/1)
10. Accepting the variant in line 8. f r  in the 
text of the Basic Sinological Series is a
misprint for .
11. Chung shuo 10 (Kuan Lang p * ien) I2A-I5A
Kuan Lang is said to have divined the history
of the next hundred years in 503AD, but to
have insisted that at each crisis whether the
predicted outcome would be realised depended on
the worth of the ruler.
"Good government and disorder have the 
possibility of change ( a principle that they can
change)" (I3B/7)
"When the ceremonies of Chou were
practised, why should not its estimated term be
prolonged to eight hundred years ? When the laws of
Ch’in were established, how could the imperial house
outlast two generations ?" (l4B/8f, quoted in ¥S 317/13)
12. SYHA. 22/128/7f,12
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in. ch *i (etker)
b.
The basic meaning of ch *i is ’breath* or
*air’. It had been assumed, at least since
the period of the Warring Kingdoms, that the breath
is the source of life, and that all the activity 
of the universe is due to a vital fluid conceived 
after the analogy of breath. Thus according to the 
Wen Tzu :-
"The form ^body) is the lodginp'-place of
life ; t t m x x M m t x i x h M x xj the ch *i is the source 
of life ; the spirit(shen $  ) is the ruler of
life** (I)
By the time of the Sung, although the
ch * i was still thought of primarily as an acti­
vating fluid, it had come to be accepted that solid 
matter(chih ^  ) is simply the ch*i in a parti­
cularly dense and inert state : in the words of
Chu Hsi, “the pure ch ’i is c h ’i, the impure ch *i
is matter** 12) It is thus the material of which
all things are composed ; and since Yi-ch*uan regards
all immaterial entities (the Way, heaven, nature,
mind) as aspects of li^ , he arrives at a dualist
system with and ch *i as its basic terms. We
have taken ’principle* as the English equivalent of 
the former ; for the latter we can accept the equi­
valent *ether‘ suggested by Bruce, not so much because
^  --fiHSjMBApri q
it is appropriate as because it can be used consist­
ently for ch * i alone, and because it means so
little that it is not positively misleading.
The ether llike breath) alternatively
moves and returns to stillness. The ether in movement,
opening, expanding, is called Yang ; the ether 
returning to stillness, closing, contracting, is 
called Yin. The 'two ethers' las they are already
called in the Book of Changes 13)) are responsible 
for all natural opposites ; thus light, herdness, 
heat, the male, are Yang, while darkness, softness,
cold, the female, are Yin. fhe system sometimes
leads to paradoxical results : for example, when
good and evil are included good has to be classed
as Yang and XlaJlAaA evil as Yin, although as a rule
goodness is said to reside in a proper balance 
between the two. Originally the two terms seem to
have referred primarily to light and darkness ; but
as the system developed this pair fell into the 
background and its guiding principle became the
activity and passivity of the ether, revealed most 
directly in movement and stillness. According to 
Ming-tao,
"Movement and stillness are the basis of 
the Yang and Yin" IMTWC 4/8B/II),
and Chou Tun-yi's “Explanation of the Chart",
accepted as the chief authority by Chu ^si and
his successors, opens with the words
"It is the ultimate of nothing which is
the Supreme Ultimate. The Supreme Ultimate moving
produces, the Yang, and at the ultimate of movement
becomes still. Becoming still, it 
produces the Yin ; and at the ultimate of stillness
again moves. Movement and stillness alternate, each
the root of the other"(4)
The ether occupies the same place in
Neo-Confucianism as matter in Western philosophy, and 
it is not surorising that Le Gall translated it
by 'matiere'. But in many respects it is very
unlike what we understand by matter, and an analysis
of the difierences is perhaps the Best way to
approach it. The most obvious is already implied
by the fact that the primary meaning of the word
is 'breath1. For us matter is what has mass, and
is most obviously itself in solid things such as
metal ; to say, for example, that air is matter, 
makes sense to us only because we suppose that it 
consists of atoms similar to those composing metal
but more widely distributed in space. But ether is 
more easily recognised as air, pure, active, and
freely moving, than as metal, in whiwh it is
impure, dense, obstructed. Thus one of the Ch'engs,
explaining that, although it is usual to speak 
of heaven and earth as counterparts, earth is
surrounded by sky above and below, says :-
"Below the earth there must be heaven.
What we call earth is nothing but a thing inside
heaven. It has assembled like a mist, and because 
over a long period it has not dispersed, it is
considered the counterpart of heaven. Earthquakes
are only movements of the ether."(YS 5 7/5f ?)
Le Gall, whose mistakes, since he was 
genuinely trying to define clearly what the Neo-
Confucians mean, are stimulating rather than confus­
ing, was tricked by his identification of ch'i and
matter into supposing that the assembly and dispersal
of ether implies that it is composed of atoms. A
passage in Chang Tsai's "Correction of Delusions",
fa z . ^  ^  -fa. A  ^  it
"The assembly and dispersal of the ether in
the Supreme Void is like ice congealing and melting
in water" (5)'
is actually rendered
"La condensation et les dispe'rsions d es a tomes 
dans la T'ai-hiu peuvent se comparer » la congelation 
et a la fonte de la glace dans l ’eau"(6),
in spite of the fact that the comoarison
*
with water shows clearly that the ether is a continuum
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and not an aggregation of atoms.
What for the Sung school distinguishes the 
material from the immaterial is closer to .Descartes’ 
criterion, extension in space, than to the modern 
criterion, mass. It is the possession* of form(hsingffi ) 
According to the Great Append ix of the Boole p£
Changes.
’What is above form is called the Way ; what
is below form is called an instrument (concrete
thing)" (7)
One of the Ch’engs says
"All that has form is ether ; only the Way
is without form" (YS 90/fl ?)
The distinction is made more precisely by
Hu Hung, a disciple of the Ch'eng disciples Hou
Chung-liang and Yang Shih
"Things are confined by number and come to
an end ; the Way pervades all transformations and
has no limit"(R)
Thin«s (wu ) with visible outlines come
into existence as the ether assembles and perish as
it disperses ; but in any of its states ether has
form in that it has limits in space and time !-
"Bven smells and sounds have form ; they 
come and go in the wind and can be interrupted or 
continued" (YS 290/9, quoting Chang Tsai)
The chief source of difficulty for the under­
standing of ch * i is that the Sung philosophy does 
not draw our habitual distinctions between matter and 
force, animate and inanimate, mind and body. According 
to the view , that comes most naturally to us, matter
is ’inert1 and moves when pushed from outside. When 
approaching such Chinese terras as ether, Yin and 
Yang, the Five Elements, we tend to presuppose that 
they refer either to substances or to forces. On 
this point le Gall again made an illuminating mis­
take, which is criticised by Bruce(9); he assumed
that since the ch1i is matter and matter is inert, 
it must be moved by the li_. "Li est le principe
d ’activite, de mouvement, d ’ordre dans la nature ; ce 
que no^s Avolutionnistes contemporains H. Spencer,
Darwin, Haeckel, appellent une force de develormcment 
inh4rente a. la matiere. qui sans elle resterait inerte 
(10). But the ether is always assumed to be self- 
moving, although of course its movement, like all its 
other characteristics, is accounted for by the prin­
ciples ’by which it is as it is1. The idea that 
stillness is merely the absence of movement, that a 
thing comes to rest when forces cease to act on it,
is quite foreign to Chinese conceptions, according to 
which stillness is due to the pull of the Yin which 
returns as the Yang ceases. According to Chang Tsai I
"The movement of all things that revolve 
( such as planets; must have chi inward
springs of movement, incipient movements not yet 
visible outside). By having chi. 1 mean that their
movement is not from outside."IH)
In practice we ourselves use such words 
as ‘breath*,‘wind',‘fire' without distinguishing 
between substance and force. For the Sung school
these are typical examples of ether in a relatively
pure state ; from their point of view what requires
explanation is not so much the movement of the pure
ether (as we have seen, the ether was originally 
conceived as the source of life and activity) as
the inertia of things like stone and metal______
which is accounted for by saying that they are 
clogged by the impurity of' the ether which constit­
utes them. The fact that the elements are regarded
as forces as well as substances is shown by their
name, the wu hsing I J  ’five walkings'). The
same is clearly true of the Yin and Yang, for
to regard them only as substances or only as forces 
would be self-contradictory. if the Yang ether is a
substance, why does it make* things move ? If the
Yin ether is a force, why does it make them still
For us the primary difference between
animate and inanimate is that the living body is
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self-moving; But it is clear that for someone who
thinks in terms of self-moving ether instead of 
inert matter, the difference can only be one of
degree. The ether is in varying degrees pure and 
active or impure and inert ; wind and fire are not, 
a6 they are for us, different in kind from the
vital fluid in man and the same in kind as stone ^ * "** ;
and metal. A European reading the bung philosophers 
for the first time finds himself continually asking
whether wu means ’thing1 or ‘animal', whether
%
sheng means ’produce1 'be produced' as ’give birth to*
'be born* : but he soon learns that in many contexts
these questions are irrelevant. This does not mean
that they do not draw much the same common-sense 
distinctions between man, animals, plants, inanimate 
things, as we do. Man is distinguished from, animals 
by his ability to reason (t ‘u p  (12) Animals are
conscious while plants are not(13) Animals and
plants are produced by 'birth from seed', other 
things by 'transformation of the ether' But since 
the ' Chinese shared the belief in spontaneous generation
which survived in Europe until its refutation by
Pasteur, the last criterion does not imply an
absolute distinction between animate and inanimate.
uty. Were men originally produced by
t
transformation of the ether ?
A. To be sure of bringing this principle
to light, we must discuss the matter at length.
To take a parallel, grass and trees will grow on
an island which has suddenly emerged from the sea.
It is not surprising that vegetation should grow where
there is soil; and once there is zji±± vegetation, 
naturally birds and animals are produced there.
ty. What did you mean by the remark in your
recorded sayings(14):- ’^ ow can we tell whether on
islands there may not be men produced by transform­
ation of the ether ? ’
A. Off islands near to inhabited land there
are certainly none ; but for all we know there may
be such men in extremely remote places.
Cl. If there are now no oeople in the world
without father and mother, why are men no longer
produced by transformation of the ether, as they used
to be ?
A. There are two kinds of things, borne are
produced solely by transformation, for example fireflies,
whicn are born from decaying grass. Things of this
sort are transformed of themselves when the time comes
for them to be transformed. There are also things m i
which originate oy transiormation of the ether but are
afterwards reproduced by seed. Thus a few days after
a man has put on new clothes lice may be horn 
inside them. This is a case of transformation ; but
once transformed the ether is not transformed again, 
but reproduced by seed. This principle is quite 
clear" (YS 220/6-II)
The distinction between principle and 
ether in man does not by any means correspond to 
our division between mind and body. The TTeo-Confuc-
ians are however vague ana inconsistent on this 
point ; thus the Ch'eng brothers do not commit
themselves on whether the passions are -principle 
or ether, and while they are convinced that the 
mind (which for them does not include the passions) 
is principle, Chu Hsi several times says that it
is ether. Europeans who make an absolute distinction 
between mind and body do so on the grounds that
although thoughts, emotions and desires continually 
change and have a beginning and end in time, they
lack other characteristics of matter such as mass 
and extension in space. But the Neo-Confucians do not
share the assumptions on which this description is 
based, vor them mass is not a necessary characteristic 
of BQaciixx^xxiiMAx ether but a proof of its impurity ;
’form* is characterised by limits in time as well 
as in spaoe, while principle is necessarily unchanging. 
It is clear that from this point of view? much of
what we call mind has form and must be ether
in a relatively pure state. Thus the ’vast ether*
(hao-.jan ohih ch* i ) of Mencius, the moral
energy , thought of as a fund of pure ether,
which is accumulated by consistent right action, is
said to have concrete form itoirotaiiiqcrxxxxxxjbttiXKiixx
(hsinsrl!! w  jtf ,’form and body’). Purpose or will 
4 - .
(chjh/^ii. ) is also said to have ’form and image’
(hsing-hsiang ^  ), a vaguer term which tends to
be used when form is being attributed to something ;
rather insubstantial (15)
’fts for the ’vast ether’, to call it
ether implies that there is a thing which to some
extent has concrete form. Similarly purpose definitely 
has ’form and image’, although it is imperceptible
(literally 'what trace is there ?')M (YS 1^4/ H )
Since principle is the same in all, 
all differences between men are differences in the
constitution of their ether ; and the style, manner,
/
air, by which the temperament of any human type is
revealed are the outward signs of the ether (c h ’i-
hsiang ^  ).
* "Cl* Is not carelessness in speech due to 
the ether being unsettled ?
A. This requires training. If we train 
ourselves until careful speech comes naturally, the
ether of which we are constituted is changed. To 
study until this change has been effected is to 
achieve something. Man is nothing but a product of
XJUtii&XK training. Consider the differences in 
manner (ch1i-hsiang) between a scholar, a general 
and a hereditary noble. They cannot have been like 
th^s from birth ; it is simply due to training."
(YS 2I1/8-10)
The manner in which things interact,
at every level from the ’two ethers’ down to the 
'innumerable things* which are perpetually assembling 
out of the ether and dispersing into it, is
Aexplained by means of /the two terms kan ’act on,
excite’ and ying 'answer, respond’. The natural
English equivalents are ’stimulation’ and 'response',
These concepts occupy much the same place in Sung 
philosophy as causation in the West. If it is assumed
that things consist of inert matter, it is natural
to think in terms of ’effects' which passively allow
themselves to be pushed by ’causes'. But if inert
matter is only the essentially active ether in an 
imnure state, this kind of action will only be of
minor importance ; in the purer ether, when A acts
on B, B will not only be moved by it, but will
respond actively. Yi-ch'uan says
"Within heaven and earth there is nothing
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but stimulation and response. What else is there V " 
(YS 168/14 cf. Ming-tao WS I2/I5B/2)
"To stimulate is to move ; if there is 
stimulation there must be response. -Whatever moves 
stimulates, and what is stimulated must respond.
That to which it responds again stimulates it, and 
when stimulated it again responds, so that the 
process is endlessV (YC 3/4A/2-4)
The Yin ether responds to the Yang and 
gjpCXX in turn stimulates it, so that throughout 
heaven and earth there is a perpetual alternation 
of expansion and contraction, movement and stillness, 
light and darkness, heat and cold.
"The looper caterpillar moves by first
contracting and then stretching ; for without con­
tracting it could not stretch, and it is only 
after stretching that it can contract. In the 
caterpillar one can see the principles of stimulation 
and response" (YC 3/4A/5-6)
Chu Hsi distinguishes between external 
and internal stimulation, the latter (movement and 
stillness, going and coming, speech and silence)
referring to the interaction of Yin and Yang within 
the body
"$• Is all stimulation internal V
A. Certainly there are things which are
stimulated from within ; but in addition there •is
certainly stimulation from outside. Examples of the 
former are the alternations of movement and stillness,
going and coming ; these are merely due to mutual
stimulation of successive states of the same thing.
When a man finishes speaking he must be silent, and 
when his silence ends he must speak ; and this is
internal stimulation. But if another man calls to
one from outside, this can only be called external 
stimulation. 4 (17)
These terms, which are already found in
the Book of Changes (18), are combined with a more
recent pair, t * i %  . ’substance* and yung ‘function* 
These, together with hsiang ’quality*, had long
been used by the Buddhists (19) ; they had been current 
in Confucianism and Taoism since the Wei-Uhin period
(20), but even in the Sung it was still possible for 
Cti’ao Shue-chih to criticise their use as Buddhist (21) 
The word i-li (literally ’body*) has a wide range of
• meanings, but it resembles the English word ‘substance*
in being used both for a solid body and also, as 
in this nsir of terras, for what is assumed to under­
lie the changing surface of a thing. Chang ' Tsai says • 
"That which has never been absent (that is, 
through all transformations) is what is meant by 
substance"(22)
The yung of a thing is its activity,
its response when stimulated. The use of this term
(literally ’use*) is a reminder that, as we have 
already observed in connection with the principles
of things, natural objects are assumed to serve ends
like man-made objects, an assumption shared by the
West until the development of science with its
suspicion of final causes. According to Chu Hsi*s 
disciple Ch*en CH*un :-
"That which is one whole within is the
substance ; its response when stimulated is the
function" (23)
According to the I3th century list of
definitions Hsing li tzu hsun :-
"When something is still, that which is
united in its original state, with everything there 
is included in it(24), is what is meant by ’substance* 
Once it moves, the varying response which
appears according to circumstances, is what is meant
by 'function* "(25)
Chu Hsi says :-
"That water flows or stops or is stirred
into waves is its function. The substratum (literally 
'bone*) of the water, which may flow, stop, or be
stirred up, is its substance. The body is substance,
eyesight, hearing, and the movement of hand and foot
are functions. The hand is substance, the fingers
moving and lifting is function’* 126)
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The other term used by the buddhists,
hsiang 'quality*, was not borrowed by Confucianism. 
Although it is difficult, when discussing Sung 
philosophy in English, to avoid speaking of properties 
or qualities or characteristics or states, these 
words have no equivalents in Neo-Confuc ian terminology. 
The awkwardness with jumox wdiich terms which cannot 
be said to indicate either substances or functions 
are explained is well illustrated by Yi-ch'uan's 
observations on 'equilibrium'Ichung , literally 
'middle', not leaning to one side), the state of 
the nature when it is not stimulated from outside.
His disciple Lu Ta-lin had claimed that "Equilibrium 
is the nature”, to which Yi-ch'uan replies :-
“To say that eqilibrium is the nature 
is altogether unsatisfactory. 'Equilibrium' is {a term) 
by which we describe the 'body and parts' It'i-tuan 
’S^ X  ^  ) of* the nature". He adds in a note
“Not that the nature can be said to have a 'body 
and parts' ; we are speaking metaphorically ^literally 
•borrowing this to explain that')", and then continues:
“If we call heaven round and earth square, have we 
the right to say that roundness is heaven and 
squareness is earth ? ” (YCWC 5/lOA/lSf)
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• The separate classification of qualities in 
European and Indian philosophy is no doubt connected 
with the existence of the adjective as a separate 
part of speech in Indo-European languages. In Chinese 
there is no formal difference between verb and adject­
ive, although there are clear differences between 
on the one hand the verb and adjective (linked to
nouns by simple juxtaposition, negated by pu /P* ) and 
on the other the noun ^generally linked to other 
nouns by a copula yeh shlh , negated by fei 
tm shih ?  ). The distinction between noun and
verb corresponds more or less with that drawn by 
Sung writers between 'solid w o r d s '(shih tzu ^
and ‘void words ' jhsu tzu M. ). Consequently, while
it is clear to us that adjectives act differently 
from nouns and verbs, the Sung philosophers have only
a vague feeling that while solid words indicate
substances there are void words which do not indicate
functions.- when Chu Hsi is faced with Y i - c h ’u a n ’s 
problem of how to deal with chung E q u i l i b r i u m 1, he 
says :-
MChung is a void word, while li is a
solid word** (27)
The C h feng brothers accept current views 
of the ether without adding much of their own ;and
in this exposition it has often been convenient to
quote other writers who express the same views more
directly. There is, however, one point on which
Y i - c h ’uan holds strong personal opinions ; he insists
that the alternation of Yang and Y in is not simply
the expansion and contraction of persisting ether, 
but that there is a continuous generation of new
and annihilation of old ether. This is illustrated
by the way we breathe, for it is assumed that
w'hat we breathe out is produced from the ’primary
e t h e r ’ (chen yuan chih ch * i 7c ^  ) wfxxwfcrwlix
within the body, and that the air we breathe in
merely nourishes it without becoming part of it.
This is interesting as a reminder that the ether is 
still in the first nlace air and breath, and that 
its contraction and expansion are seen after the 
analogy of breathing in and out.
"The primary ether is the source from 
which ether is produced: it is not mixed with ether
from outside, but merely nourished by it. The life 
of a fish in water is not made by water ; it is
only that it cannot live unless it is nourished by 
the water. Men live in the ether of h eaven and earth
exactly as fish live in water. As for eating and
drinking, both are ways of nourishing ourselves with
external ether. Breathing in and out are nothing but
the m e c h a n i s m  of the body opening and closing.. What
is breathed out is not the ether w h ich is breathed
in. Only the primary ether can of itself produce
ether. The entering ether is simply drawn in at the
time when the body closes ; it is not needed to
assist the primary ether" (YS *33/4-7)
"To say that the retracted ether is
again required as the material of the extending ether
is a complete misunderstanding of the transformations 
of heaven and earth. The transformations of heaven
and earth are an unending process of spontaneous
production. Why should, creation depend on perished 
forms and retracted ether V To take an example near
at hand in o n e ’s own body, the opening and closing, 
going and coming, of the ether can be seen in breath­
ing. What is breathed out does not necessarily
depend on what is breathed in ; ether is produced 
spontaneously. The ether of man is produced from the
primary ether ; the ether of heaven is also produced
• r —  m Ii ’ *
spontaneously by an unending process" (YS 164/13-165/1)
"With regard to the tides, when the sun 
comes out the water dries up, so that the tide 
withdraws ; the water which has dried up no longer 
exists. When the moon comes out the tide water is 
produced : but it is not the water which has dried
up which makes the tide. This is the ending and
beginning, opening and closing of the ether ; it
is what the Book of Changes means by *The altern
ation of opening and closing is called mutation* M
(YS I 8 0 / I 0 f ) (28)
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IV.HSI N G  (NATITRB)
There is one speculative problem w h ich has 
always fascinated Chinese writers, even those like 
Han Yu  and Wang An-shih who otherwise show little 
interest in philosophy. This is the problem of 
human nature ; one is sometimes inclined to wonder 
whether there is anyone who has not left, somewhere 
in his collected works, an essay comparing the: opinions
of Mencius that it is good, of Hsun Tzu that it 
is bad, and of Yang Hsiung that it is a mixture 
of good and bad. The final victory of the Mencian 
view was due to the influence of Chu Hsi, whose 
solution was borrowed from Y i - c h fuan..Buring the previous
thousand years, although there had been a few f o l l ­
owers of Mencius and Hsun Tzufl^it had been customary
to accept one of several intermediate positions,
which were distinguished with a subtlety and precision
unusual in Confucian philosophy:-
(A) The nature is a mixture of good and
bad, either of which can be developed at the expense
of the other__________  the theory of Yang Hsiung (52BC-
I8A D ) (2)
(b ) The nature is different in different
individuals ; the "quality of the naturally good can
be developed by education, and the naturally bad
can be restrained by fear of punishment, but neither
can be altered fundamentally. Wang Ct^ung (27-c.IOOAD) 
held that men differ in nature as in size and
complexion (3). Hsun Yu e h  (I48-209AD) and Han Y u  (768- 
824) claimed that there are three grades of human
nature, BfxxxxxKh good, intermediate and bad, of 
which only the second is capable of change (4*)
(C) The nature is neither good nor bad
_______  a theory which is found in at least two
forms :-
(1) It is neutral, as capable of a bad
as of a good d e v e l o p m e n t ___________ the view of Fao
%/
Tzu attacked by Mencius.
(2) To do good is in accordance with the
nature, to do evil goes against it ; but the nature
itself cannot be called good. According to Tung
Chung-shu (2nd century BC) good is like the, rice and
the nature like the rice-shoots ; "The nature has the
elements of good but cannot be considered g o o d " (5 )
A similar view was common in the early Sung ; its
exposition by Hu Hung shows how nearly it can
approach to the Mencian view :-
"The nature is the innermost mystery of
heaven and earth* and the spirits ; good is inade­
quate to describe it, let alone evil.
What do you mean ?
A. I wras told by my late father (Hu A n - k u o )
•What gives Mencius a unique position among scholars
is his knowledge of the n a t u r e 1 When I asked what
he meant, he replied : ’The assertion of Mencius that
the nature is good is an exclamation of admiration ;
he was not using ’good* as the opposite of *evil,M(6 )
During the early Sung the authority of 
Mencius was still a matter of c o n t r d v e r s v (7), and 
most of the prominent scholars rejected his view of
human nature, Ssu-ma Kuang defends the theory of
Yang Hsiung (A) and Li Hou that of Han ¥u (£)* (8 )
Wang An-shih seems to regard the nature as neutral
(CI)
"The nature produces the passions. After there
are passions good and evil take shape, but the
nature cannot be described as good or e v i l " (9 )
But there are also passages in w h ich he 
comes nearer to the opinion that it is a mixture
of good and evil (10). According to Su Shih the
Way and the nature { w h i c h  he declares to be related
as sound is related to hearing) cannot be called
good although to follow them is good 13B)
"Good is putting the nature into effect.
Mencius was unable to see the nature, only seeing
its e f f e c t s'1 (II)
finally Ou-yang hsiu repudiates the entire
problem as an abstraction with which the sages did
not concern themselves. 112)
We are so accustomed to regarding the
goodness of human nature, as Confucian orthodoxy that
r', >-fr - m
it is somewhat surpr.is ing to find that in the ilth
century Yi-ch'uan*s advocacy of it was quite except­
ional, even among those later classed as Neo-Uonfuc-
ians. Chou Tun-yi regarded the nature as a mixture
of good and bad (A)
'^1 #  W % % -^ D . 'V % jt  £
"There is hard that is good and hard
that is bad ; the same is true of the soft. Stop 
at their m e a n ” (The second part of a section,
covered by the second word in the heading, 'nature*)
1* \  tm %. ♦  % . + ® e if.
"The nature is hard and soft, good and
bad. All that matters is the mean*4. (I?) Explaining
this; he says "The good hardness is to be dutiful,
honest, resolute, heroic, firm ; the bad is to be 
violent, narrow, arrogant. The good softness is fexxxfexx 
pity, obedience, gentleness ; the bad is weakness,
hesitancy, c u n n i n g ..........Therefore the sages established
education, so that the people themselves change what 
is bad in them, themselves reach and stop at the
mean"
S In accordance with this view, Chou
Tun-yi more than once sneaks of good and evil as
6 6 |3
originating together
’'When the five natures ( of the five element
were stimulated and moved, good and had were separated
and the innumerable activities began"
"Integrity (the state jbxxjb before stimul­
ation) is non-action. The beginnings of movement 
(chi ^  ) are good and bad" (14)
Both of the thinkers most closely
associated with Yi-ch*uan, his brother and ^hang Tsai,
supported the last of the intermediate posit ions(C2 )
M i n g - t a o ‘s discussion of human nature will be consid­
ered in its place. Commenting on a passage in the
ureat A~ooendix, wTo continue it \the way) is good­
ness ; that which completes it is the n a t u r e*4 (15),
Chang Tsai says :-
"Before the nature is complete, there 
are good and bad mixed. Hence by resolutely contin­
uing in goodness, one becomes (wholly) good. When
evil has been entirely removed, the result is that
good disappears with it. Therefore the text ceases
to refer to ’g o o d n e s s1 and says 'That w h ich completes
it is* the nature* "(16)
Even among the disciples of the Ch'engs
we find Hsieh Liang-tso saying :-
"It is not that the nature is incapable
of evil ; but evil does not come from the nature
in its p e r f e c t i o n1 (17)
The word hsing *Bfe •nature* is phonetically 
related to shcng ite. , and is represented by the same 
character w i t h  the additioN of the heart radical.
The meaning of shenp- cuts across the meanings of 
many M  Engl i s h  words ; it may be defined as 'a p ro­
cess w h i c h  in inanimate things stops w h e n  production
is completed, in animate things continues until death*. 
In different contexts it is translated in .English by 
verbs, J*-
^Animate) Be born, give birth to Live, grow
(Inanimate) Be produced, produce ■ •>
or by adjectives ______  ’uncooked *(food)
unripe *(fruit;•
(i.e. *as it was at birth* *as it is by merely being
alive *
*as it was at production*   )
in contrast to *as it is when influenced from 
outside* )
Similarly the noun h s i n p , ’nature*, is
•What was in it at birth* ’what is in it merely by
being alive *
’what was in it at production* _________________________
Yi-ch*uan uses three ancient definitions of 
hsing derived from Mencius and the Doctrine of the
Mean : -
(1) %  "The decree of heaven
is what is meant by n a t u r e*1 (Doctrine of the M e a n ) (18)
To say that something is decreed by neaven is to 
say that hum a n  effort cannot alter it ; so our nature 
is what we cannot help being.
(2 ) He. j l **Inborn (s h e n g ) is what is
meant by nature" (Kao Tzu) (19) The nature is what
is in us from birth (or by merely being alive), in 
contaast to what is learned. Legge translates "Life
is what is called nature", on the authority of
Chu H s i ’s comment
"Sheng indicates that by w h ich m en and 
animals have knowledge and movement"
But Chu Hsi does not mean that sheng is
the source of life ; he is merely giving knowledge 
and movement as examles of activities whi c h  do not
A
need to be learned. This is clear from his answer
to a question on the same passage
"Kao Tzu only says that what goes back
to birth is nature_______ for example, that the hands
and feet move, that the eye looks and ear listens,
and that the mind has k n o w l e d g e . "(20)
(3) *  T  ik 8*1 ip Z,
"What everyone speaks of as 'nature* is simply ku" 
(Mencius) (21) Ku (primarily 'old') is what lies
behind something, usually its reason or cause.
Yi*)ch’uan assumes, although this is open to question,
that Mencius accepts the equivalence, and explains 
ku as meaning ’what something is like f u n d a m e n t a l l y1
-4p (&)(22)
It is perhaps necessary to insist that
hsing is definitely a noun meaning M a t u r e *  and not
an adjective meaning ’natural*. Chu Hsi was to some
extent aware of the danger of reifying the nature
"The nature is only ’how we should b e ’
( \0c ^  , it is only principle ;
it is not that there is some thing "(23)
But the general tendency xgxxdfcksx of the
Neo-Confucians, which Chu Hsi himself does not alto­
gether escape, is to think of the nature as a
substance present inside man from his birth, which is
responsible for all that is not due to external 
influence. To say that anything is xxkxJkx ’n a t u r e ’
implies that it is part .of this substance ; activities
which we should call ’n a t u r a l ’ but which are not part
of it are merely said to be derived from the nature
"These five norms are nature" (YS II5/2 ?) 
but
"Bo joy and anger come from the nature ?"
(YS 226/3)
• Yi-^ -ehJLuan-ts-— dual ism— of— prinoipl-e— and— -ether
Yi-eh'uan's dualism of ljL and ch Li gives 
h i m  a new approach to the- problem of the nature.
Man, like everything else, is composed of ether and
follows or should follow principle. He is inwardly
aware of principle as the ’five n o r m s ’ (wu c h ’ang ^
benevolence, duty, propriety, wisdom and good faith) 
which are present inside h i m  from birth without
having to be learned. But he also possesses from
birth an endowment of ether, which accounts for his
innate personal characteristics and which may be pure 
or impure ; and his capacity to follow principle,
his moral stuff ( t s ’ai ^  , generally translated ’t a l e n t ’;
M
related to t s ’ai ’t i m b e r ’) depends on its degree of
purity. By moral training he gradually refines the
ether, so that it becomes easier to follow principle
(24). Since both the moral norms and the endowment 
of ether are in us from birth, the term ’n a t u r e ’
4"^
has been applied indiscriminately to the two of them.
’The decree of heaven is what is meant by n a t u r e ’ 
refers to the former, the nature proper, which is of 
course good. But 'Inborn is what is meant by n a t u r e ’,
as well as the statement of Confucius that we are not
the same but near to each other by nature (25), evid­
ently refer to the ether, which may be either good
or bad. In this way Yi-ch'uan is able to account for 
any statement by an author he respects which conflicts
with the Mencian view of human nature. This is the
theory of human nature which Chu Hsi later made
orthodox, making no addition except to distinguish 
the endowment of ether from the nature proper by
the name ch'i-chih chih hsing ( %  %  ^  ife ) borrowed
from Chang Tsai (26).
Is there any difference between 'Inborn 
is what is meant by nature* and 'The decree of 
heaven is what is meant by nature7 ?
A. The word 'nature* is not to be
explained always in the same way. In the former
passage it only means (the ether) with which we are 
endowed, while 'The decree of heaven is what is
meant by nature' refers to the principles of the
nature. When people say that someone's 'heaven-given
nature7 is soft and lax, or hard and energetic, it
is his endowment that is meant ; for in common 
speech any quality that goes back to birth is ascribed
to heaven. As for the principles of the nature, they 
are entirely good. What is called heaven is the self-
dependent (t s u - j a n ) principle** (YS 343/1-3)
’By nature we are near to each
other, by practice we draw apart'(°5 ). The nature is
one ; why does he only say *near to each other* ?
A. This merely refers to the ‘n a t u r e ’
of the term 'nature and constitution', as in such
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common phrases as ’energetic by nature', 'lax by 
nature'. How can laxity and energy belong to the 
nature ? This is to use 'nature' as in 'Inborn is
what is meant by n a t u r e ' .......... .Whenever the nature
is mentioned, it is necessary to consider what the
speaker is aiming at. Thus the human nature which 
is said to be good is the root of the nature ;
while 'Inborn is what is meant by nature' applies to
the endowment." (YS 229/2-7)
"ty. If at b o t t o m  human nature is enlight­
ened, why is there delusion ?
A. This point needs to be understood.
Mencius is right in saying that human nature is 
good. Even such m en as Hsun Tzu and Y a n g  Hsiun/r
were ignorant of the nature ; what makes Mencius
unique among scholars is his understanding of it. \
The nature is devoid of evil ; it is to the talent
that evil belongs. The nature is principle, and
principle is the same from Yao and Shun to the man
in the street. The talent is an endowment from the
ether, and in the ether there is both pure and
impure. Those endowed with the pure ether become
worthy, those endowed with the impure ether become
foolish" (YS 2 2 6 / 7 - II)
"Q. hoes the talent come from the ether
A. If the ether is nure, the talent
?
is good, if impure it is bad. Those who are endowed
from birth with completely pure ether become sages, 
those with completely impure ether become fools. The
men wh o m  Han Y u  wrote of and Kung Tu Tzu asked 
about (27) are examples of this. But this applies 
only to the sages who know good from birth. As for 
those who know it by learning, all may arrive at
good and return to the roots of the nature, whether
their ether is pure or impure. 'Yao and Shun had it
by nature* refers to knowledge from birth ; 'T'ang and 
Wu recovered it* to knowledge by learning (28)
W hen Confucius says that 'the highest wi s d o m  and this
lowest folly do not change* (29), he does not mean
that change is impossible (literally ‘there is not a 
principle that they do not change'). There are only
two reasons why they do not change 44-------  self-
injury and self-abandonment.
What is the talent like ?
A. It is like timber. To pursue the 
analogy, whether wood is crooked or straight is its 
'nature' ; whether it is suitable for making a wheel 
or shaft, a beam, a rafter, is its 'talent'. N ow­
adays when people say 'talented' they refer to 
excellence of talent. The talent is a man's resources 
(of character) ; if he cultivates it in accordance
with the nature, even a completely evil man is capable
of becoming good.
ty. What is the nature like ?
A. The nature is principle ; it is this
that is meant by li-hsing ( 'principle-nature‘) (30) .
The principles of the world, if we trace them back
to their source, always prove to be good. Before
joy and anger, sorrow and pleasure are emitted,
where is evil V If they are emitted in due order,
in no circumstances shall we do evil" (YS 318/3-9) (31)
Yi-ch'uan's views on the relation between
the nature and the passions (c h ' inrr ^  ) are based
on the Doctrine of the Mean
"Before joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure
are emitted, there is said to be equilibrium ; when
they are all emitted in due order, there is said to
be harmony. Equilibrium is the great root of the
world ; harmony is the universal way of the w o r l d "(32)
The nature is originally in equilibrium ;
when acted on by outside things it emits the passions
(of which joy in and anger against things, sorrow
and pleasure, are taken as representative), between
which it is necessary to preserve harmony. The nature 
is the substance, the£ passions are the f u n c t i o n (33);
the relation between them is that of the water and 
the waves.
The word we have translated 'equilibrium'
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is chung ^  , literally 'middle'. Yi-ch'uan explains
it as meaning ‘in the middle' or 'not leaning to 
one side' :-
"Equilibrium is simply not leaning to one
side ; if it leans it is not in equilibrium"(XSI77/I3 )
"Do 'the way of the mean Ic h u n g ) and
‘S  'Before joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure are emitted 
there is said to be equilibrium(c h u n g ) ' k refer to 
the same thing ?
A. No. In the latter case it means ‘in the 
middle* . The word is the same but its use is differ­
ent.
Before joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure
are, emitted, may one seek for equilibrium ?
A. No. Thinking in order to seek for it before
they are emitted is none the less thinking ; and
when you think, (passion) is already emitted. (Note
by the disciple Liu An-chieh : 'Thought is of the 
same kind as joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure') As
soon as it is emitted, there is said to be harmony ; 
one cannot call it equilibrium." (YS 222/4-6)
Ming-tao says :- 
" 'Equilibrium is the great root of the
w o r l d '   the straight running vertically up
and down through heaven and earth"(YS 145/5)
Yi-ch*uan is careful to insist that
chung is a. characteristic of the nature, not the 
nature itself, although the absence of any termin­
ology to describe qualities or states compels him to 
go a long way round to make this point. His disciple 
Lu Ta-lin had assumed that chung meant simply 'the 
middle*, and had declared that "The middle is the
nature" and that "The middle is where the Way comes 
f r o m " .
"To say that 'chung is the nature* is 
altogether unsatisfactory. Chung is (the term) by which 
we describe the 'body and parts* (t 'i-tuanjfx f?* ) of
the nature. (He adds a note ; 'Not that the nature can 
be said to have a 'body ‘and parts* ; we are speaking 
metaphorically). If we call heaven round and earth 
square, does that mean that we can say that roundness 
is heaven and squareness is earth ? Since squareness 
and roundness cannot be called heaven and earth, the 
innumerable things decidedly do not come from square­
ness and roundness ; and since chung cannot be called 
the nature, how can one say that the Way comes from 
chung ? Hor the meaning of the term chung is derived
from going too far and not going far e n o u g h . * .........
Not leaning to one side is what is meant by chung . 
The W ay is always chung ; hence chung is used to 
describe the Way, but if you say that the Way comes 
from c h u n g , does that mean that you can say that
since heaven is round and earth square it is from 
roundness and squareness that heaven and earth come 
(YCWC 5/I0A/I2-I0B/6)
The passions are the activity of the 
nature w h e n  it is stimulated, related to it as the 
waves are related to the water
HIt is the nature which is the root : the 
passions are movements of the nature. How can the 
passions ever be bad ? ” (YS 34/10 ?)
Do joy and anger come from the nature 
A. Certainly. As soon as there is life
and consciousness there is the nature ; when there
is the nature there are the passions. Without the
nature h o w  could there be passions ?
What of the view that joy and anger
come from outside ?
A. They do not come from outside ; when
stimulated from outside they are emitted from within.
Does the nature have joy and anger
as water has waves ?
A. Yes. To be transparent, and level and
still like a mirror, is the nature of water. When •
it meets wi t h  pebbles, or the ground is uneven, it
may overflow ; when the wind moves over it, it may
be stirred into waves. But h ow can this be the
nature of the water ? Within human nature there 
are only the ’four beginnings* ; how can all the 
evil men do be in it V But without the water, 
how could there be waves ? Without the nature, howr 
could there be passions ? " (YS 226/3-6)
If the passions are simply movements
of the nature, it would seem that they must share 
the goodness of the nature. But even in the two 
passages just given, there are .contradictory views
on this point ; and Y i - c h ’uan does not seem to have
made up his mind as to whether the passions are 
essentially good or whether they can be either good 
or bad. (34) Further, it is not easy to see how 
this view of the passions is to be reconciled with 
the claim that the nature is princiole. Evidently 
they are not, as 'one might have expected, disturbances
of the ether. Are we to conceive joy and anger as
the principles which our ether follows when we are 
joyful and axjqqcx when we are angry ? Y i - c h ’uan does 
not commit himself on this p o i n t . (35)
With one exception, the five ‘norms* 
which compose the nature all have corresponding 
passions. The principle of benevolence is visible in 
the feeling of *sympathy and distress* at another's 
suffering ; of duty, through * shame and dislike* for
a wrong action ; of oropriety, through ’deference and
h u m i l i t y ’ before other people ; of w-isdom, through 
‘approving and d i s a p p r o v i n g ’ of right and wrong.
These four passions are described by M e n c i u s (36) as
the ’four b e g i n n i n g s ’ (tuan , ’first appearing point ’f.
the original form of the character is tradition­
ally said to represent a sprouting plant). By this
he meant that it is from these that the four 
virtues develop ; for example, the sympathy and d i s ­
tress which all men feel spontaneously on seeing a 
child fall into a w e l l  is the shoot from wdiich
benevolence can grow. Mencius did not ask the auestion 
whether benevolence is the altruistic princinle or 
the feeling of good-will, whether it is a normative
or a psychological term. Y i - c h ’uan on the other 
hand sees the distinction clearly, and insists that
while benevolence is the princinle that others should 
be treated as one with the self and belongs to the
nature, ’sympathy and d i s t r e s s ’ are to be classed
among the passions. (It is curious that in spite of
this he sometimes uses the term ’four b e g i n n i n g s ’ of 
the norms themselves (37). ).
"If there is benevolence of course there 
is unity ( with others) ; it is unity which character­
ises benevolence. On the other hand sympathetic d is­
tress belongs to love ; it is nassion, not nature.
Reciprocity is the gate by w'hich we enter benevolence,
but is not benevolence. By means of t h e ’ feeling of
distress we know of the existence of b e n e v o l e n c e ”
(YS 185/I2f)
Chu Hsi comments
”C h ’eng Tzu says ; ’By means of the feeling
of distress we know of the feeling of benevolence*.
This explanation is precise and to the point, he
does not say that distress is benevolence, nor that
it has nothing to do with finding benevolence. His
explanation of benevolence may be illustrated by the
first shoots of a tree. By means of the shoots one
can tell that there is a root underneath ; but one
does not say either that they are the root or that
they have nothing to do w i t h  finding the r o o t '*(38)
Thus the tuan of benevolence is the
beginning from which we proceed to discover it in
the nature, not (as it was for Mencius) the beginning
from which it develops. In his comment on the
original passage in Mencius (36) Chu Hsi says :-
"Tuan means 'thread-end’. when the p a s s ­
ions are emitted we can see from them what the
nature is like fundamentally like having a thing
inside and thread-ends visible o u t s i d e ”.
There is no passion corresponding to
the last of the five norms, hsin ( Vood faith’).
bain as an adjective means ’true’, as a transitive
verb 'to believe* ; as a noun it is ambiguous, 
either ’truth* or ’belief*. Applied to the fifth nopm
hsin originally had the former sense, ’truth', 'trust­
worthiness', the keening Mof promises to others ; but 
for Y i - c h ’uan the two senses are entangled, the word
also implying 'belief' in principle. He argues that 
there is no passion corresponding to hsin because as
long as we have a principle inside us we do not 
believe in it ; it is only when we doubt one alternat 
ive that we come to believe in the other. In the
same way, as long as I take it for granted that I
am facing Bast there is no consciousness of believing 
that ‘that is E a s t 1 ; it is only when doubt arises 
that I come to disbelieve it and to believe that
•that is West*. In the following passages the a m b i g ­
uity in the word hsin makes translation difficult ;
the argument comes out most clearly if it is trans­
it
lated consistently by 'belief• 'belief " b e l i e v e d  •, the 
words ‘truth* and 'true* being added in brackets 
where the ambiguity is especially obtrusive :-
lfQ. Why do not the ’four beginnings ’ 
include belief ?
A. W ithin the nature there are only the
'four beginnings', there is no belief. It is because 
there is disbelief that there is the word 'belief'. 
Eor e x a m p l e , when East is plainly East and' West is
plainly West, what need is there of the word
‘belief* ? It is only because there is disbelief 
that there is the word ’belief* “ (YS 205/2f)
HQ,. After the student can see this prin- 
ciple (t a o - l i ), will his vision of it be clearer 
when he genuinely believes in it and earnestly acts
on it ?
A. There is more than one kind of seeing ;
but if you really see something, even belief is
u n n e c e s s a r y .
Q* When we see the principles, does not 
everything fall into place ?
A. Yes. Wherever there are principles East
is Bast and west is west is West ; what need is
there of belief ? Whenever we speak of belief, it is
only because one alternative is d i s b e l i eved(untrue)
that we see that the other is b e l i e v e d (t r u e ). That
Mencius does not mention belief among the ’four
b e g i n n i n g s ’ is also evidence of t h i s ” (YS 323/2-4)
"Only the other four (norms) have
beginnings *, while belief has none. it is only wrhen 
there is disbelief that there is belief.
Once the positions of the cardinal points have been 
determined, one can no longer speak of belief. If you
think that East is West and South is North there 
is disbelief(untruth) ; but if East is East and West
is West there is no b e l i e f ( t r u t h ) • H (YS l85/13f, accept­
ing the variant in 13)
"Benevolence is disinterestedness ; it is 
treating someone as a man. Duty is what should be : 
it is the standard for weighing heavy and light. 
Propriety is observing distinctions. W isdom is knowing. 
Belief(truth) is 'that there is t h i s f 
The innumerable things all have the nature ; these 
five norms are the nature. As for feelings such as 
sympatnetic distress, they are all passions. Whatever 
moves is called a passion." A  disciple's note adds : 
"The nature is complete in itself » Belief(truth) 
is only 'that there is this' ); it
becomes visible .only oecause of previous disbelief. 
Therefore belief is not mentioned among the 'four 
beginnings' " (YS 115/if ?)
It will be observed that owing to the 
ambiguity of hsin Yi-ch'uan does not distinguish 
between the truth of a proposition and the osycholog- 
ical fact of belief in it. This is connected writh 
a significant difference between European and Chinese 
usage in discussing philosophy. Chinese thinkers have 
generally been very conscious of the difference between 
names and realities, largely because of the Confucian 
emphasis on the 'correct use of names' (the ourpose 
of wrhich was of course moral rather than intellectual
a man must not be called a ’king* when he is really 
a ’tyrant*). Definitions are usually made according 
to the pattern ’Inborn is what is meant by nature*
-t -ft te- ), where we might be inclined to say 
’Nature is what is i n b o r n ’. On the other hand they 
pay very little attention to the difference between 
a word and a sentence, a term' and a proposition.
The tendency is to ask, not whether the way in which 
two terms are linked is true or false, but whether 
there is axxxMiifcyxx or is not a reality correspond­
ing to the name. (This is no doubt connected with
the emphasis of Chinese scholarship on the meaning of 
separate characters and its indifference to the grammar 
of the sentence). Although there are words to indicate 
that a statement is true (.ian ’thus* shih jfe- ’r i g h t ’
as well- as hsin ), it is more usual to £ refer
back from the assertion to the fact, take it as a 
whole, and say ’There is this*
'*Q. That hermits are able to know b e fore­
hand that someone is coming to see them is there
this ?
A. There is ( ^  (YS 2I5/I3f)
Thus the way to assert a orinciule is nm£
x
to say, not that it is ’t h u s ’ or ‘r i g h t ’, but that 
’there is this principle* ^  Against this
background, one can understand why Y i - c h ’uan explains
hsin as meaning 'there is this'. Within the nature
there are four norms ; the fifth, h s i n . is simply- 
having the other four. As long as benevolence is 
really inside me, I am benevolent without having to
ask questions or make statements about it. Only when 
doubt arises do I make statements which are hsin or 
n °t hs i n . Yi-ch'uan does not seem to be clear as 
to whether he means jfchact by this that they are true
or false or that I believe or disbelieve them; but
from frhis point of view the distinction is of
little importance.
Since each thing has its own principle, 
it might be supposed that Yi-ch'uan identifies the 
nature with the distinctive principle of man. But
this is not so ; the nature is princinle in general,
A
and it inclues within it the principles of all things 
" 'If you cannot look back into yourself,
heaven's principle will be e x t i n g u i s h e d ' (^f). In what 
is called • heaven's principle, the innumerable prin­
ciples are all complete, there has never been any 
deficency" (YS 33/10 ?)
The nature is therefore the same in all
tnings ; animals differ from men only in that the
impurity of their ether is permanent, and so great
that it prevents them from showing* more than a few
practically negligible traces of moral princinle (such
as the loyalty of ants to their ruler, and the
4-1 •
o t t e r ’s practice of sacrifice 1 W )  ).
• ”Dog, ox and nan know what to avoid and 
what to approach ; their nature is basically the sane.
It is only because they are confined by their f o m  
that animals cannot alter. The nature is like sun­
light seen through a gap ; the squareness or round­
ness of the gap does not change, but the light
is the same. It is simply that each has a different
endowment. Therefore ’Inborn is what is meant bv
J  N
n a t u r e ’ ; Kao Tzu held that it is the same in all,
Mencius that it is n o t ” (YS ?42/8f)
At first sight these claims seem to raise
insoluble problems. If the nature consists of the five 
norms, how can it contain all the principles of 
things ? If all principles are complete in each
thing, wnat becomes of the id^a that each thing has 
its own principle V But these problems arise only
because one cannot deal with Chinese philosophical 
terms in E n g lish without forcing them into JEQCXX 
Indo-European categories of number. In the case of l i f 
there are difficulties whenever we cannot translate it 
by ’p r i n c i p l e ’ (without the article) and- are compelled
to make a choice, often quite arbitrary, between 
•a principle* and ^'principles'. In the Chinese phrase ^  
($■ , the word f t )  means 'principle* in general,
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and by prefixing a number we do not commit ourselves 
as to whether we are dividing a unit or adding 
units. In the former case, we are entitled to div­
ide it in any way we please, or to treat it as *
principles', the plural ending already implies that 
there are two or more separate principles, so that 
when we prefix a number we must b i d d i n g  them and 
are only permitted one result. Similarly one is at
in English to say that there are two ethers implies 
that there cannot be one or five. It is therefore
without obscuring the fact that li^ and c h 'i are
conceived, not as aggregates of units, but as wholes 
which can be divided and sub-divided according to 
c o n v e n i e n c e . IXjfcfc Thus Chu Hsi says!-
divided into four parts, and then into eight, and 
then y ou can go on to break it uo into still 
smaller divisions"
•*^ . Since they are only one principle, 
why are there also said to be five norms V
A. It is equally permissible to call them
and call it tfT ' • But in the -English ’hundredone
liberty in Chinese to speak of the whole „eth 
^ o r  to divide it into the or I
difficult to discuss Sung philosophy in English
11 It is only that this principle may be
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one principle or five principles, if you take them
together as one, they are one ; if you distinguish
them, they are f i v e . ”
"The Yin and Yang are only the one ether.
The Yin ether flowing out becomes the Yang, the Yang
ether congealing becomes the Yin. It is not really
that there are two distinct things:'
"The Yin and Yang can be regarded either
as one or as two."
"The Supreme Ultimate is nothing but the
one principle. Proceeding it divide#* into the two 
ethers, w i t h i n  w h ich what moves is the Yang and what 
is still 'is the Yin. Then it divides into the five 
ethers and then disperses as the innumerable things"
(39)
Principle is one ; for some purposes it is
convenient to divide it into no more than five
parts, but division and sub-division can go on for
as long as we please. Each thing and activity has its
own portion, w h ich proves, when ’extended* U ’u i ) to
be merely a part of the one principle. Li may be
compared to a network of roads, and things to the
counties through which they run. One can take the
system as a whole, or distinguish five main roads,
or go on m aking distinctions down to the smallest 
lane or foot-path. The roads in different counties
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look different, but v/hen ’extended* always prove to 
belong to the same system. However, there is one
point at w h i c h  the analogy breaks down. To ’extend * 
the roads in Sussex one has to go outside the county;
one cannot claim that the ’innumerable roads are 
complete* in Sussex. But to extend the principles one
does not have to go outside o n e ’s own mind ; so
that, paradoxically, the whole of principle lies 
waiting to be discovered inside ea.ch individual.
NOTfjlS II.4
During the T ’ang, for example, Li Ao held that 
the nature is good I Li Wen-kung chi c h . 2) and
Tu Mu that it is bad. (Fa n - c h ' uan wen chi
6/IIB-I2B)
Fa yen 3/1A
Lun heng 21-25, 40-43
Shen chien 5/2B-4B Han g M r o x i x x  Ch *ang-li chi 
3/64-65
KXX Oh *un ch * iu fan lu I0/$A-7B
Hu Tzu chih y e n . yi yi 7B/4-8 According: to
Chu Hsi , Yang Shih was told by the Buddhist
C h ’ang Tsung or Tsung Lao that the goodness of 
human nature being absolute is not the opposite 
of evil. Hu An-kuo learned this opinion from 
Yang 'Shih and concluded that to call the nature 
good, since it does not imply that it is the 
opposite of evil, is merely an exclamation of 
admiration.(YL I0I/30A-32B cf. Huei-shan yu lu 
4/22A/3- 7)
An anthology of criticisms of Mencius, notably
Ssu-ma H u a n g ’s "Doubts concerning Mencius", can be 
found in Shao shih wen chien hou lu c h . I I - 13.
Bven the C h ’engs criticised Mencius on small points 
(YS 231/12-14, WS 12/4B/I0- 13
Wen kuo wen cheng Ssu-ma Huang wen chi 72/3A-4A
!k
Chih chiang Li hsien she ng wen chi 2/8B , ijb6cxxi£A 
I5AB
9. Wa n ?  Lin-ch *uan chi 7/84-65
10. It w n « n 7/20, 53-54
shih Y  i chuan 159/13- 180/6 cf. Su Tung-n * o 
ch fuan chi 2/779
*2* Ou-yang Y u n g - s h u  chi 6/3-4
13. Translating after the analogy of the immediately
jUKWB t B b b ig x y y n i i g i i  preceding quotation. But Chu 
Hsi takes it as a continuous * sentence ; "The 
nature consists only of hard, soft, good, bad, 
and the m e a n ” (CIFC 92/l3f, I 10/2)
14. CLFC IIO/I, 9 1 / 2 - II, 2/4, 81/4-6
15. Sung 280/2
16. CTOS 227/6 cf. 43/If
17. Shang- ts *ai yu lu 2/7B/6 
Doctrine of the Mean L. 383/8
19. Menc ius L. 396/8
20. Y L  59/lB/7f
21. Mencius L. 331/2
22. YS 171/** 14, 238/1
23. Y L  5/1 IB/9
24. According to Ohu ^si, wh e n  the ether is pure
the principles can* penetrate it, when it is
impure they are obstructed  as sunlight is
obstructed by a roof (YL 4/2B/II), or as the kxixk
brightness of a pearl is visible through . clear 
and invisible through dirty water(YL 4/I8A/2-5)-.
25. Analects I.318/6
26. The term is borrowed from Chang Tsai (CTCS 42/12); 
it does not occur in the works of the C h ’eng
( YS 2 2 9 / 2 n ) . This variant has superseded the original 
reading in many texts, including those of the B r h  
C b *eng c h »uan shu, Cheng yi t 'ang ch 'iian shu and
occurs in a reference by Chu Hsi(YL 62/I4B/II) and in
a parallel passage (YS II2/II)
27. The examples of men good o b  evil from birth
given in Ban Y u ’s ’Enquiry into the Nature'
(as in n.4 above) and in Kung Tu T z u ’s quest­
ion to Mencius (Mencius L.40I/4-I0)
28. Menc ius L.495,/6f
29. Ana lects L.3I8/8f
30. A  Buddhist term cf.YS I56./4
31. See also YS 67/1 Of, YC 4/IIB/3-I2A/4
32. Doctrine of the Mean L. 384/7-385/1
33. This is often asserted by Chu Bsi ( e . g . Y L  5/9B/7)
and is implied by Y i - c h ’uan(YCWC 5/I0A/8)
i * ' ‘ •>* • '* , '7 •. - • '''■ *  * \+L. -i.
34. See also YS 225/14-226/2, 3I8/I-3, WS 7/2A/7 ?
35 Chu Bsi, who is also evasive on this point,
brothers except once as a variant
Qhin ssu lu ; but there is no reason to accept it, 
especially since still another reading ^  ^  ^
occasionally seems to take such a view, for example •** 
"The passions are only so many paths, 
while what goes along these paths to act in a
36. Menc ius L.202-203
37. YS 204/14, 205/2, 226/5
38. YL 53/IIA/9-I2
39. YL 6/ IB/4-7, CLHC 6/I0f, 7/IOft , 9/I2f
40. Li chi, Couvreur 2/53/If
41. YS 199/II
42. Peng Yu-lan (p.826) claims that Ohou Tun-yi
regards the nature as good, in accordance with
his assumption that all the major Neo-Confucian
doctrines can he traced, to the supposed founder of
the movement. His evidence is the first section on
Integrity (c h 1 eng) in the T'ung shu
the innumerable things owe to it their beginnings*
When fthe way of C h 1ien changes and trans­
forms, so that everything has its correct nature and 
decree*(Sung 3/5), integrity is then established.
It is what is pure, unmixed and perfectly 
good!? (CLHC 74/2-II)
But however we interpret this obscure passage
certain way is the mind"
"Integrity is the root of being a sage. 
'Great is the originating power of Ch * ien;
(Sung 3/l) refers to the source of integrity.
the last sentence refers not to the nature, nor 
even to integrity, but to the creative power of the 
hexagram C h 'ien, representing heaven. This is clear 
from a passage in the Changes to which it alludes
’‘Great is C h f ien J It is strong, vigor­
ous, in equilibrium, correct ; it is pure, unmixed 
and refined1' (Sung II/5)
43.*‘ It has been suggested that Yi-ch’uan's theory
of the nature may have been inspired by the
distinction between a basic (I1 '(*# ) and a
combined nature suggested in the
&uraragama~sutra (Shou leng yen ching , Chinese text
35/17, translated Goddard p.196). See Lin K fo-tfang
(p.IS) and Yasui Kotaro(p.635-6, 651) ; according to 
the latter the resemblance was pointed out by Tai
Chen. But the Buddhist sutra merely throws off this 
idea as a possibility which is immediately rejected.
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X  b s i k  (m i k d )
Al? Hsin. is the ordinary word for ‘heart', the 
Chinese having always located mental activities there 
rather than in the brain. It seems lilcely that
v7hen Mencius spoke of having an ‘unmoved heart* he 
was not drawing a sharp line between mental disturb-
ances and physical palpitations. But by the Sung
hs in is used consciously in two senses, for the
physical organ and for something inside it which
controls the movements of the body and is the agent
in knowledge. Mental activities are conceived as 
‘functions * varying according to the stimulation of
the underlying 'substance* by outside things. The 
psychological terms used by the Sung school fall
naturally into three classes t-
(A) Knowledge. Animals are aware only of 
what they see and hear ; men can also XX& perceive
principles and make inferences [ t ‘ u i) from them ; the 
sage has a direct insight into all principles with-
out having to infer. (I)
(IB) Passions. Toy in and anger against things
sorrow and pleasure, are usually taken as represent­
ative. In an early essay ¥i-ch‘uan enumerates seven, 
including love, hatred and desire. (2 )
(C) Purpose (c_nih "jfe ) and intentions (yh ),
Purpose is directed towards a general and • +•
and persistent
goal (learning, the Way, becoming a sage), intentions 
towards action in particular situations. Ming-tao, 
following the definition of the Shuo wen, says
"Purpose is where the mind is going " (WS
2/2B/I2   assuming that the original form of the
character was a combination of ’mind* and
fgo to f)
According to an unattributed passage,
"There is a difference between purpose and 
intention. The purpose is what persists, the intent­
ions are motions" (WS 3/4B/6f ?)
These three divisions correspond roughly 
with the cognition, emotion, and conation of tradit­
ional Western psychology, although desire, which for 
us belongs to conation, is included among the pa.ss-
ions. however, this tripartite division is not explic­
itly formulated by the iMeo-bonfucians, and the only
reason for making it is that in practice the three
kinds of mental activity tend to be discussed in
isolation from each other.
Por the- Sung philisophers the most import­
ant question concerning the mind is how to relate it 
to the nature , and they weye unable to agree on the 
answer. uf all the problems which they discuss this
is the one which to us seems most obviously arti­
ficial j for although we ourselves tend to think of 
the mind as an insubstantial thing inside the body, 
it would not occur to us to suppose that there is
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any 'nature* distinct from what is 'natural*, however,
if both are conceived as substances inside rtefesxxioHftx
us, it is of course important to decide how they
are related. The solution of the Ch'eng brothers is
that they are two different aspects of principle, 
when it is necessary to emphasise that moral prin­
ciples are in us from birth, that they are decreed
by heaven and part of us whether we like it or not,
they are called the nature. The principles control 
the body, and from this point of view are called
mind. (3) This identification of mind and principle
implies that the Ch'engs, unlike Chu Hsi, do not
regard the mind as an organ of knowledge distinct 
from what it knows, The principles that we know are
the mind, and they are evidently felt to control the
body as directly as the plants are controlled by the
principle that they flower, in spring and fade in
autumn.
Are there both good and evil in the
mind ?
A. In heaven it is regarded as the decree,
in a thing as its principle, in man as his nature, 
in control of the hody as mind ; alljare really one.
The mind is basically good ; in the thoughts that it 
emits there is good and evil, but what has been 
emitted should be called 'passion* and not ‘mind. ‘(4)
It may be compared- to wa.ter, which is only called 
water until it flows and becomes a stream moving in 
a definite direction, when it is called a ‘current1 u 
(YS 225/14-226/2, accepting Chu Hsi's emendation in 
226/2n;
“Q,. Are the mind, nature and heaven spoken
of by Mencius only the one principle ?
A. Yes. Principle as such is called 'heaven;' 
as the endowment -we receive, 'nature'; when present in 
man, 'mind*.
Q,. Are all (inward) operations mind ?
A. They are intentions,
ty. Are intentions emitted by the mind ?
A. There is mind before there are intentions,
14. What of the statement of Mencius that
the mind 'goes out and comes in at no set time'(5 ) ?
A. A? bottom the mind does not go out
and come in. Mencius was only referring to 'holding
on to it and letting it go* (6 )
Q. When a man pursues something, is it
the mind that pursues it ?
A. The mind does not go out and c'ome 
in. To pursue things is d e s i r e . "(YS 323/5-8)
According to Yi-ch'uan's acquaintance Ch'ao
Shws-chih,
■^r
"Yi-ch 'uan says that ' intent ion ‘ 0§L) is a 
combination of 'mind1 (A“*) and 'sound1 (&)• ^  is
like striking a drum. The sound is not separate from 
the drum ; it comes out from the drum. Intention is 
not separate from the mind ; it is an emission of 
the mind" (7)
By identifying it with principle, which 
is necessarily changeless, Yi-ch'uan commits himself to 
holding that thoughts, passions and intentions do not 
belong to the mind, which is the substance underlying 
them. The only kind of activity which he can ascribe 
to mind is the direct insight into principles which 
in the sage is immediate and in the urdinary man 
generally follows but is distinct from a process of 
thought.(8 )
1 The mind is one ; but sometimes its
substance is meant (Note : *1?or example, 'Tranquil and unmov-
m g '  ") and sometimes its function (Note :"For example,
'When stimulated it penetrates the phenomena of the 
world' ») "(YCWC 5/l2A/8f)
T i Ae thougnt in a io*lnt l ,
, insight into principle does
not imply movement, since the principle of iks a 
tiling is already inside the mind
’When he is 'tranquil and unmoving', the 
innumerable things are already complete within, as
thick as a forest. When he is 'stimulated and pene­
trates1, the stimulation is merely from within ; it 
is not that a thing has been brought from outside 
to stimulate him here" (YS I?1/52 2 )
"'It is tranquil and unmoving: but when
stimulated it penetrates* .Heaven's principles are pres­
ent complete, none has ever been lacking ; they are
not preserved because of a Yao or lost because of 
a Chieh. Between father and son, ruler and minister, 
there are constant principles which do not change.
How should (principle) ever move ? it is because it 
does not move that the classic says 'tranquil'; although 
it does not move, when stimulated it penetrates, for 
the stimulation is not from outside’.' (YS 45/3fj[ ?)
The principles of compassion and filial
piety are in father and son, and also in the mind ;
when it perceives them the mind does not need to
move, since they are already inside it. Yet insight 
must after all imply a new relation between mind and 
principle, and to identify them explains how we know* 
at the cost of making it impossible that we should
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ever be ignorant. It is also difficult to understand
why, if nature and mind are the same, the former
functions as passion and the latter as insight.
Yi-oh'uan's view of the mind is another 
example (we have already noticed the anomalous posit-
ion of the passions in his system) of the diffi­
culties involved in imposing his dualism of principle 
and ether on to the traditional Gonfucian psychology.
In practice he cannot help using the wrord .to include 
passions, intentions and thoughts, in accordance with 
ordinary usage. In such cases he often uses the term
'human mind' (jen hsin y  ) to show that he is
not referring to the mind proper(9). His justificat­
ion for this is a passage in the Book of History
which distinguishes between the human mind and the
'Way-mind * (tao hsin ^  /yi ) (10)
> " 'The m h  human mind is insecure ;
the Way-mind is hard to discern'(10). The mind is
where the Way is ; what is hard to discern is the 
substance of the Way. The mind is indivisibly one
with the Way ; in relation to those who have let go
of tneir innately good mind, it is called the Way-
To let go of one's innately good mind is to
be insecure" (YS 302/gf)
"The human mind is human desire, the
Way-mind is heaven’s principle."(WS 2/4A/6)
It is not surprising that some of the 
Ch’eng school reacted in the opposite direction, 
refusing the name ’mind* to the underlying substance 
which is the nature, and reserving it for mental 
activity
"The nature is the basic substance. What is 
seen in operation as eyesight, hearing, the movement 
of hand and foot, is mind" (Hsieh Liang-tso)(II)
"It is not that the sages were able to 
give a name to the Way ; there is this name by the 
mere fact that there is this Way. The sages called 
it the ’nature’ to indicate its substance, and the 
’mind’ to indicate its function. It is necessary that 
the nature should move, and moving it becomes mind"
(1-Iu Hung) (12)
Chu Hsi criticises the view of Hsieh 
Liang-tso and politely ignores that of the C h ’engs,
He prefers the formula of Chang Tsai
" T h e  m i n d  is w h a t  d i r e c t s (  or ’u n i t e s ’, t ’u n g  
t h e  n a t u r e  a n d  t h e  p a s s i o n s "  (13)
But he seems unable to decide whether this 
means that the mind is the nature and passions taken
together, or that the mind is a third entity which
c o n t r o l s  t h e  o t h e r  t w o  : =
"The nature is the mind’s principles, the 
passions are the movement of the nature, the mind is
the master of the nature and the passions"(14)
"That the mind before it moves is regarded as 
the nature, after it moves as the passions, is what 
is meant by ’The mind is what unites the nature and 
the pass ions"(15)
He has just as much difficulty as the
Ch’engs in applying the distinction of principle and 
ether. In some passages he asserts that the mind is 
ether ( a view compatible only with the former inter­
pretation of Chang Tsai’s definition):-
1 The mind is the active essence of the
ether".
This enables him, unlike the C h ’engs, to 
draw a clear distinction between the knower and the 
known :-
"What is perceived is the mind’s principles
what is able to perceive is the intelligence of the
ether."
These principles are the nature, and the 
nature functions as the passions ; but he is uncertain 
whether the passions are principles along which the 
ether of the mind moves
"The nature is the principle that we can
act in a certain way ; it remains unalterably in ' its
place. On the other hand the control of action
belongs to the mind. The passions are only so many 
paths, while what goes along these paths to act in 
a certain way is the mind,11
or whether they include ether :»
"It is only the nature that is unalterable
passions, mind and talent all include ether" (16)
Thus Yi-ch’uan's identification of mind and. 
principle was rejected by some of his own school
and, by Ohu Hsi, who otherwise follows him so closely. 
But it was revived, in a different context of ideas,
by Chu H s i ’s opponent Lu Chiu-yuan, and became a
characteristic doctrine of the subjectivist movement
which culminated in Wang Shou^jen.
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Chu Hsi believed that this position was
at one time held by Yi-ch*uan. (X$aoB6bc (YL I0I/28B/II) 
His evidence is the correspondence between Yi-ch!uan
and Lu Ta-lin over ’equilibrium1, in which Lu Ta-lin 
represents him as saying that "Whenever the mind is 
mentioned, it always refers to what is already
emitted” (YCWC 5/I2A/4f). But the letter in which this
is supposed to have been said does not survive, and
in his reply Yi-ch’uan repudiates it (YCWC 5/I2A/8) ; 
it is not clear whether he has changed his mind or
whether Lu Ta-lin misunderstood him.
The same view is expressed once in the
Xi §.ilB > but in one of the two collections which 
Chu Hsi put at the end as least reliable I-
"The endowment isfrom heaven is called the 
nature ; when stimulated it is regarded as passion,
when moving as mind." (YS 342/14)
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17. It is of some interst to note that if we
accept the argument of Hilbert Ryle’s "Concept of
Mind" (1949) ’nature' and ’mind' really are
analogous, and we make the same mistake over ’mind’
that the Chinese make over both words. Although we do
not think that there is a 'nature' distinct from
what is ’natural’, we do tend to assume that there is
an 'intellect’ distinct from behaviour which is 'intell­
igent* and a ’will’ distinct from behaviour which is 
’voluntary', the mind being the place where they reside.
VI. C H ’ENG (INTEGRITY)
CITING (REVERENCE / ORIENTATION)
In Yi-ch’uan's philosophy the original unity of 
the mind is called c h 1eng , while the process
by which this unity is maintained in activity is 
called ching ^7^— - . If the mind is principle, it
is not easy to see how it can ever lose its
unity ; but this is only another sign that Yi-chfuan 
did not succeed in reconciling his unusual view of
the mind with his more conventional opinions.
Ch * eng is c h * eng ’accomplish,
complete' written with the word radical. The traditional 
English equivalent is ‘sincerity* ; but it
seems preferable to translate it by ‘integrity1, in 
spite of the misleading associations of the word
with business ethics, and the lack of suitable adject­
ival and negative forms. To be c h 1 eng is to be
an integral whole, all of one piece. According to
the Doctrine of the Mean,iI) "Integrity is self-
completion1' on which Y i-ch ' uan
c omments :-
" * Integrity is self-completionf---- Thus if 
you serve your parents with complete integrity, you
are a complete son ; if your ruler, you are a com­
plete minister,1* {YS 224/14)
Integrity is not conceived as a substance
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like the mind and nature, and the principles of which
they consist ; it is the state of man when all
these are as they should be. we have more than once
noticed the difficulty with which the Neo-Confucians
distinguish substances from qualities and stages, and 
quoted a case in which Chu Hsi deals with it by
means of the terms * solid word* (representing a sub­
stance) and ’void. “word1. In connection writh integrity,
Chu Hsi says
" ’Nature* is solid, 1 integrity1 is void.
'Nature* is a name for principle.; ’integrity1 is a
name for an excellence. If you compare the nature
to this fan, integrity may be compared to this fan 
being properly made1' {2)
Yi-ch’uan explains integrity as ineaning that 
the mind is one ... „ rN VV I V"V, —'C_S Z.. U3 h
"Making the mind one is what is meant
by integrity" (CS 6/9B/8f)
"To make unity the ruling consideration
is called orientation ; unity is called integrity"
(YS 346/1)
""Knowledge, benevolence, courage, these 
three, are the virtues required of all under heaven.
The means by which they are practised is being oneT(3)
To be one is integrity ; it is simply to realise
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these three. Outside the three there is no other
arbitrariness, irregularity------ a eouse not in accord­
ance with any principle. Heaven and earth are wu-
wang, following principle without irregularity ; man
has integrity as long as he does the same, ^.en
one of the C h fengs was asked his opinion of two
contemporary definitions, Li C h ’ing-ch’en 1 s ’not ceas­
ing’ and Hsu Chi’s ’not deceiving’, he replied
" ’No Irregularity’ is what is meant by
integrity. ’Not deceiving’ is secondary to this"
(YS 100/7 ?)
’Not deceiving1 presumably refers to self-
deception rather than deceiving others,, being’ derived 
from a passage in the Great Learning :-
"What is meant by ’giving integrity to
one’s intentions’ is to be without self-deception"(4)
Commenting on the hexagram, li-ch’uan says :
" ’No Irregularity* is perfect integrity.
Perfect integrity is- the way of heaven. When heaven
transforms and nourishes the innumerable things, inex­
haustibly producing and reproducing, that 'each has
its correct nature and decree’(5) is No Irregularity.
integrity" (YS 19/12 ?)
He also defines it by the hexagram 
£  (’No Irregularity’). Wang is license,
can unite himself
Irregularity is what is meant by ’unite his virtue 
with heaven and earth’. (6),.....  Even an action per­
formed without vicious (motive), if it does not agree 
with correct principle, is irregular- — -which is to 
be vicious" (YC 2/35A/I5-35B/4)
How does one preserve this unity when 
the mind is active ? In activity the mind tends to 
become confused, with unconnected thoughts getting in 
each others’ way; its unity is maintained by attend- n 
ing to only one thing at a time and fully orientat­
ing oneself tow?ards it, without being distracted by 
anything else. At all times the mind must have a 
'ruler’ (chu £  ), a ruling consideration to which
everything is subordinated ; and whatever the temporary 
ruler may be, the ultimate consideration must always .
be unity  ----* ’making unity the ruler 1 (chu yi Ja ■
As a name for ’making unity the ruling 
considerabion1 the C h ’eng brothers use the old wurd 
ching. Ching, as it is used in the Analects for 
example, is the attitude one assumes towards parents, 
ruler, spirits ; it includes both the emotion of 
reverence and a state of self-possession, attentiveness, 
concentration. It is generally translated ‘respect ' or 
'reverence’, but it is the other aspect which is the 
more prominent even in some passages of the Analects, 
for example
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"In serving one’s lord, be attentive to (ching) 
the duty rather than the salary” (7)
The attitude which is. assumed towards the
parents and the spirits, collected, concentrated, free
from muddle and distraction, is for the C h ’engs a 
proof that the unity of the mind can he maintained 
not only in contemplation, as Taoists and Buddhists 
suppose, hut in action. It is the state of man when 
he is fully in control of himself ---- a state
which in their opinion should he preserved at all
times, although the ordinary man attains it only when 
he has to pull himself together f©r a special
occasion. Thus ching, as the word is used hy the
G h ’engs and their successors, cannot be translated
hy ’reverence1 ; and Bruce’s ’seriousness' is utterly 
inadequate, although, as usual when this accusation 
can he made against Bruce, it is difficult to find
a better alternative. The two aspects of ching are 
interdependent ; to chLlect oneself, he attentive to a
person or thing implies that one respects him or
takes it seriously ; and to he respectful implies 
that one is collected and attentive. But there is 
no English word which covers both, and the only
course seems to he to f&sdzzs use ’reverence* for 
one and a different word for the other, the ordering
of the mind in relation to an object. In the 
translations which follow ching will be represented
by ’orientation’  ---- an equivalent for which no more
is claimed than that it can be used consistently 
without weakening or distorting the sense quite as 
much as ’reverence’ or ’seriousness*.
The aim of a Confucian is not to abstain 
from action and still the motions of the mind, but 
to orientate himself for moral anti on. In this conn­
ection the C h ’engs often appeal to the Book of 
Changes :-
"The gentleman is orientated, and thereby
corrects himself within ; he is moral, and thereby
orders what is outside him.“(8)
One of the C h ’engs observes
"The doctrine of the Buddhists includes inward 
correction by orientation, but not ordering the 
external by morality" (YS 80/8 ?)
Orientation is revealed outwardly by the 
measured sedateness in expression, speech and deport­
ment of the true Confucian gentleman
"Expressed outwardly, it is called sedateness
IKHQE. ) t possessed within, it is called orientation
(YS 100/5 ?}
"Orientation is a matter of controlling 
oneself, sedateness of contact with others" (YS 205/a;
Until we are orientated, thought is confused and 
disorderly
•Q. How is orientation attained in practice ?
'^ he "best way is to make unity the
ruling consideration.
I have been troubled by unsettled thoughts. 
Sometimes before 1 have finished thinking of one
matter others occur to me, entangled like hemp fibres.
What is to be done ?
A. This must be avoided ; it is the source
of disintegration! nu ch * eng %  )• ^ou must practice;
it will be all right when by practice you have
become capable of concentration. In all, whether thought 
or action, you must seek unity. “(YS 223/9-11)
’’formerly lu Ta-lin questioned me about the
disorder of his thoughts. (9) I replied that it was
due only to his mind having no ruler ; if it were
given a ruler by orientation, it would naturally be
free from disorder ----- just as if a jug of water is 
thrown into water, even the water of the river or 
the lake cannot enter, because it' is solid inside.
ty. If the thoughts are actually correct
(although confused), I suppose there is no harm ?
A. It is right to make reverence( also
cjiing) the ruling consideration in a shrine, for
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example, or gravity in court, or sternness in the
army. But if they appear on the wrong occasions,
confused and out of order, they are vicious even
if they are correct (in themselves)" (YS 212/3-5)
Yin T fun, a disciple of Yi-ch'uan, says 
"To he collected, body and mind, is all that 
is meant by ‘making unity the ruler 1. Thus when a 
man enters a shrine to show his reverence(china) his
mind is collected, and cannot be applied to another
matter however small ; what is this but ‘making unity 
the ruler * ?" (10)
If the mind is concentrated on one object, 
its ‘ruler1, no distracting thought can enter, just 
as no more water can get into a jug which is 
already full. "If there is a ruler inside, it is 
solid ; if it is solid, nothing can enter from 
outside to distress you"(II). Although the Ch*engs are 
fond of this image of a jug, it happens to conflict 
with their habit of describing the mind in its proper 
state as ‘void,* responding to outside things without 
retaining traces of them. These two ways of speaking
are given a rather forced reconciliation, which inci­
dentally directly contradicts the preceding quotation;-
"The learner1 s first task is of course to 
decide on nis goa3~. But if someone says that he
wishes to exclude seeing and hearing, knowing and
thinking, this is Lao Tzu‘s ‘getting rid of the sages
and abandoning wisdom1 ; if he wishes to exclude 
thoughts, being distressed by their confusion, he wall
have to ‘practice Zen and enter into samadhi‘ with 
the Buddhists. Take the mirror as a parallel ; it is 
inevitable that the innumerable things should all oe 
reflected in it, how can one prevent the mirror 
from reflecting ? The human mind is bound to interact 
with the innumerable things ; how can one prevent it
from thinking about them ? If you vrish to avoid con­
fusion of thought, the only course is for the mind
to have a ‘ruler*. How does one give it a ruler ? 
Simply by orientation. If there is a ruler it is
void---- -by void I mean that depravity cannot enter.
Without a ruler it is solid   that is, things have
come to usurp a place within it. Mow if a jar is
solid inside with water, even if the river and the
sea flood it they can find no space to enter ; is it
not void ? If there is no water inside, you can pour
in as much as you like ; is it not solid ? In
general the human mind cannot be put to two uses at
once. If it is applied to one matter, others cannot 
enter it , this is because the matter has become its 
ruler. Merely by making some matter its ruler, you
can avoid being distressed by confused thoughts ; and
if you can give it a ruler by orientation, you will
always be free from such distress. What is meant by 
orientation is making unity the ruler ; and what is 
meant by unity is to be without distraction. H (YSI86/ 7- 12 )^
The connection between orientation and
integrity is shown in the following passages
"Making unity the ruling considerstion is
called orientation,; unity is called integrity. Making
it the ruling consideration implies that there are
intentions!' (that is, that there is activity ; integrity 
belongs only to the substance) Y^S 346/l)
" ’If you guard against depravity, integrity
is preserved of itself (12); it is not that integrity
is something we grasp . outside us and bring in to
oreserve it. The men of today, enslaved to the evil
outside them, seek among the evil for something good
to preserve ; this being so, how is it possible for
them to (literally,’how is there a principle that they) 
enter into good ? If the3^ merely guarded against
depravity, integrity would be preserved of itself.
Therefore Mencius says that the nature is good, meaning 
that all (good) comes from within. Once you recognise
that integrity is preserved within, you will not have
to labour to guard against depravity. If you merely
control your countenance and regulate your thoughts,
orientation will come spontaneously. Orientation is 
simply making unity the ruler. If unity is made the
ruling consideration, (the mind)  ^ goes neither East nor
West and thus remains in equilibrium ; it goes neither
this way nor that way and thus remains within. If
you preserve this, heaven’s principle will spontaneously 
become plain. The learner must cultivate himself
according to this idea by ’being orientated and thereby 
correcting himself within. ’ 'The basic point is to
correct oneself within." (YS 165/8-11)
"If you guard against depravity, of course
ohere will be unity. But if you make unity the
ruling ■ considerabion, there will be no need, to soeak 
of guarding against depravity. What, are we to say to
those who find it difficult to recognise unity and
do not know how to work for it ? If you are
orderly and dignified the mind will be one ; that is
all that is meant by unity. If it is one, it will
of itself be innocent of vices. If you cultivate
yourself according to this idea, eventually heaven’s 
principle will of itself become plain." (YS Io7/4f)
"Orientation is the way to guard against 
depravity. ’Guarding against depravity, he preserves his 
integrity*(12) Although guarding against depravity and
preserving integrity are two different matters, in 
another sense they are the same. If you guard against
deoravity, integrity is preserved of i t s e l f * £M§h$xx 
(YS 206/3)
"After there is integrity one is capable of 
orientation. On the other hand, when one has not yet 
attained integrity, it is only by orientation that 
one becomes capable of it." (YS 100/6$ V)
Thus integrity is the primal unity of the
mind, the substance ; orientation is the means by 
which it is maintained in activity, the function
"Integrity is the whole substance, orient­
ation the function". (WS 2/3B/I0 ?)
"Integrity is the way of heaven, orient­
ation is the basis of human action . (Uote by the 
disciple Liu Hsuan : "Orientation is the function")
When there is orientation there is integrity."
(YS I39/II, Ming-tao)
Translating c h 1 eng as *integrityf, it would
not be altogether misleading to think of ching as 
finuegration*y although this might suggest the form­
ation of new wholes, while ching merely preserves
the original wholeness of the mind.
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VII. KE WU (THE INVESTIGATION OE THINGS)
According to a passage in the Great Learning,
“The men of old who wished to make bright
virtue plain to the world first nut their countries 
in order, for which they had first to regulate 
their families, and for that to improve themselves
as individuals, and for that to correct their hearts, 
and for that to give integrity to their intentions,
and for that to extend their knowledge. The extension 
of knowledge lies in the investigation of things 
(Ice wu )1 (I)
It is unfortunate that while all the other 
stages are clear enough, the last of all, on which 
so much ultimately depends, has been a subject of
dispute among commentators. Ke_ can mean *to correct1, 
fto arrive a t f or fto oppose*. Among the contempor­
aries of the Ch'engs, Ssu-ma Kuang took it in the 
third sense, 'to guard against things*, that is, egainst 
having one*s desires excited by them. (2) According to 
Yi-ch'uan, the phrase means 'to arrive at things' (more 
exactly, to arrive at the principles inside them).
The most convenient English translation of he wu, when
understood in this way, is Legge's 'investigation of 
things'.
"'The extension of knowledge ligs in Ice wu. '
He means 'arrive at'. Wu means 'activities'. In all
activities there are principles ; to arrive at their
principles is ke wu " (WS 2/4A/9)
The Ch’engs connect this passage with 
another from the Explanations of the Diagrams
"They (the sages) exhausted the principles, 
fulfilled the nature, and thereby attained to the 
decree". (3)
Shao Yung and Chang Tsai had assumed that 
this describes three successive stages in the work 
of the sage. (4) But according to the C h ’engs prin­
ciple, nature and the decree are ultimately the 
same. When I perceive a principle in an external 
situation I also become aware of its presence in 
my own nature, and at the same time ensure that 
whatever happens to me because I follow it in pract-.
ice is my ’true decree’. Ming-tao says
"The three activities are simultaneous ; 
there is absolutely no interval between them.
’Exhausting the principles' is not to be taken merely 
as a matter of knowledge. If you can really exhaust 
the principles, nature and the decree are also 
disposed of.'^YS 15/11)
The significance of these passages for 
Yi-ch’uan is that the government of state, family
and. individual depend ultimately on the individual's 
insight into principle. How does he attain this
insight ? The principles in outside things are
also in his nature, so that he may look either out­
wards or inwards to find them. He may come to under­
stand them principles of compassion and filial
piety by examining the relationship between father and 
son ; but as long as he retains his integrity he
will also be able to see them by introspection.
According to the Doctrine of the Mean ,
"Understanding due to integrity is called
nature. From understanding arriving at integrity is 
called education". (5)
Yi~ch*uan comments 
"To learn them from what is outside, and
grasp them within, is called funderstanding1 . To
grasp them from what is within, and connect them
with outside things, is called ’integrity*. Integrity
nd. er s t and 1 n.g^ are one." (YS 348/10)
Yi-chfuan, followed by Ghu Hsi and his
school, lays stress on the objective approach, while
Ming-tao, anticipating Lu Chiu-yuan and Wang Shou-jen,
prefers the subjective, hut the two points of view
are of course not incompatible, and the difference,
which was to become the great controversial issue
in Meo-Confuc ianism for «,,, next fiTe hu„tee„ JrBrB
i» "ni, , alffer8noe of e„ tasls ^  th< ^
brothers.
"Q. Does f invest i/^ at ion nr »
■■ 10n of things refer to
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outside things or to things inside the nature V
A. It makes no difference. Whatever is before
the eye is a 'thing,' and things all have principles,
for example that by which fire is hot and that by
which wrater is cold. As for the relations between 
ruler and minister, father and son, all are prin-
ciples." (YS 271/If)
Once Yi-ch'uan even goes so far as to say
that
1 The best way to investiga.te the principles of 
things is to seek them in oneself, -where it is
most to the point to find them". (YS 194/6)
But it is the other approach which is the
more congenial to Yi-ch'uan*s objective cast of mind.
JPor him, moral development depends on learning nrin™ 
ciples from outside sources (primarily the Gonfucian 
classics) and learning to recognise them in external
situations. As soon as we perceive them in external
things we become aware of them inside us, so that
it is by looking outwards that we 'fulfil the nature1
Yi-ch’uan was no doubt prejudiced against the intro-
spective method by the fact that so many people who
looked into their own natures imagined that they 
found the doctrines of Buddhism and Taoism. Admittedly
nature is good ; but introspection is hindered by
thao it 18 obscured froffl birth ^  ^  imourity
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of our ether. Whereas animals and birds know how
to build nests and sHEk±3gxx±ks rear their young with­
out being taught, man has lost all innate knowledge 
except how to feed at the breast. (6 ) Consequently it 
is by looking outwards that we achieve integrity 
within. Introducing his four admonitions on looking, 
listening, speaking and moving, Yi-chfuan says
“These four are the functions of the body.
They originate within and respond outside ; control
over the external is the means to cultivate the 
internal."
His admonition on looking is
"The mind is at bottom void, responding to 
things without retaining a trace of them. To hold 
on to it, it is necessary to find standards for it 
by looking at things. When it meets temptations 
before it, it is displaced within. Control them 
outside in order to secure yourself within. If you 
conquer yourself and return to propriety, eventually 
you will have integrity." (YCWC 4/4A/I2, 4B/I-3 )
MQ,. Of the means of cultivating oneself, 
which comes first ?
A. There is nothing prior to ‘correcting
the heart1 and 'giving integrity to the intentions’. 
Integrity of intention lies in the extension of 
knowleage, and 'the extension of knowledge lie:
is m
the investigation(ke) of tilings. ‘ means ’arrive at*,
as in tsu-k 'ao lai ice (%IL % I f r  ’the ancestors
arrive’). In general there is one principle in each
thing; it is necessary to comprehend its principle
exhaustively. There are many ways of exhausting the
principles ■}---   the study of hooks, and explanation
of the moral principles in them ; discussion of prom­
inent figures, past and present, to distinguish what
is right and wrong in their actions ; experience of 
practical affairs and of dealing with them appropri­
ately. All are ways of exhausting the principles.
4 . Is it necessary to investigate one khxx
thing after another, or can all. the innumerable 
ItffiXKgSXXSS principles be known by the investigation
of a. single thing ?
A. In the latter case, how could they
be interrelated ? liven Yen Tz£t could not be expected
to understand all principles by rafaxxtand investigat­
ing one thing. Only if you investigate one thing
after another day after day, after long practice the 
(principles) will break loose and reveal themselves
in their interrelations, •* (YS 209/7-10)
"(4. In examining things and searching the
self, should one look back into oneself to seek
what one has already seen in things ?
A. There is no need to put it in that
way. There is a single principle in things and in
me ; as soon as 'that* is understood, 'thisT
becomes clear. This is the way to unite external 
and internal. The scholar should understand everything, 
at one extreme the height of heaven and thickness 
of earth, at the other why a. single thing is as
it is.
<4. In extending knowledge, what do you 
say to first seeking the principles in the ‘four 
beginnings 1 V
A. To seek them in the nature and the
passions is certainly the most direct course ; but 
a single grass and a single tree both have prin­
ciples which must be investigated." (YS 2I4/I-3)
* "In labouring to exhaust the principles,
we are not expected to make an exhaustive research 
into the principles of everything in the world, nor
to succeed after exhausting a single principle.
It is only necessary to accumulate a large number 
of them, and then they will become visible spontan­
eously. " (YS 45/6 ?)
"Q. When Chang Hsu was studying erass
script, he awoke to a new style of calligraphy
after seeing a porter getting: in the way of a
princess, and the sword-play of Kung-sun Ta-niana.
Was it not that he had been constantly thinking
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about the subject, and at this point his mind
reacted V
A. Yes. Awakening comes only after thought ; 
without thought, how could such a thing happen V u. 
Yi-chhuan, always a moralist, characteristically adds 
•‘But it is a. pity that Ghang Hsu was only interested 
in calligraphy* If he had given the same attention 
to the Way, nothing would have been beyond his
power s.’* (YS 207/I0f)
1 In invesjrigat ing things to exhaust their
principles, the idea is not that one must exhaust 
completely everything in the world. If they are 
exhausted in only one matter, in the rest one can
infer by analogy. Taking filial piety as an example,
what is the reason why behaviour is considered filial V 
If you cannot exhaust the principle in one matter,
do so in another, whether you deal with an easy or 
a difficult example first depending on the depth of 
your knowledge. Just so there are innumerable paths
by which you can get to the capital, and it is
enough to find one of them. The reason why they can
be exhausted is simply that there is one nrincinle
in all the innumerable things, and even a single
thing or activity, however small, has this nrincinle " 
(YS I74/2-4J (7)
'"(The object of) thought is called lnsiffht,(
(8)"
After Iona; thought, insight coraes spontaneously. If 
you til ink about one matter without success, think
about another instead. It is a mistake to concentrate 
solely on the one matter ; for if a man's knowledge 
is obstructed at one point, the most intense thought
will not p e n e t r a t e ( Y S  207/I2f)
Thus the investigation of a thing con­
sists of thinking followed by a sudden insight into
its principle. This illumination reminds one vaguely
of the 'satori* of &en Buddhism ; but it is really
quite different, a purely intellectual illumination 
in which a previously meaningless fact, fe as we say,
'falls into place1 ------ in Yi-ch‘uan's words, “whereve
there is a principle East is East and West is West"
(9) Of the thinking which precedes it, the only
kind which is specified is inference from principles 
already known (10)„ The main terms for intellectual 
processes used by ^i-ch'uan may be explained in 
relation to principle as follows
Li, principle. Literally ‘vein, line the line
running through a thing or activity.
^Yui., to infer. .Literally ‘push, extend1,
^  to infer from a principle  --- - to
extend the line until it runs .through a
new thin*?.
Kuan, to relate. Literally -thread together- (coins on
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a string) ----- unite things by the line
running through them 
“If you have their principles correct, the innumer­
able activities are xxxotx one -- 'to unite and
thereby relate them* (IIJ" (WS 2/4B/2)
USL- Kuan-t1ung, to interrelate, understand in their inter­
relations. Literally 'threading together to go through*
 go along the line which threads things together.
“Whenever men hear a saying or hear of 
an affair, a.nd their knowledge is still confined to 
the one saying or affair, it is simply because they
cannot interrelate." (WS 3/2b/If ?)
T fui-li, inference from principle, corres­
ponds more or less to the deduction of Western 
logic. On the other hand, Yi-ch;uan‘s frequent refer­
ences to examining more than one example before 
awakening to a principle do not imply what we call 
induction. A principle can be seen in a single case,
even if the poor quality of one's ether makes it
necessary to examine many before awakening to it ; 
and there is no indication that the number of cases
affects the probability that it is valid. However,
the kind oi reasoning which Yi-ch1uan describes is
no doubt psychologically connected wmth the way we
reason inductively. in practice, of course, ve seldom
collect examples blindly and then maice a generalisation
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from them ; it is more usual to awaken suddenly to 
a principle in a single case because a number of k 
similar cases have left subconscious traces in the 
past, and then proceed to collect examples to test 
it. Yi-chfluan recognises the first stage in this
process but not the second ; for him a principle 
once seen does not need to be verified. The Itfeo- 
Gonfucian Investigation of Things has often been regard­
ed as an anticipation of the scientific method which 
f&x unfortunately failed to mature. It is true that 
the Investigation of Things includes a certain amount 
of speculation on natural phenomena by way of relax­
ation from the more serious business of investigating 
the exercise of benevolence, duty, propriety and wis­
dom; -
"A single tree and a single grass both 
have principles which must be i n v e s t i g a t e d . "(YS 2I4-/2)
n *A wide acquaintance with the names of
birds, animals, grasses and trees*(12) is a means of 
understanding principle.1 (YS 355/ 2 )
Chu Hsi, among many less successful specul­
ations, was capable of arguing that the resemblance of 
mountains to waves shows that the earth was once in
a fluid state ano. has since solidified, and. that the
presence of fossil shell-fish on mountains is nroof
that they were once under water.(13). Nevertheless, the
whole purpose of the Investigation of Things is moral 
self-development ;the principles whicn really matter are
moral principles, and investigation is mainly concerned
with uncovering them m  human affairs. There is no 
idea of adding to a common stock of knowledge ; uhe 
object or investigation is to discover how to live,
a discovery which has already been made once and for
all by the sages, and which each individual must make
over again for himself. This is not, it should be 
added, simply a matter of reading the classics.
Moral principles are learnt in the first place from 
tne Analects and Mencius , but the important thing
is to learn to see them in concrete examples, beginn­
ing with the events in the Sor ing and Autumn Annals 
(14)
"Whenever reading history, it is necessary, 
not merely to remember the facts, but also to become 
aware of the principles of good government and dis­
order, security and danger, rise and fall, survival
and destruction. Thus when you study the one reign
of Kao Ti, you must be able to anticipate the four
hundred years of the house of Han, its end and its 
beginning, good government and disorder," (YS 255/7f)
Yi-chfuanf s philosophy is of the kind which 
implies uhat to know good is to do good,:o: and i
therefore under the necessity of explaining how
s
1 true knowledge1 differs from the kind we so often
fail to act on in practice
"There is a difference between true know­
ledge and everyday knowledge. I once saw a peasant
who had been wounded by a tiger. when someone said
that a tiger was attacking people, everyone was s t a s i s
startled ; but the peasant reacted differently from
the rest. Even a child knows that tigers are danger­
ous, but it is not true knowledge ; it is onljr true
knowledge if it is like the peasant1s. So when men
know evil but still do it, this also is not true
knowledge ; if it were, decidedly they would not 
do it." (YS 16/2-4 ?)
All principles are in the nature, but
many are hidden from us by the impurity of our
ether. As long as a principle cannot be seen by
introspection, we can only have an ’everyday knowledge’
of it from external sources, and to follow it in­
volves conscious effort. But as soon as it is
’grasped’ (teh A If ) inwardly, it is followed with
pleasure and without effort.----- ’true knowledge’. It is
then a teh B , an inward force ; the word,
which was assumed to be derived from teh A ? is gener­
ally translated ’virtue’.
"Whoever grasps the real principles in his
mind stands out from others. Those who merely repeat
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what they hear do not really see them with the
mind ; if they did see, they certainly would not he
satisfied with themselves when they have no reason 
to he satisfied. Every individual has something which 
he definitely will not do, although in other matters 
he may he less scrupulous. Thus a scholar would 
rather die than commit a burglery, although he may be 
dishonest in other ways. Literate people can all talk 
about what is proper and what is right; princes,
dukes and high officials are all familiar with 
such external things as what carriage or cap is 
required for the occasion, but in anything that touches 
their interests prefer wealth and rank to moral 
principle. All this results merely from being able to
speak about what one has not really seen. When it 
comes to such an act as stepping in water or fire, 
everyone avoids it, for they really see why they 
should; one will stand out naturally from others only 
when one has a mind which regards evil like dipping
the hand in hot water." After repeating the story
about the tiger, Yi-ch'uan continues "This is real
insight. To grasp(teh A) (a principle) in the mind 
means to have a virtue(teh B ) . It does not require
effort ; but one who is still learning does need to 
exert effort" (YS 153/9-I64/I)
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"There is a difference between acting after
grasping (a principle) and acting after thought.
If you have grasped it in yourself, the action will
be as simple as using your hand to lift a thing ;
but if you have to think, it is not yet within
yourself, and action is like holding one thing in
your hand to take another." (YS 22/6 ?)
Q,. "Should not the extension of knowledge be
combined with earnestness in conduct V
A. "As far as the ord.inary man is concerned,
it requires effort to apply the knowledge that he
should do nothing improper, but not the knowledge
that he should not commit a burglery. This is
because knowledge may be deep or superficial. The
men of old defined a gentleman as one who takes
pleasui’e in foil owing principle. If you have to
exert effort, you only know that you should follow
principle and do not take plea,sure in it. As soon
as you begin to take pleasure in it, to follow
principle is pleasant and not to is unpleasant. What
is to prevent you from following principle ?
Naturally there is no need for effort."(YS 207/6-9)
"To know something- imnlies that it is
outside me and known to me. To like it implies that
12 7
although I am sincere I still cannot possess it. 
But when I arrive at talcing pleasure in it, it
has become my own possession." (WS 2/SA/l)
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VIII. GBITICISM 07 BUDDHISM
Before the Sung Confucianism had no systematic 
philosoph:/ capable or competing 'with that which Buddh­
ism brought with it from India. The object of the
Ch'engs was to create & such a system ------ or rather,
putting it m  tneir own terms, "to recover it from
the classics, where it had lain neglected and misunder­
stood since • the death of Mencius. In their eyes
Buddhism is the most pernicious of false doctrines, a 
heresy which is undermining society and cannot even be 
studied objectively without the danger of contamin­
ation. One cf the Ch*engs says in an address to his
disciples
•This doctrine has already become a fashion
throughout the Empire ; how can the situation be
remedied ? Buddhism already existed in ancient times,
but even: when it was most orosperous it only preached
imsge-worshin, and the harm it did was very slight.
But its present tendency is to soesk first of all of
the nature and the decree, the Way and the Virtue, $
V
to rsqgL.. first of all the intelligent ; and it is
those with the loftiest talents who sinlc most de^olv
into it. A.s for me, I am a person of mediocre talent 
and virtue, and. am incapable of dealing with it ; but 
as things are g o i n ^ today, even if th^re were several 
men each* as great as Mencius, they would be' helpless.
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Consider the time of Mencius ; the harm done by Yang
w? v ^
Chu and Mo Tgu did ri^ t amount to much, and compared
with the situation today it was negligible. And of 
course this matter is connected with the failure or
success ‘_of the stat^. When the 'pure talker s f flour­
ished . the Chin dynasty decayed ; but the har^ done• ■'. *. **. * */ .. *y :*•
• , ' * * . * . * . • * • * . - ,-r- - J
by them was limited to idle talk, and was in no
way comparable with the present injury to the Way.
Even when a friend sinks . into this doctrine one 
cannot turn him back ; now my only hone is in you
.gentlemen. You must simply out it aside- without dis-
cussing it ; do not ^say rWe must see what it is ±±Jc*
• . # ,v— . Y  ■*. ’ 4. ’ -vV.y*. • 4* •*"" A  * '* .Cs ■> ,Vv.|T f ■ ,v ^ * % ".«£% * •***> * £*' .
like1, for if you see what it is like you will '
yourselves be changed into Buddhists. The essential
thing is decisively to reject its arts.1 (YS 04/i-g v)
» •
The modern reader is bound to regard the
confidence of the Ch'engs in the nurity of their 
Confucianism with a certain irony. We can see clearly
that they retain many of the ideas which Confucianism 
had so fully assimilated during the last thousand
years that their Buddhist origin had been forgotten,
and they were read back into the classics. Neverthe-
• V .i . v-< .471 \ ~ ' V V  . 'X'%c* ' U«r ' '•* " ' T % > *'* / i 1 - -V '* ‘ • < V • Jljfti. W  • v.-* * *-2* ^
less the C h ’engs were not in any way deceiving them­
selves when they claimed to be enemies of Buddhism.
Confucianism accented the visible World =>nd th* social
obligations of living in it, Buddhism sought individual
17°
salvation by renunciation of the world ; this funda­
mental onposition had never been obscured by th* lone*
intertrsffic in ideas, and the Heo-Confucians accepted 
the former viewpoint as whole-heartedly as Confucius 
himself. The difference is expressed very -clearly by
Hu Yin, a disciple of the Chfeng disciple Ysnr Shih :-
"Man is a living thing ; the Buddhists 
speak not of life but of death. Human affairs are
all visible ; the Buddhists speak not of the manifest
but of the hidden. After a man dies he is called a
nhost ; the Buddhists sneak not of ™en but of mhosts.
What man cannot avoid is the ordinary Way ; the Buddh­
ists speak not of the ordinary but of the marvellous.
That by which the ordinary Way is as it is (so-yi jan)
is principle ; the Buddhists sneak not of nrinciple
but of illusion. It is to what follows birth and 
precedes death that we should devote our minds ; the
Buddhists speak not of this life but of past and 
future lives. Seeing and hearing, thought and disouss- 
ion, are real evidence ; - the Buddhists do not treat
them as real, but speak of what the ear and eye can-
not attain, thought and - discussion cannot reach."(I)
It is true that the Heo-Confucian ass­
umption that underlying the multiplicity of phenomena
there is a single reality which is present in man
as his nature is derived from ’Buddhism, and that its
original object had been to jfrustify the insight- of
the mystic. Imported by the Buddhists from India into
China, which had no developed metaphysic , this frame­
work of thought had by the Sung come to seem natural
even to Confucians ; but they used it to serve their
own quite different ends. According to the Chfenps the 
nature consists of the social virtues benevolence, duty, 
prooriety and wisdom, and is fulfilled by acting as 
a worthy member of society. The nature is obscured
by the impurity of the ether ; but this means, not 
that we 'Vmust xrf±MxxfckxxxxjthjfxxxjByxxicxxMi*ijtx*±xiix
release it from the ether by a meditative technique,
but that we . must refine the ether by acquiring the
habit of behaving morally. The world below the level
of form is not illusion ; on the contrary it is
only within it that we can see princioles and act in
accordance with them. Nor is life a wreb of suffer­
ing from which it is necessary to escaoe ; joy and
suffer in,o- alternate with the Yang and Yin, each necess­
ary ’ to the other.
The critici ^ s  made by the Ch’engs are b=>s*d 
on morality and common-sense rather than on logic;
Indeed the first passage quoted is a ,mood illus­
tration------;an exasperated sense of intellectual infer­
iority. is perceptible in their attitude to the 
Buddhists, whose sophistries it is so difficult for 
the ^r^ctica1-minded Confuoisn to answer. They have a
profound antipathy to everything for which SarwfMisr 
Buddhism stand?, to =>nv sutege)=ition that it is e.it^e-
possible or desirable to *s cape from the world oer- 
ceived by the senses. Their fundamental objection is 
that tbe ultimate motive of the Buddhist is selfish*
The s&gft follows nrinciole which is fthus of itself’, 
independent of human desire ; the Buddhist is only 
concerned to extricate himself from the miseries of
life. Like most Confucians, the ChVnms do not sym­
pathise with extremes of optimise and oessimisn ; life
is neither all .joy nor all misery but a cycle in
which the two alternate and are mutually dependent, 
and the desire to escare from a ^orld in vhich you
cannot have the former without the latter is at 
bottom selfish.
"As for the doctrine of the Buddhists, one
cannot say they are ignorant, indeed they are extreme­
ly lofty and profound ; but the ooint is that finally 
.
it all comes down to selfishness and self-interest, y  -u
Why do I say this V Within heaven and earth, where 
there is birth there will be death, where there is
joy there v.’ill be sorrow. In the claims of the Buddh­
ists one must recognise an element of cunning and 
deception ; to sneak of avoiding d-?th and life, of 
smoothing the vexations of the world, finally derives 
from selfishness."(YS Id8/I0f)
"Buddhism simply intimidates people with its
doctrine of 'life and death1 (s'amsara). It is strange
»
that for two thousand years not a single person
has noticed t h i s ------ which shows how peonle h^ve
been intimidated by them. The sames and worthies 
regarded life and death as our lot, Y'hich there is 
'no reason to fear, and so they did not discuss death 
and life; while the Buddhists, because they are afraid 
of death and life, never stop t&Dcing about the™.
The lowest class of man of course has many fears,
and is easily moved by a<*if-interest. As for the 
Zen school, although they claim to be different, in
essentials their viewpoint is the s a m e ----- it all
comes to self-interest.
$. Can you tell me whether the doctrin* 
v.°g originally sought out in a disinterested soirit, 
and this delusion arose later, or whether the original 
motive for its invention was only self-interest ?
A. It was originally invented out of 
self-interest, and hence it is out of self-interest 
that those who study it believe in it. Chuang Tzu's
*Bo not be afraid of tr^nsformation (death) t also 
expresses the point i msik ing(&). The harm done
by Yang Chu and Mo Tzu has already disappeared from
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the world, while the harm done by Taoism is in the
last resort slight. Nowadays there is only Buddhism,
i’4
which is discussed by everyone, which spreads everv-
wheTe -J’-vthe harm it does is inf inite. * (^SxX/9x)
IYS 7/9-13 ?)
Besides being selfish, the' wish- to escape 
from the world implies on unrealistic refusal to acc­
ent the conditions of existence:-
MThe Zen doctrine of leaving the world is
like closing one’s eyes and not seeing one’s nose ;
the nose is there of i t s e l f * 69/4)
“Buddhism h^s the doctrine that one should
leave the family =nd the v ^rld. One cannot really 
leave ii.e. cease to belong to) th* family ; but of 
urse it is possible for them to run aw»y from it
by not treating their ■ narents as parents'. As for the
world, how can one leave it V To leave the world
can only mean no longer having the sley above you 
and the earth below you. .None the less they drink 
when they are thirsty and eat when they are hungry,
have the. sky above them and the earth below.”
(YS 216/Bf)
The world perceived by the senses and the 
society towards .which we h»ve moral obligations cannot
be esoaped, and neither ■ can the passions with which 
we resrond to stimulation from outside
«Maxi is a living thinm ; how can he 
become withered wood and dead ash, V Since he is alive,
he must have action and have thought ; it is only 
by death that you can. become withered wood and dead 
5eh“. (YS 27/If ?)
"As for what they say about the 'net of
the world’  simply because they have some moral
sense which they, cannot abolish, all that comes within 
the scope of loyalty and filial piety, benevolence
and duty, is treated as unavoidable ; but they would
like to eliminate step by step even what remains of
moral sense, thinking that only then will they have 
arrived at the way. However, in the last resort they 
cannot eliminate it.
a s  for man’s senses, when there is the
ether of something there must be the knowledge of 
it. What we see is colour, what we hear is sound, 
what we perceive with the mouth is taste. That ^an
has joy, anger, sorrow and pleasure is als.o inherent
in his nature. Now they make the forced claim that
it is necessary to cut off all these in order to
a-rasp heaven’s------- t r u t h ---which is what ip called
destroying heaven’s truth." (YS 24/I2-25/I V)
The Buddhist does not see that he cannot 
develop himself inwardly without learning to act mor­
ally ; he concerns himself with what Is internal and
'above form’ in isolation from what is external and
'below •f.orm'. He khowe how to 'correct himself within
by orientation1, but not how to 'order the external
by morality'
"At bottom the Buddhists, being afraid of
death, are motivated by self-interest ; how can they be
disinterested ? When they strive only to 'understand
the high' without ’studying the low '(7), how can their 
understanding of the high be right ■? The high under­
stood only in isolation, co^oletely out of connection
with the low, is not the Way. Mencius said :- 'To 
exhaust' all that is in one’s mind is to know one's
nature'(4), which is what they mean by 'knowing the
mind and seeing the nature'. But they know nothing
of his point about 'preserving the mind and nourish­
ing the nature'. They speak of course of 'solitary
^oodness outside the family’, which in itself is
proof- that they have insufficent 'knowledge of what the
Way really is.
ty. Such Buddhist doctrines as that of hell
were all established for the s=>ke of the lowest
claos of peonle, to frighten them Into doing good.
A. Perfect integrity interpenetrates heaven
and earth, but there are still men who xxiiJMSjk are
not changed. how can they be changed by setting up 
a f°Ise doctrin° ?f *3f (YS 157/11-154/^ , Ming-tao)
The Ch'en^s do not deny that the soirit-
uai training of the Buddhists has a certain value,
but consider it one-sided
"Their learning may be co™oared to peer­
ing at the sky through a tube ; one cannot deny that
they see the sky, but their range of vision is
confined." (YS 7IP./I7)
This is a favourite simile of the G h ’engs; 
it imolies not only that the Buddhist view is limited
rather than mistaken, but s that it overlooks the
real world by aiming exclusively at the transcendental ;
"The doctrine of the 3uddhists may be com­
pared to peering at the sky through a tube. Con­
cerned solely with what is right overhead they see 
only in one direction without seeing what is around 
them. Therefore they are all incsoable of managing
practical affairs. The may of the sage is like stand­
ing in the middle of a level plain, so that nothing
around him is overlooked." (Ys l57/9f, Fing-tao)
The Ch'engs are especially hostile to any
suggestion that the idea (hsin ,/mindf  ^ of Buddhism
may be right although its practice (chi ,’tracks') is
•• tr
wrong. Theory and practice are one ; a statement of
Wang T'ung (587 -616) ^hich implies that they can be
separated is more than once singled out for critici-^
(5). In practice the Buddhist denies his obligations 
to family and Bmreror, and the Ch'engs (um'ustlv but
inevitably from the Confucian noint of view) regard
this as eouivalent to renouncing all morality. Since
the practice is wrong, the idea must also be wrong,
and . there is no need to expose oneself . to the danger
of conversion by studying it.
"If you wish to make a comolete investi­
gation of Buddhist doctrines, sorting out the good
from the bad, before you have f i n i s h e d  you will cert­
ainly have changed into a Buddhist. Only judge them
• •• • -A k - .
by their practice ; their nractical teaching being
what it is, what can their idea be worth ? Certainly
one can hardly take their id«a without their practice ;
practice follows directly from ideas, and the distinct­
ion between them made by Wang T'ung is erroneous.
The best course is to decide where they disagree
with the sages in practice. When what they say agrees 
with the sages, . it is of course already part of our
doctrine ; v.here it di^a^rees, of course it should be 
rejected. This is the simplest method of deciding the
matter."(YS 172/10-12)
The Buddhist believes that the Way can only
be followed by detaching oneself from outside things.
Be does not see that the Way is nresent in all
things and activities ; the rrinciole of a thing cannot 
be separated from the thing itself, and the principle
of an action can only be followed by rerforming the 
action. To- reject outside things is to reject the
principles within them and therefore to imply that
there is divis ion ’• ithin the Way I -
"Outside the Way there are no things,
and outside things there is no Way, so that within
heaven a.nd earth no matter where one goes there is
the Wav. in the relation between father and son,
being a (true) father or son depends on (literally 
*is in') affection ; in the relation between ruler 
and minister, being a (true) ruler or minister 
depends on majesty. (i.e. a thing is truly itself 
only when it follows the Way.) A* for being husband 
and wife, senior and junior, friend and friend,
there is nothing one does which is not the Wqy.
This is why 'one may not nart from the Way for a
moment'*(6). Consequently, to break with human relations 
and get rid of the 'four elements' I the Buddhist 
elements earth, water, fire and wind) is to diverge
very far from the Way. Therefore ‘the attitude to
the world of the gentleman is to be neither for 
anything . nor against anything ; it is duty that he '
follows.'^7) If you are for or against anythin^,
you imply that there is division within the Way, and
deny the completeness of heaven and earth. Buddhism
includes ‘orientation bv which to correct the internal'
but not 'morality by which to order the external'.
So- the bigoted become like withered trees and the lax
^ive themselves up to license. This is what makes
Buddhism narrow. Our way is different---- nothing hut
following the nature. This principle the sagjls have 
completely expressed in the Changes.M lYS 80/5-9 ? , 
ascribed by Ohu Hsi to Ming-tao (P) )
“Idea and practice are one ; how can the
idea ever be right whan the practice is wron^ V 
It is as though, when your two legs are walkin^, 
you were to say of your idea :'I don't really want
to walk ; those two. legs of mine are walking by 
themselves1. -xxxxwhMfcxxixxxxMMxikix Is this not imposs­
ible V (literally 'How should there be this principle ?) 
^or above and below, root and' tip, inside and out­
side, are all one principle, which is the ^ay.
Chuang Twtt speaks of 'wandering within the bounds, 
wandering outside the bounds.'(9) How can there be 
any such distinction V It would imply a split within
the Way, so that the inside is one x place and
the outside another, which is i^oossible.
Students of Zen say : ‘The life of plants, 
trees, birds and beasts is =11 illusion.* 1 say :
You consider it illusion because it is born and 
grows ih spring and summer, and deoavs when autumn 
and winter come ; and you conclude that the life of
man is also illusion. Why not give this answer :
that things are born and die, are completed and decay,
is a principle vhich exists' of itself ; how can
they be considered illusion ? H (YS 4/°-6 ?)
The Buddhist rejects the reality of the ex­
ternal world, thus implying a division between external
principles end those in the self. his main argument
is that the impermanence of things shows that they 
are illusory. But although men and plants are imper­
manent, the principle that men are horn and die, that
plants flower and fade, is oermanent and therefore
real. The Ch'engs do not seem to have fully realised
that this argument proves the reality only of prin­
ciples, not of plants, animals and men. One reason
for this is that the word ch *ang ^  , which for
the Buddhist means 'oermanent1, k x is more often
used by Oonfucians in the sense of 'regular, normal',
and can therefore be applied to the imoermanent thinr
%\ •• 4 • .'T> ' - If; fa x v«.vv* •• it - < »w* 7 > 4 m  < r-*r • 4 X '  A*** v * •*■“<* A-y- •-
which follows the permanent principle. In the follow­
ing passages it will be necessary, at the cost of
exposing this flaw, to translate ch' anil fr sometimes as 
‘permanence' and sometimes as 'regularity1;-
rtThat which has life must have d^ath, 
that which has a beginning must have ail end ; it is
this that maVes for regularity. The Buddhists regard
completion and decay as (proof of) impermanence. being
ignorant that it is impermanence that maxes for
regularity. That a hundred years is the term of man's
life is regularity ; that a nan should happen to
outlive a hundred is not what is called regularity^"
(WS 7/pB/l- ? v)
’That a tree flovers in soring and fades
in autumn is a permanent principle. As for oermanent 
flowering, there is no such principle ;on the contrary, 
it would be delusion. Nov the Buddhist regards death 
as Iproof of) impermanence. If there is death there
is regularity ; if tnere were no ^eath, on the Kojttxxr 
contrary there would be no aunregularity . I0/4B/8-t0?)
The Ch'engs do not directly criticise the• ' * *4 y- «■ - •* - - '
doctrine of reincarnation, being restrained by the trad­
itional Confucian unvvillingness to enduire into what
i f f  .-y**, •• ‘ « * * < . «"**%»* * • * * 1  v \ V **• *'• J*l its**- . j t ‘ - W  i i
\  <*i O '  - •*" v  * ■ ’ 3 V  * r : *"*- 'V  ♦,*•. - -  ^  - * '* % *  . t v  >7%* *  .•% ** *■>- s . *  . . .  f i* . *
follows death. Yi-ch’uan observes that
’•There are no grounds for saying either
that the dead are conscious or that they are uncon­
scious.* (YS 70/14)
He commits himself to s&y.ing only that death
must be accepted as part of the natural order, in
which everything has its opposite ; if we understand
life we shall realise that we cannot have it without
death, .just, as there could be no soring if there 
were no winter. He often quotes in this connection
a saying of Confucius (,r^ hen you still do not know
life, ho% o?n you know death ?") and a sentence from
** * ■ '• r X . . • • - •• . 1 '.U V - • *
the Great Appendix ("He fathoms the beginning and goes 
back to the end, and therefore knows the explanation
of death and life." (IO) )
"To fathom the beginning is enough to know
the end ; to go back to the end is enough to know
the beginning. The explanation of death and life is 
nothing else but this. Therefore if you take spring
?.s the beginning, and fathom it, you know .there ^ust 
be a winter ; if you take winter as the end and go
back to it, you know there must be a sorin^. Death 
and life are analogous to this," (Yq 356/Pf)
When his disciple Pao Jo-yu sent him argu­
ments in favour of reincarnation, Yi-ch’uan was content 
to refer him to the same quotations.(II) Replying to
a similar ^n^uiry by another disciple, T ’ang Ti, he
limited himself to denying that the ’talent* is due
to karma acquired in previous incarnations
"Q,. what about the Buddhist view of the
nature ?
A.. Buddhists also say that basically it
is good. But they should, not ascribe the talent to-
karma.
What about their view of the cycle 
of life and death ?
A. Their comparison with bubbles in water
has some noint.
Is what the Buddhists say about rein­
carnation true ?
is equally difficult to say that there
is and tnat there is not reincarn*tion ; one must 
attain insight into the matter by oneself. The sag*
settled the matter in a sentence when he said to 
Tzu -Uj : ’When you still do not know life, how can
you know death ?' • (YS 318/10-is)
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Part III
t h e p h i l o s o p h y  pp c h 'e n g  mistg- t a p
Part III. Introduction 
Since the ideas common to the two C h ’engs have 
already been considered in connection with Yi-ch'uan,
this section will be concerned only with five separ­
ate questions on which Fing-tao had opinions peculiar 
to himself or more fully developed than those of his
brother. Like Yi-ch'uan, he believes that all things
are united by a single principle which is present in
man as his nature ; but he assumes that we become 
aware of this principle by looking into ourselves,
and do not, as his brother supposes, need to look 
for it in external tnings. Behind this difference one
can recognise a fundamental difference of attitude.
Yi-ch'uan’s approach is exclusively intellectual and 
moral, and is informed by nothing more inspiring than 
a rather arid Confucian respectability ; its aim is to 
justify the traditional Confucian values and to explain
the process by which one learns them. Although his
sayings to his disciples seldom give reasons for his
opinions, one can see that they are intellectually
coherent ana that they provide solutions for real
problems. Fing-tao's thought is much vaguer and less
consistent, but one has the impression that his view 
of life is emotionally much richer. For him, as for
the Taoists and Buddhists, the underlying unity of all
things is not merely a concept but an inward experi­
ence ----- to be known, however, not by solitary
II
Vbo
ecstasies but by moral action. What unites us to 
things is not, as it is for Yi-ch'uan, merely prin­
ciple which can be extended by inference, but a vital, 
creative, and mysterious power universally active within 
the operations of heaven and earth. Such an idea as 
that of the mutual dependence of opposites is used by 
Yi-ch'uan when, for example, he wants a reason for 
accepting death ; for Ying-tao it is a harmony to be 
appreciated for itself, which gives meaning to life 
and death, good and evil.
ii .  t e e  ( b e in t s v o lb jn c b )
Jen is the ma.jor Confucian virtue, the first
of the five norms. Eor the Sung philosophers it is 
the altruistic principle in the na.ture, which reveals 
itself among the passions by the feeling of ’sympathy 
and distress1 at another’s -suffering. The standard
V
English equivalent is ’benevolence’, and although most
modern scholars feel that this is unsatisfactory, there
is still no agreement as to what term shall talce its 
place. In any case, ’benevolence* is not too far 
from jen the word was used during the Sung ; the
only serious disadvantage is perhaps that ‘benevolence’ 
is generally used in English, not of the general dis­
position to be concerned about the well-being of
others which is the root of morality, but of rather
trivial manifestations of it.
According to Yi-ch’uan, who defines it more
clearly than his brother, to be jen is to regard one­
self and another as one and not two, to be disinter­
ested (jgung /s ) and not selfish (ssu ). In a. ohrase
the terseness of which it would be a pity to spoil
by expanded translation, he says
"Jen then one, not j_en then t w o ( Y S  6 7 / 1 3 )
"If you are benevolent, of course you are
one (with others) ; it is oneness that characterises
2
benevolence. On the other hand sympathetic distress
belongs to love ; it is passion, not nature.1 (YS 185/12) 
“Q,. ’What is benevolence like ? f 
A. ‘It is nothing but disinterestedness.’
When students asked about benevolence, he always taught
them to think over the word ’d i s i n t e r e s t e d ( Y S  3 II/7 )
“To sura up the way of benevolence, it is 
enough to say the one word ’disinterested’. Disinter­
estedness is only the principle of benevolence, and 
may not itself be called benevolence. Disinterestedness*
being embodied in man, thereby becomes benevolence.
It is because when we are disinterested things and
the self are reflected equally that benevolence is
that by which we are capable of reciprocity and love.
Reciprocity is the application while love is the
function of benevolence.“(YS 170/1 Of)
“Where there is disinterestedness there is 
unity, where there is selfishness there are innumerable 
divisions." (YS I6 O/I2 )
Yi-ch’uan contradicts himself on whether
benevolence is simply one of the five norms or
whebner (as Ming-tao believes) it includes the other
four and thus ImiHtexxtkKxxKtaisxxratMKsx embraces the
whole nature : -
"Since ancient times no one has
explained the meaning of the word 'benevolence-. The
five norms, of which it is one, must he distingu­
ished from each other within the Way. If benevolence
were only the complete body, there would only be four. 
Talcing the human body as a parallel, benevolence is 
the head while the other four beginnings1 are the 
hands and feet.” (YS I7l/8f)
’’Benevolence can include wisdom, but wis­
dom cannot include benevolence, ----- just as the
human body as a whole can be referred to simply as
the body, but if you are distinguishing the parts, 
there are four limbs”. (YS 316/IIf cf. 14/IT ?)
Ming-tao shares the assumption of his brother
that there is a single principle running through 
all things, that it is present in man as his nature,
and that he is aware of it inside him as the five
moral norms. Since for Ming-tao benevolence, a positive 
and disinterested concern for others, is the whole of 
morality, it is by the presence of benevolence within
us that we are aw^are of principle and of our unity
with others. .By benevolence we are one ’body* or 
’substance1 Kl±hxxsc3;±xxth±Hgsx (t ’ i) with all things.
Hot to feel a disinterested sympathy with others is
to lose the consciousness that they are one substance
with oneself. It Is like numbness in a limb ______
a simile which recurs frequently in Ming-tao*s sayings
•n asand which m  unattributed sayings can be tak(
almost certain evidence that he is the speaker. It
ConrnJvouw^OTv
is a s.i?ni-3re which illuminates Ming-tao Ts conception 
of benevolence from several points of view. It implies 
that I am one with others as I am one with my
own limbs;, as long as my completeness or ’integrity1
(c h ’eng) is preserved I am as sensitive to the needs 
of others as to my own. This unity can also be seen
from another point of view ; since I am the universe,
’external’ things are really within me, as my limbs 
are part of my body. I already possess them and do
not need to desire them, since, in the words of
Mencius, ’the innumerable things are all complete
within m e . 11 u )  The analogy with physical numbness
also suggests that benevolence implies living and giv­
ing l i f e --------   a point which can be left out of
account until we come to consider Ming-tao*s concept­
ion of the Changes.
“Medical books use the term ’u n f e e l i n g ’
(pJI Jen) f°r numbness in the hands and feet ; this
is an extremely good way to describe it. By benevol­
ence heaven and earth and the innumerable things are 
regarded as one substance, so that nothing is not 
oneself ; and when this is recognised there is nothing-
one wf 111 not do for t'Vi t-p -j-v,uu I or tnem. If they are not possessed
in the self, naturally thev orm n-p
- j L'uey are ol no concern to it,
just as when the hands and feet
are ’unfe e l i n g ’, th e
"humours (c h 1 i ) do not circulate through them and they
no longer belong to oneself. Hence Confucius said 
that by fgiving widely and assisting a l l * the qual-
ities of the sage are realised in practice ; but
since benevolence is extremely difficult to describe, 
all he said of it was fWishing to stand oneself,
help others to stand ; wishing to enlarge oneself, 
enlarge others. An ability to judge the needs of 
others by one^s own may be Kjamxdxxxd described as
the means to apply benevolence 1.(2) "By making us look
at benevolence from this point of view, he wished 
to help us to grasp what it is". (5) (Ys 15/5-7}
"When there is perfect benevolence, heaven
and earth are regarded as one body, and the different
things and innumerable forms within heaven and earth 
as the ffour limbs and hundred m e m b e r s 1. How can
any man regard his hfour limbs and hundred members*
without love ? The sage is benevolent to perfection, 
simply because he alone can embody this attitude 
(literally ’this mind *). Why should he make all sorts
of distinctions and look for (benevolence} outside him ? 
( i.e. his approach to things is governed by the 
single principle of benevolence inside him ,* without it
each thing would oresent a separate problem.} Hence 
'the ability to judge the needs of others by one's 
own' was offered by Confucius to Tzfi Kun* as -the
means to apply b e n e v o l e n c e (2) Some medical books
describe paralysis of tbe bands and feet by saying 
that tbe limbs are ’u n feeling1, because pain in tbem
does not affect tbe mind. Wbat better term could
tbere be for unawareness of pain in bands and feet
wbicb are part of oneself V Tbe self-injury of tbe
cruel and merciless men in tbe world is no different
from t b i s ." (YS 8I/I-4 ? cf.34/12?, 132/14, ws 3/IA/I3f?)
Tbis emphasis on tbe unity of man with
heaven and. earth is also found in Chang T s a i ’s West
Inscription , wbicb both tbe C h ’engs greatly admired :**
wWhat fills heaven and earth is my substance ;
wbat directs heaven and earth is my nature."(3j
Y i - c h ’uan also occasionally makes remarks such 
as tbat when perfection is reached, ''there is no longer 
anything in tbe world outside tbe nature", and tbat 
when tbe mind is quiescent "tbe innumerable things
are already completely present, as thick as a forest", 
so tbat tbe things wbicb act on it are really 
stimulating it from w i thin.(4) But bis prosaic and 
down-to-earth temperament makes him use tbe conception 
of a single principle uniting man with tbe universe 
as an objective justification for Confucian morality 
rather than as an excuse for mystical transports
"Ch'en Kuei-yi, questioning Yi-ch'uan, said :
, all that f i n s hearen and earth is
As I see it
my nature ; I no longer know that my body is m e f *
Yi-ch'uan said with a smile : 'When someone else has
a good meal, are you no longer hungry ? " V ^ B  II/3A/I0f)
The most complete statement of M i n g - t a o fs 
views on benevolence is found in a passage commonly
known as the Essay on Knowing Benevolence. in this 
the phrases 'this principle' and 'this W a y ' are evid­
ently interchangeable with benevolence, which I since it 
includes all the moral norms) is principle as' we
experience it within us:-
"The student must begin by knowing benevol-
ence. By benevolence we are one undivided substance
with things. Duty, propriety, wisdom and good faith 
I the other four norms) are all benevolence. It is only
necessary to succeed in knowing this principle and to
preserve it by integrity and orientation. There is no 
need to be on one's guard nor to make deep inquiries.
If the mind relaxes we must be on guard ; but if 
not, what is there to guard against ? Inquiry is 
•^necessary only because there are principles which have
not yet been grasped ; if they have been constantly
preserved they will be clear of themselves, and what 
need is there to inquire V This Way is not the opposi
ite of anything, so that 'great- is too weak a word
to describe it. (i.e. while things are all Yin or
Yang, the Way is not rpi nt +
-e ative to anything but absolute)
The functions (contrast * substance') of heaven and 
earth are all my functions. Mencius says that the 
innumerable things are all complete in me, and that 
there is supreme joy only when I look into myself 
and find integrity (1). Until there is integrity, there 
are still two things in mutual opposition ; it will 
never be possible to possess what is external by 
joining the self to it, nor to achieve this joy.
The purpose of Chang Tsai's West Inscr intujm is to 
give a complete account of what benevolence is. (5).
If we preserve it according to the idea of the 
West Xnscr hot ion , there will be no more to do.
‘Action is necessary to it but do not correct the 
mind ; do not forget it but do not help it to 
grow.'(6) Uever to exert the least effort is the way 
to preserve it. If it can be preserved there should
be success, for one's innately good knowledge and
ability have never been lost. When former habits
have not yet been removed it is none the less necess­
ary to train the mind ; eventually it will be possible 
to get rid of old habits. This principle is perfectly
simple, the only difficulty is an a inability to
abide by it ; but when we find joy in being able
to xkxdsxxkyxxxk embody it, there is no more of this
difficulty."(YS 16/13 -17/4;
While Ming-tao
agrees with his brother that
principle can be discerned either in oneself or in 
outside things, he draws a slightly different practical 
conclusion* According to Yi-ch'uan, moral development 
depends on the ‘investigation of things* ; although it 
it is possible to recognise principle by introspection,
in general we only become aware of it within us 
after we have learned to recognise it in external 
situations. But according to Ming-tao, as long as 
integrity is preserved we are aware of principle within
us and do not need to investigate it in outside 
things. This is of course only a difference of 
emphasis ; but in later centuries it was to become 
the central issue in ITeo-Oonfuc ien thought, and the 
view that moral insight can be derived from intro­
spection even without learning "was developed in oppo­
sition to the school of Chu Hsi by Wang Shou-jen. 
('Innately good, knowledge1, a term from Mencius (7) used 
by Ming-tao in the Essay on Knowing Benevolence,
became one of his slogans.) Ming-tao several times
insists that it is a mistake to waste time prying 
into outside things
* There is no need for the student to seek
(the principles) far afield ; the simplest course is
merely to find them near at hand in oneself, under­
standing that the 'or inr ini o n-rprinciple of man is nothing but
I„ th„ [he ^
■with, the learning of the sage, E * un, with that of
the worthy ; they only say *(The gentleman) is orient­
ated and thereby corrects himself within, is moral
and thereby orders what is external* When orientation 
and morality are established, he will not be alone
in his virtue. ’(9) Even for the sage- this is all ;
there is no other path. To make hair-splitting
enquiries and comparisons is in itself a denial of
orinc iule (,tao -li) '* (YS 20/5f)
11 The ’extension of knowledge1 only means 
knowing how/ to ’s t o p ’ in perfect goodness ------ as
a son to stop in xxxfe&kxxgMtaesx filial piety, as 
a father imcxisa to stop in compassion, for example. 
There is no need to go outside, 'labouring to observe
the principles of things, which is to wander lost 
like a rider without a destination."(YS 109/12 ?)
It is therefore not surprising that the 
’investigation of things’ (ke t o ), the phrase from the
Great Learning on which his brother and all later 
Neo-Confucians lay so much stress, is mentioned by 
Ming-tao only to express the same view as Yi-ch’u a n ’s
on the meaning of ke and in connection with the 
duties of the censorate (8). His disciple Yang Shih, 
who holds ' the same subjectivist position, claims that
the things to be investigated are in fact inside
oneself
uTo practice this Way, the first necessity
is to understand good, after which one knows how to 
practise good. The understanding of good lies in the 
extension of knowledge, and the extension of know­
ledge in the investigation of things. Since the number 
of them is countless, of course there are things which
it is beyond our power to exhaust ; but when one 
looks back into oneself with integrity , all the
things of the world are in the self. The Ode says :
^Yer since heaven produced the people, where there is
a thing there has been a rule.1(10) The forms and 
colours which are complete in myself are all things, 
and each has a rule ; if I look into myself to
seek them, the principles of the world will be
grasped.n (II)
Ming-tao uses his doctrine of the unity
of man and things, of internal and external, to
refute the Buddhist assumption that it is necessary 
to abolish, the passions and all perception of external
things. © So long as we recognise that things are
one with ourselves we react to them spontaneously, 
as the parts of the body adjust themselves to each 
other. There is no need to suppress the passions,
because they will accord spontaneously with the prin­
ciple which unites us to the object ; we shall enjoy
what deserves to be eniovpri ^
enjoyed, be angry with what
deserves anger. The pa,ssions will be attached to
the object and not to the self and will pass when
the object passes, and in this sense we shall have
no passions ; it is only when the self is conceived
to be distinct from outside things that it will begin
to desire them and they will present it with temp­
tations. This 3bs theory is expounded in Ming-tao's 
Letter on Composing the Nature ^ which was written to 
Chang Tsai about 1060, only a few years after
the two men had finally broken av/ay from. Buddhist
influence. ‘Composing the nature’ I ting h aing ^  ) or
‘composing the mind* itin.g hsin ^  ) is in fact
the standard rendering of the Buddhist term. s,amadhi,
and for this reason was disliked by Yi-chfuan t^2).
The letter deserves translation in full.
’‘Thank you for your letter, in which you
say that in ’composing the nature1 you cannot yet 
avoid movement and are. still attached to external
things. This you have considered thoroughly, and what 
can you exoect to .learn from me *? But I have given
consideration to ii and venture to make my opinion 
public. In what is called 'composure', one is conroosed
in movement as well as in stillness ; it is the
state in which we do nnf n n, .. .
do not follow things as they with­
draw nor go to meet them as tho-u-
le!” as th®y come, and there
is no distinction of internal ^
and external. If you
treat external things as external, and pull yourself 
after them, this is to assume that your own nature 
has an inside and an outside. Moreover if you suppose
that the nature goes outside to follow things, while 
it is abroad what do you think remains within V This
is to aim at cutting off external temptations without
realising, that the nature has no outside and inside. 
When within and without are treated as ultimately 
different, what right has one to speak of 'composure1?
It is a cons banb (principle) that heaven and earth, 
since with their mind thej? pervade the innumerable
things, have no mind ; and, that the sage, since with
his passions he follows the innumerable activities, 
has no passions. (i.e. the mind and the passions
are attached to the object and not to heaven and
earth and to the s a s e ) T h e r e f o r e  nothing that the 
gentleman learns is more important than to be complete” 
ly disinterested towards everything, responding in 
accordance with things as they come. The look of 
Changes says ; ’If you are correct there wall be good 
fortune and no regret. But if you come and go hap­
hazardly, only friends will follow your thoughts."(13J 
If you bewilder yourself trying to get rid of external
temptations, as soon as they are extinguished in one 
place you will see
e is no time to 
occasions for them
suppress them all; 
® infinite, to
rather, since the
14  7 1 th ’
o-et riel of them is impossible.‘iD
It is inherent in men that each has his
blind snot, which nrevents him from according with the 
Way ; but in general the trouble lies in selfishness 
and calculation. If you are selfish, you cannot 
regard action as an immediate response ; if you are 
calculating, you cannot regard insight as spontaneous,
Uow if, with a -mind that hates external things, you 
seek to reflect a world in which there are no
things, this is to expect the mirror to reflect 
although you have turned it over. The Book of Changes
"Stopping with averted back, he is unaware of self ; 
■walking in his yard, he does not see other people.’
(14) Mencius also says : ’What I hate in calculating1
people is the way they bore into things, ’(id) Bather
than reject what is external and approve what is
internal, it is better to forget the distinction 
betv/een them. If both are forgotten you become serene 
and untroubled if untroubled, composed ,* if comnosed, 
c 1 eai -sighteo., if clear-"sighted, why should you any
longer be distressed about responding to things v
The sage rejoices over things which deserve
rejoicing, and is angry with things that deserve anger,
that hlS J°y and anscer are not attached to his
'nind but attached to things T h h  u •
■ 1 lhls being so, how can
e fail to respond to things V How can it he
can it be consid­
ered
wrong to follow external things and right to seek 
within ? Is there not a great difference between 
a selfish and calculating joy and anger, sente and the
correctness in joy and anger of the sage ?
Anger, even more than the other human 
passions, is easily aroused but difficult to control. 
But if, when you are angered, you can at once forget 
the anger and examine what is right and wrong in
principle, even here it will he apparent that it is 
not worthwhile to hate external things, and you will 
not have much further to go in the Way.
The subtlest thoughts of the mind cannot
be expressed in words. In addition I am unskilful in
writing and distracted by official duties. I have not
been able to unravel the rights and wrongs and give
you an answer. But this should be close to the
truth in all essentials. To seelc far afield though
the Way is near was condemned by the men of old.
It is for you to decide the question. " lKTOxS?6&b6cx 
(MTWC 5/IAB)
If we do not recognise that the self is 
one with ouoside things selfishness arises, and we
eitnei surrender to desire or waste ourselves in a 
sterile 'hatred of external things1 and a hopeless 
effort to control desires which as soon as they are
suppressed in one place return in another. At the
same time morality becomes a matter of calculation, 
of thinking out what my duty must be instead of 
knowing it spontaneously. What Min.g-tao means by the
-!•*?•» Jfc f * ’ . v W  h ' i  ifcili*- / v  *y. - **>' -'• r r ^ " t T  «• • * *• ^ v * ?  - j h v r ’ufcr, ' -  - ' v ’: J ^ , r £
calculation which distorts insight is Bhovn by this 
anecdote
"Once when Ming-tao was sitting unoccupied
in a granary at Ch’ang-an, he looked at the pillars 
in the lon°- corridor and counted th»m in his head.
Still not quite certain, he counted them a second 
time and the results did not agrees He tfas reduced
to yetting someone to count them calling the numbers 
aloud one by one. Then it turned out that he had
counted them correctly the first time; and he realised
n.tr* * V ’‘m* J  * •■•Vr 7‘> ■("* * ^ p.«-»v ■ . t \ •   5  j ** *• *4.yrjf -sj y  ,
that the more . one exerts the mind to grasp some­
thin^, the more uncertain is h its hold."(YS 48/bf)
As long as w e are one with things, 
passions ^re attached to their objects and not to
^ -•iw.iwv  ^ \ ,'Vv ;  ^g ' /«; vE* ‘ . ’mrf'*’^7 *' - —7-tv
the self, and lekve no trace when the cause is
■ removed
1 The wind and the bamboos are an example 
of unconscious stimulation and response. If someone
angers you, do not lodge your anger in your breast ;
you must be like the bamboos moved by the wind."
(WS £ p/ip/g?f)
But if the self is cut off from things,
passion accumulates inside it and may be displaced
on to the wrong object.. The bhrsse '^isblecing sneer* 
used in the Analects (16) is often used by the 
Ch*engs. Ming-tao says
on^cr is certain to be displaced. When a mirror xxjfiM 
reflects things, the be*uty and ugliness are outside 
and the mirror responds in accordance vith the thin^.
If the an^er is not vdthin, how can it be
The point is explained more - fully by
Yi-ch 'uan :-
"When Shun ounich«d the four evil men, his
^n^er was in them ; what had. Shun to do with it ?
"For he was angry with 2 ’"'.an because he deserved
anger ; the mind of the sage is, fundamentally without
anger. It may be compared to a mirror ; when a
beautiful or ugly thing comes one sees that it is
beautiful or ugly, but how can there ever be beauty 
or ugliness in the mirror ? Of course there are 
men in the world who get angry at home and express
man can you resist expressing your anger when .you 
are talking to someone else V A cerson who has suff-
and not with others already has an exceptional 
awareness of moral principle. Is it not very diffi-
"In one whose blood has been excited,
displaced ? “AYS 142/13)
it in the market.- Thus when you ■te one
icent control of himself to be angry with one man
cult to act as the thi
n* requires like the sage,
always without anger ? The gentleman subjects things,
the small man is subject to things. Now when we see
some thins: which deserves joy or ange r, it is exhaust­
ing to mahe pert of oneself go along with it. The
mind of the s^ge is lilpe still mster.MlYS 2^2/12-?.??/?)
The mind should resnond to things without
retaining any trace of them, as the bamboos become
still when the wind ceases, and the mirror no longer
reflects the object which has been removed. Even to 
find one’s mind dwelling on a trivial matter after 
it has been finished writh is evidence that the self
is out of connection with the external world;-
”One day when Ming-tao was in Shan-chou
they were repairing a bridge, and searched far and 
wide amon^ the peonle * for a long beam which wsg
needed. Afterwards, whenever on the way to or from 
the town he noticed a fine tree in the forest, he 
found himself estimating its size. So he told .his 
students about it, as a warning that no matter
should be retained in the mind.H lYS *70/$f )
The same assumptions are implied by cer­
tain observations by Yi-ah’uan on dreams. Breams °re 
a proof that past experience has not been completely
lived ro* out ; the sage has none, except for pro­
phetic dreams in which he is genuinely ■responding to
somethin^ outside him':-
ty* Why is it that actions which one does
not wish to do during the day are often seen at
night in dreads t.
A. It is only because the mind is not com­
posed. what men see in dreams is not limited to
matters of the previous day ; sometimes we dream of 
things which happened ten or twenty years ago. This 
is only because the. matter has long been V present in
the mind, and during the day suddenly something happens 
which makes contact with it ; and if their ethers
stimulate each other, it comes out in the dream. 
Consequently we sometimes dream even of matters which 
we hate during the day. This may be' compared . to the
formation of waves when the water is disturbed by
wind ; when the wind stops, the waves still go on 
dashing together. 'This naturally does not apoly to 
the man who has trained himself for a long time.
Saj^es and worthies do not have these dreams ; they
only have premonitions which take share in dreams.
There are ^en Who do not have dreams, because their
ether is either exceptionally pure or exceptionallv 
imoure. The sage has no dreams because his ether is 
pure, while the man suffering from extreme exhaustion 
has none because the dull ethar which- obscures him 
prevents him from dtfWaMng; a s  for Confucius dre^min^- 
of seeing the Duke of Chou,(17), it is a different 
matter from the dreams of ordinary men. By their
dreams men can divine how deep their own learning 
goes. If dreams are confused, the will is not fixed,
control is not secure.’MYS 224/2-7, cf.°-Ii, 55/14 ?, 
250/7-1.?, 335/1-3;
As we have seen from the Letter on 
Composing; the Mature-. the self experiences desire, and
things present temptations, only when ’it is not recog­
nised that self and things are the same. The Buddh­
ist en^e^vour to suppress sense-perception and the
passions is xb therefore an attack on the symptoms 
only, and is a proof that the motive of the Buddh­
ists is fundamentally selfish ; they wish to remain 
separate selves and yet to get rid of the desires
and temptation which are the price one pays for this
separation. According to a passage which Chu Hsi 
ascribes to Ming-tao ^18),
"The reason why it is said that the innum­
erable things are one substance is that all have
. \ ~ - - -a  ^. • ' ! .3' i • < . *, *
this principle, simply because it is from there
li*e. from principle, also called the Changes; that 
they come. *Production and reproduction is what is
meant by the Changes1(19). Once they are produced, 
whenever they^ are produced, all possess this prin­
ciple complete. Men can reason (fJLui) while things 
cannot, because the ether of which tney are constit­
uted is dull ; but it would be wron°- to sQy that 
they do not share in its possession. Man, simoly
because but of selfishness he thinks in terms of 
his own body, has only a limited conception of prin­
ciple. But how great a joy it is for him to let 
go of this self^ see it on a level with the rest
of the innumerable things 2 The Buddhists, ignorant 
or this, m i n k  in terms of the self and are at a
loss to deal with it. Therefore they turn to hating
it and want to get rid of sense-perception ; and 
because the source of the mind is not composed, they
want to be like withered trees and dead ashes. But
this is impossible (literally 'there is not this prin­
ciple *)> or is possible only by death. The Buddhists 
say all that because really they cannot bring them­
selves to iet go of the self. They are like the
pedlar insect, which, even when it cannot carry its
present load, deliberately goes on putting things on
its back ; or like a man who jumps into a river
nolding a stone, and although its wreight makes him
sink deeper does not say he will let go of it,
but merely resents its weight.H(Y3 34/14-35/5 ?)
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II. YI (T^S O^ANG^S) .VfD SHigr (?OVEVINT^IIIOTMCre)
In several of th« early Sung philosophers there 
is a tendency towards nature mysticism of the 
kind which is most easily anor*ci«ted by Burooeans 
in Bung landscape painting. This mood maty be des­
cribed, in so far as one can describe anything so 
indefinite, as the sense of a vital and mysterious 
presence behind the surface of things which is one 
with our innermost selves. Yi-ch*uan, with his exclus­
ively intellectual and moral approach, has little of 
this feeling ; his idea of a single principle,
running through' 3ll things has no emotional content 
except for a faint satisfaction that the universe 
is tidy, a fit place for a Confucian gentleman 
to live in. But it will already be clear from 
what he says about benevolence that f^ing-tao haft 
a deeply experienced sense of unity with things, 
in particular with living things. One of his sayings
recalls that
“Chou Tun-yi would not clear away the grass 
under his window. When .questioned he said : fIt is 
the same in hind as my own t h o u g h t s ( Y S  64/12.
A note by the disciole Hsieh Liang-tso adds:
"Chang Tsai made a similar renark: when looking at a
braying ass.")
According to Chang Chiu-ch'eng, a disciple
of his disciole Yang Shih,
"The steps under Ving-tao's library were m u m  
covered r^ith thick grass. When someone advised him to 
have it cut, he so.id 'No. I want always ' to see the
vital impulses of creation.' &e also bought a oond
in which he kept small fish, and he was always ~o-
ing to look at them. When asked why he keot them, 
he said :'I like to watch the innumerable things satis­
fied of themselves.'" (I)
Even Yi-ch'uan was once blackmailed into pro­
fessing such feelings
"Yi-ch'uan came again with Chang T-ru-chien
durin^ the epringi Shao Yang invited them, to ^o for
a walk with him on the T'ien-^en r ^ d  to look at
the flowers. Yi-ch'uan declined, saying that he had 
never been in the habit of looking at flowers. Shao
Yung replied :'What is the harm ? A 11 things have ult­
imate principles. We look at flowers differently
from ordinary men, in ord^-r to ~e* into the mysteries
of creation.' Yi-ch'uan said : 'In that case I shall
be glad to accompany you.'" (YOWC Supplement 5A/^-Q)
It is natural therefore that King-tao is
not, like his brother, satisfied that what is above
form can be fully accounted for by the moral and
intellectual term 'princiole.' fife feels it as a power, 
vital, creative and mysterious, and to bring out these
aspects he makes much use of two words from the
append ic e?5 -*
PA
^-'pendices of the Book of Changes , yi % and shen .yr' .- . ■ y %
Yi is 'the Changes* ----- the change? which proceed
between heaven and earth and the system of divination
which reflects them. According to the Great Appendix :- 
"Production and reproduction (sheriff-sheng) is 
what is meant by the Changes." (9)
This definition enables Ming-tao to give a 
•ifferent complexion to the view which he shares with
his brother, that what is above form is principle,
that principle is present in man as his nature, and
that to act in accordance with principle is goodness.
According to Ming-tao what is above form is also
the vital and creative activity of the Changes ; the
nature is also the source of life ; and goodness is
also the giving of life. In the following Quotations, 
the words 'produce' and 'life' both represent sheng.
which applies to things in general and to animate 
things in particular ; as we have seen in connection
” ith the ether, this is felt to be a difference of 
degree rather than of kind.
"'The supreme virtue of heaven and earth 
is to Produce.' 'From the generative forces of heaven 
and earth the innumerable things »re evolved.1!?)
'bjfe (4) is what is meant by nature.' It is excellent
to look at the vital impulses of the innumerable
things. This is 'The Originating is at the head of 
goodness *(5), which is what is meant by benevolence.
2 <^T
Man being one thinm with heaven and earth, why
• • * * - + - ‘ . • • •■ '• •• •' -• • r *
should he belittle himself ?** (YS I^/If)
" Production and reproduction is vhat is meant
by the Changes* ; for heaven this is what character-
£ f ' v ' * * *  *13** ***■ . ,H ■ •M N  * -  i * * -  J v v  -*-• V  • *>*■ .>• | h ?h  ■»» •  v . * . * . - • \  >
ises the Way. It is production that characterises the
vay of heaven, and to continue this productive orin- 
• ^r* ■* . / • \ * *
ciple is "oodness. Goodness has the implication ’Origin­
ating1 - 1The Originating is at the head of good­
ness. 1 That the innumerable things all have the 
impulses of spring is the significance of ’To continue
(the Way) is goodness ; that in which it is completed
is the nature.*(^) But its completion deoends on the
innumerable things completing their natures of them- 
selves." (YS 30/5f V cf. 149/3-4)
Benevolence, elsewhere explained by the 
sense of unity with others, is here treated as the 
vital and creative principle. Although it is the former
Mwiig' i - V - • •..-*4 * *. •' t. •» »*. i
that is stressed, the latter is also implicit in
Ying-tao’s favourite comparison of lack of benevolence 
v. ith numbness, and it is mad? explicit by his dis­
ciple Hsieh Lisn^-tso :-
"What is benevolence V To be alive is bene­
volence, to be dead is its opposite. When a man’s 
body is numb, so that he does not feel pain, he
is said to be ’unfeeling1 (literally ’not ,ien). A peach-
stone or aoricot-stone which «xt)ws when planted is 
said to be *f eelinm ’ (ien). meaning that it has the
impulfte of life. Whet benevolence is can be inferred 
from these examples.*4 (7)
'A \ * V .  * "  P >  ty -  w - V  j B r j*knl- t ?  * <  *• K  **W •' - *> X  .•*•<.*. .••»>.*■>'v . / .  i i  **■ j  4 &  i- I * * '
The word shen , usually translated ’spirit,1
was seldom used by Yi-ch*uan, who seems to have
been suspicious of its mystical flavour. He observes
that
MIn the Analects Confucius never uses the word
1  -*• ’ * ’l V  - .*•*****, I./.. 'r.-XWtr- . i V *  ’* I M  III* t.l1-!, ^  ' >• *  <Y •‘V  — < r±- ^ M r *  *♦'*? *
shen* Only in the Changes there were some olaces
-here he could not avoid speaking of it.M^S ipp/Ipj
In the thought of Chu Hsi and his succ­
essors also shen as only a ^inor ol^ce. But it is 
extremely prominent in the writings of Shao Yung*
Chou Tun-yi and Chang Tsai ; and in the case of 
Tiov-tao, C h ’en Chung-fsn goes so far as to consider 
shen rather than principle the counterpart of ether
in his system. For all these, as for the authors
of the appendices of the Book of Changes , shen is
not a personal spirit but a daemonic power or 
intelligence which is active within the operations of 
heaven and earth and which emanates from the person
‘ ;'V\ "* gr» >. r'•?' *, , * • T ' 4 ' '  -k> <■■+' •* -r r ‘ ’ ' ' fP> T-;* **' .* • •».**• j
of the • sage. It is closer to the latin numen and
Greek daimon than to any English word 18) ; and the
absence of any so far orooosed equivalent which is
not dangerously--, misleading makes this X&h-Abccasion 
for desperate measures. Throughout this chapter shen 
will be MH£Kw&xx3s33jfchxx*5»anRjL£ translated by the
words ‘Power* ‘ and 1 Intelligence *, always spelt with a 
capital initial letter, and used separately or in
conjunction according to convenience. The standardr >- r. *■ ' 1 % • ft '
equivalent ’spirit* is open to fclje decisive objection 
that it implies that shen is a separate entity
-••*» vv y't •; ■***■•. Ifiv.JM «. >C?V«r*V* >-* #. v. . '■W.'y "* A V i f ^ V: • f>v»; - -i - VdgAfoMfc .* ' * * V /  ’ ^
Mike ‘principle*, ’nature* or ’mind’) and that ^hen 
the word is Used ;adjectivslly, for example? of the
sage, it means that he has a spirit inside him, or,
^ iJV W S f **,. < 5 ’ '^ E » i v ^ r ) ! R  ' .•«. 1 *  . : I . U  I T * .  V  ,« - - * •* . f. j f  .. ” -*.< 'fc .  ^ - rf-tr W  »v. ». •* * •  t■ * v * p * f * %>, «
(if we use Legge’s translation ’spirit-like*4 that he 
resembles a spirit. But in the Changes the word is 
less frequent as a noun than as an adjective applied 
to the Way, the Changes, the divining stalks, the 
sage and the inner force or fmana’ (tchr usually trans­
lated ’virtue’). With the last it is also used as
a transitive verb, ’to make Powerful the inner force.’:
MWe observe that by the Powerful!Intelligent) 
way of heaven the four seasons do not err. When the
* . :. • , 3 Afi .
%  »r •*» "‘•■■ftftyr />"*»» V  , -AHjrit* •*. - vtt- 'h«** ' • • * * ^  • *? *r«A..tfASBfr £ * * 5
sage establishes teaching accordinr to the Powerful
Way, the world submits to him.”
.** ’'* • y. .  <+"' k; * * *,rj  ^...Vi \h ■ . r. *, U T* .%•. * v -• *lV - •:hvA-«* • * *•*'• « - V. _ v,
“Therefore the inner force(teh) of the stalks
is comprehensive and Intelligent(Powerful), that of the 
diagrams is exact and wise....... (The sage^ is Intellig­
ent and thereby knovs the future, wise and thereby 
stores up the past.”
“They set up the Intelligent things (the divin­
ing stalks) to anticipate the needs of the people.
The -sages on account of this fasted and purified
themselves, in order to make their inner force
Intelligent(Powerful) and bright.“ (fi 9)
Even when shen is used in the appendices
as a noun (several of the passages which will be
quoted in this chapter provide examples), there is
no reason to suppose that it refers to any entity
distinct from things which are shen. The Sung school
disagree as to whether it is a substance or a
function, Ming-tao taking the latter view; but one has
the impression rxJthxx that they conceive it rather as 
a quality* but lack the terminology to explain them­
selves. Kuo Yung (son of the Ch'enr: disciple Chunm-
hsiao), commenting- on two passages in the Changes (10), 
makes what is clearly an attempt to say that shen
is a quality, shared by the Way, the Changes, and
the sage : -
(On “Therefore Power(Intelligence) is without 
confines and the Changes are wuthout b o d y . “)
“There is no Power which is Power by itself.
When it is in the W4y it is the Pov-e-r of the Way,
in the Changes the Pdwer of the Ohsn.^-s, in the sage 
the Power of the sage. Power lodmes in the Way, the
Changes, the sage, but' e^ch of these has its own
name and is -not. called Power. This is why Power is
writhout confines.” -
(On "The word Power refers to what is inscrutable in
the innumerable things.")
’'The Way is the Way, the Changes is a book
the sac-e is a man ; only Power is without confines
and these three all possess it. Therefore, the Wav, 
the Changes and the sage all possessing it, Power its 
not a separate thing ; it is only because its way, 
oifcsted by its functioning, is inscrutable within
the innumerable things, that it is named Power. The 
Power of the Changes and of the sa.^ e are both the
same.1 ( Tl) gP\ ■■§- . •
The characteristic of shen which is most
' " . v  :
stressed * by the Heo-Confucians is the capacity of
whatever is shen to penetrate immediately through 
things without bein^ obstructed by their forms. To 
penetrate through things is at once to act on them 
and to understand them ; the two asoects of shen. 
powder, and intelligence, are not felt to be distinct,
and it is only the difficulty of exposition in 
English which compels us to mention them one at a 
time. The shen of the sage is no doubt something 
like the dynamism* which we feel radiating from a 
person of strong presence ; and in this situation one
is hardly conscious of a distinction between the 
sense of being under the pressure of his nerson^l 
force and the feeling that fhe can see right through
30 4
me.1 Accordion- to the Great Annendjx : -
"Power/Intelligence is without confine? and 
the Changes are without body.'*
"It is only because it is Poverful/Intellir- 
eht that it is swift without huwrvinn- and arrives
without haying travelled.** (12)
Chou Tun-yi says :-
"What is without stillness when moving *nd
without movement when still is a thinm. what is wxfctoM
without .movement when it moves •' and without stillness
when it is still is Power/Ihtligench  which is
not the same a&* not moving pnd not being, still.
Things cannot oenetrat*, while Power/tntelligene e rasses
inscrutably through the innumerable things."(13)------that
is, shen penetrates thinrs immediately, moves to a
^laco without any intervening movement.
Mingr.t&o says 
H,It is only because it is Powerful that it
is swift without hurrying and arrives without havi
travelled. *4)-------  Power is not 1 swift %  nor does it
‘arrive*. It had to be put in these te^ro^ because
there is no other way to describe it.1* (YS 123/5)
Shen is to be conceived* th^n, as o btatKBumi
enonic force issuing from all th^t is above fo^m ----
on the one hand from the Way and the Changes, 
working inscrutably within the operations of heaven
and earth, on the other hand from the sa^e, whose
mind see* through *11 things, and whose morale influ­
ence is active everywhere. Taking the former point,
first, it is said in the appendices ;-
"The Yin and Yang in alternation are 
what is meant by the ^ay -----That which is antathawaW 
unfathomable in the Yin and Yang i» what is meant
by Power.*
•To know the way of the traneformatione, 
is it not to know what is brought about by Power ?"
•The word Power refers to what is insorutsir
able in the innumerable things.* (14)
Ming-tao eay* :-
•The oold of winter and heat of summer 
are the Yin and Yang. That by which they are moved
and transformed is 9* Power. fPower is without con­
fine*1 and therefore 'the Changes are without body'*
If like some you conceive a heaven distinct from man 
and say that man cannot embrace It, you imply that 
Power has confines. This is to have 'two u l t i m a t e * *
IY3 X33/8f) ------ that is, since both the sage and
heaven are shen. and shen is all-pervasive, it is the
same in both of them.
* 'By comprehending Power you will know the 
transformations.'(15) ------ what is most inscrutable in
the transformations is Po^er.*4 IY^ 133/ 10)
The power issuing from the sage also — iaflta-
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influences ell things, so that harmony within him is
reflected in the regularity of society and of natural
phenomena. (Here also the word used for the effects
of shen i* hue *(£> f trans.f ormation •) According to
*ing-tao
"(If Confucius had been s ruler) •when he
had made the people happy they would hews come to
him, when he moved them they would have been brought
to harmony. ’(Id) The transformstions made by the Power
of the sage are ‘what flows above and below, indis­
tinguishable from heaven and earth*(IflJ" (YS 134/9)
Commenting on Mencius (*Vhst the gentleman
passes is transformed ; what he preserves is Power"
(19)), he says ••
••What he preserves is Power1 - within
himself. *What he passes 1® transformed* ----   his
effect on things.** (W8 2/3A/6)
Being shea, the mind of the sage also has
Immediate Vnowledge of the principles of anything he
examines. In this connexion the Gh*eng» repeatedly use
a quotation from the Or?*_t Appendix which originally
referred to the Change® 5-
•It is tranquil and unmoving, but when stim­
ulated it penetrates the phenomena of the world. If
it sere not of all things in the world that which
is max* perfectly Intelligent, how wovild this be
oossible (2o)
As we hate seen in discussing his view of*
the mind, Yi-ch’u uses this quotation to describe,
the; insight of the ^ind 'into principles (2^/ The ord­
inary nan shores in some decree thi I irect insight,
although v.here the impurity of his ether hinders him
he has to depend on inference ; and to this extent 
we are all shen. According to an unattributed passage, 
•Ihn1 s knowledge and thought are active 
because of shen« * iYS R9/? v)
Here the word shen is. used to describe
o port of experience which ve h*v^ no difficulty in
recoynisinv. The principle is in the thin^, but the 
rnihS ^enetrates to it through the thin^. Unlike the 
body, the. mind is not obstructed by solid forms but
passes right through them. Hor does it take time to
cross the intervening soace ; it is ’swift" without
hurrying and arrives witnout havinc travelled.1
In a passage the last ^art of which is 
reproduced verbatim in a riayihg of Yi-ch’uan, Ch^no- 
Tsai says
HBecause (vev:e ry thing is) one there i^
Intelligence. To take a parallel, because tne four 
limbs of the human body are all one thing,; ^her-ever
it is touched there is o^rcention ; pefcortion does 
not have to wait until the mind has been sent, to
the affected place. This is what is meant by ’when 
stimulated it penetrates*, and ’it arrives without hav­
ing travelled and is s^iit without hurrying.* In the
forms ot things there are rees of si7e atid quality;
Intelligence has no degrees of cuolity, it is simply 
Intelligence. Thejre is. no need to speak of utilising 
it. It is the same as with a wheel, which is made
of ’thirty spokes together with one hub’(°2). If there
vers no hub and spokes, how could the wheel oe used?”
------that is, adapting * simile of Lao Tgu’s, shen
does not have to move in order to make things move.
(2?)
On one point concerning shen there was a
difference 01 o’u m o n  oetween STing-te.o and Chans' T ^ ° i. 
According to the latter, what is shen is the Supreme
Void, the pure ether moves freely in contrast
with the impure et id anses into ’things’
*• i th f orm : -
•That whlch> bein^ dispersed and separate,
can be conceived as an image, is. ether ; that which,
being pure and pervasive, cannot be conceived as an
image, is Power/intelligence.^*
"Tne Supreme Void is pure, and . since it is
pure, unobstructed, and since it is unobstructed, Pov er- 
^ul/Intelligent. What is opposed to the pure .* is impure,
and therefore is obstructed end therefore h=s for^.M
if t h e  S u p r e m e  V o i d . A l l  t h e  t y p e s  e n d  : im«s ->f
heaven e a r t h  ? r °  t h e  sediment of t h e  tr - rn-
a t i on P ) . *
* T h e  forjtis a n d  contours of t h e  i n n u m e r a b l e  
t h i n g s  a r e  t h e  at s e d i m e n t  of P o w e r . "
" P o w e r  -is t h e  v i r t u e  yf h e a v e n ,  t r a n s f o r m ­
a t i o n  is ±x the w a y  o f  h e a v e n .  T h e  v i r t u e  . is-' its
s u b s t a n c e ,  . t h e  Way' is. its f u n c t i o n  ; it vis o n l y  t h a t  
t h e y  a r e  o n e  in the. e t h e r . "
" W h e n e v e r  t he e t h e r  is p u r e  it is p e r v a s ­
ive, v.h e n ^ v e r  it is h u l l  it is i m p e d e d . W h e n  its
r i t y  is a b s o l u t e  it is P o w e r f u i / i n t e i l i g ^ n t . ' H e n c e  
if t n e r e  a r e  s a p s ■ in t h e  a s s e m b l e d  I e t h e r ], w h e n  t h e
win'd ■ g o e s  t h r o u g h  t h e m  t h e  s o u n i  r e a c h e s  e v e r y v h e r e #
Is n o t  t h i s  the t  e s  t of our i t y  ? Is n o t  * to arrive.
wi thout. having. travelled 1 to. be absolutely oervasiVe, ;.?•*>
(M)
-tao objects that shen Pervades °11
thinys without excention, so tu^t even ' impure " ether
must -be shen*. This criticism seems wide of the marie,
since Chans- Tsai does not deny that the impure ether 
is pervaded by the pure, but merely that the former 
is i tself shen .
"Outside 'the ether there is no Pover., out­
side Power there i o ether. If it is said that
the pure is Powerful, does this involve denyinp* that 
: ur> * is also P ^  erful ? " (Y5 I7,7/!.'7)
"To locate "the source of the innumerable thii 
iiV, the. ’pure, void., one, and c-r^t* does not seen*
3;tory.. The only course is to treat as one 
pure* and r.impure, void and solid. It is said of - 
Power that it ’becomes one substance vith thinp-s ^ith-. 
out exception. f (2b) It should' not be confined to 
1 ' . " ( V  3 2 1 / $  ? )
T-Tov are the Channes and ~ shen • . related 
to orinci^le ? Ktrig-jtao is much vaguer than his 
brother in drawing distinctions, and no consistency 
can be observed in the way that principle, heaven, 
the Way, the Changes and shen fuse together and 
sen- out in his thought. A c  of passages
seem to imply that the Changes are the substance of 
heaven, shen the function, and priadtple qt the Way 
the course along whieh the functioning oroceeds * - 
* ’Production and reproduction, is what is 
meant by the Changes-*, while the functioning of pyo- 
duction and reproduction is Power." (YS T40/I2)
"’The onerations of high heaven are vithout 
r^ sijell. .*(26) Its substance is called the
Changes,, its princiole is called the Way, its .funct­
ion is called Power, its decree for -vi ig c a l l e d  
the nature." (YS, i/lSfJ, agbPdbedi to Trinpr-tao by Chu 
Hsi.(?7))
These distinctions seem intelligible up to 
int* All taints are unit "ale running
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through them ; they are set in movement and at the
same time understood by Power or Intelligence which
acts along the nrinciple. Power/Intelligence is itself 
the functioning of the Changes ; it seems to be assumr 
ed that all changes oast = nd present *xist timelessly 
above the" level of form, and that their function is 
their successive realisation between heaven and earth. 
This view of the relation between shen and the 
Changes seems to have been -n unusual one ; Sh.RO
Yunm, for examole, held the oonosite one i-
'•P-iv.^ r is the ruler ..of the Changes, and
therefore ’without' confines.1 The Changes are the 
function of Power, and therefore 'without body.'"!*10) 
Outside the passages '.just ouoted, however, 
Ming-tao■ does not Veep- to th^se distinctions
" H e a v e n  is p r i h c f ^ l e ,  'The w o r d  P o w e r  r e f e r s  
to  w h a t  is i n s c r u t a b l e  in t b e  i n n u m e r a b l e  things.'
God ( t i )  is the name given to it *=s the rul*r of
events." (YS 145/7)
"Heaven and earth only have 'remanent pb'Se 
itions* m, 'the Change'" r,oceeding between ther’n'(°9)
Prf>r. " (pf]j I'7.'7/Ip)
" 'Heaven and earth have nermanent nositions
and the Changes rroceed: between them.'(99) *Whv not s^v
man oroceeds between them ? "Because ’nan is • also a
thing.. If i fc w -re said that 'Power proceeds between
then1, i^ en would loo1-: for it only in suoernatural
to say *Princiole* or ’Integrity* ; but the purpose
silently remember it and graft) it by themselves.”
(YS I?0/4f) t^ er'e the Changes are identified with the 
iind of 'nn (in contrast with his body), with shen 
(not to be aonfused with supernatural £ beings) and 
with principle and’ integrity. •-y-V
oowers (kuei-shen It would have been nossible
of merely saying *fhe Changes* was to make men
1. STSk. 5/38/iaf
2. Sahg 251/2
3. 1 " 508/3, 322/4
4. Sheng i? ^’qo T^u's definition of the nature •
(Mencius I. ^9%/a ) has elsewhere always been trans?
ed 'inborn' ; but here 'Mingetao Must be thinking
t?'®1 ' i yr  M * hjtL'1 ^ a i l f y g  *• * -  y J^'  S p ^ p b  >5>»» •*' **» •. ••  • 7  »».. . ..V -  a. •,
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„ „ npo/Of
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of the Holy.H
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iiT.^OTisy and m T M r ?-r
The conflict between monism and dua.XlsML is on^ 
of the recurring, theses of Neo-Confucian‘ philosophy.
Yi-ch’uan’s system, which, in the form n-iven it by 
Chu Hsi, was dominant until the present century, Is 
.dualist in implication ; there is minoiole and there
is ether, and ..to become a sa me one has to deal
with two basically unrelated factors, the absolute 
goodness of the former and the varying quality of 
the . latter. Nevertheless, ' the ’Neo-Cqnfuc.iahs, li’-ce our­
selves, have a deep-rooted disinclination to believe 
that ther* i$ fundamental dichotomy in things\ that
the phrase from Kencius(I) King-too is ;7 ‘
kinky* ouotin^— --—ther® nr* ’two ultimates’ (literally 
’two roots’). Although th®' orthodox Sung school follows,
a line of thought which leads> tbgMuallsm, it does
not ma]c% a point of affirming that there are two
ultimate3 in the way that others affirm that there 
is one. Indeed, Yi-ch’uan is so much more interested
in principle than in ether that he is scarcely aware
of the issue; he is so concerned to show that ell
things °re united ov principle that he does not notice
the widening gap'.: betveen the things which are inter­
related and the principle ^ hi ch relates them. Cfiu Hsi
does give equal atten,tion to principle--• a.nd.< ether, but
the roint on which he lays most stress is not that
neither can be reduced -to the other but "that neither
0%n exist without the other. We have already seen, 
in discussing the attitude of the C h 1 en/?s to B^ddhjtsm^ 
that this mutual dependence is demanded by the moral 
and practical bias of Confucianism. ("Outside the Way 
there are no things and outside things there is no 
W&y!$ If there were things without principles, deal­
ing with them' would be outside the scone of morality. 
If there were principles without tilings, the Buddhists 
would be right in rid^inr themselves of motion and 
sense-perception in order to srriv* at them.
With the exception of Yi-6hfuan, all the
thinkers bf the Northern Sung may be described as 
monists. Liu Mu, Shho Yung ^nd Chou Tun-yi explain
the evolution of the universe by the division of a
primal one, the Supreme ultimate. Chanm Tsai *3 ay stem
may seem at first Sight to h-ve ’two ultimates1, the
Supreme Void and the ether ; but he insists that the
Void is merely the ether in its criminal state, out
of which things nond^nse and into which! th°y diar^rse:-
•*The Supreme Void, is formless, the basic
substance of the ether . "
MThe assembly and dispersal, of the ether
in the Stroreme Void is liv? the con^e^ linr and s i t ­
ing of ice in water. When it is recognised that the
Supreme Void i_s the ether, it will ’ be seen that there
is no nothing.“
■hpS He rejects all suggestions that the ether is
produced by the void or that things are inside the 
vo^d without bein0, connected with it:-
• "When it is recognised that the void is
the ether, the. ooposites something and nothinm, hidden
and manifest, Power and tr^hefbnhatloaV nature and
decree, are reduced to one. Une who, rem^rdinm. the 
ae seigbiy and dispersal, departure and arrival, formation 
ahd dissolution [of things), can trace them to the 
source trom which they come,hia a deep understanding 
of the Changes. If you say that- the void can produce 
the ether, then since the ytfld is infinite and the
ether has limits, you imoly that suhst^jpce and funct-
yj
ion are dissimilar, and f^ll into Lao T^u’s theory of
spontaneity, of *8praething beino- born from nothinw 1 12), 
unaware of whet is meant by the constant (coincide) 
that ’something and nothing* are indivisible. If you 
say that the innumerable images are things seen vithin 
the Supreme Void, then since things and void are not
mutually dependent, for1-* bein^ form of itself, and
nature nature of itself, and since torn and nature, 
heaven and man, exist without bein^ required by e=>ch
other, you einK into the .Buddhist doctrine that moun­
tains, rivers, and the v-hole earth are illusions of 
the senses." (3)
In the G h ’enm brothers °nd their successors,
the issue is complicated by the growing division
between those who look outwards for principle and
those who look inwards. Extreme supporters of either
approach tend to be monists, arguing that we must
investigate external things because principle is only
the structure of the ether, or that we must learn
to deal with things by introspection because all things
are within the mind.. The former argument does not
become prominent until the Ch’ing, notably in the work 
of Tai Chen (1723 -77); but the latter, associated
with the names of Lu Chiu-yiaan (1139 -92) and Wang
Shou-jen (1472 -1528), is already implicit in Ming-tao.
In accordance with- Confucian convention the problem 
has traditionally been discussed in relation to two
passages in the Great Appendix (4), both so vague that 
it is scarcely possible to translate them without
being committed to one side or the other
-  f *  -  f t  <  VI f t
"The Yin and Yang in alternation are what
is meant by the Way.*1
or "The alternation of Yin and Yang is what
is meant by the Way. "
" T h e r e f o r e  a b o v e  f o r m  it is c a l l e d  t h e  W g y ,
b e l o w  f o r m  it is c a l l e d  t h e  i n s t r u m e n t s  ( c o n c r e t e  
t h i n g s )."
or "Therefore what is above form is called the way, 
waat is below form is called the instruments."
The Yin and Yang are, for all the Neo- 
Confucian schools, the contraction and expansion of 
the ether, which is below form. If the first passage 
asserts the identity of the iin and Yang and the 
Way, the second must mean that the same substance 
exists above the level of form as the Way and below 
it as concrete things. The dualist reply is that the
former means only that the Way is 'that by which* the
ether contracts and expands, and does not exclude the 
possibility that it is different from the ether. The 
’locus classicus* for this controversy is the corre­
spondence between Chu Hsi and Lu Chiu-yuan (5). It has
been observed by modern scholars that while Chu Hsi’s 
interpretation is derived from Yi-chxuan, Chiu-yuan’s
is anticipated by Ming-tao (6).
Yi-ch’uan says
" ’The alternation of Yin and Yang is what
is meant by the Way’  The Way is not the Yin and
Yang ; that by which Iso-yiJ the Yin and Yang alternate 
is the Way. It is like ’The alternation of closing
and opening is called mutation’(7)" (YS 72/1)
"There is no Way in isolation from the Yin 
and Yang. That by which (ether) is Yin or Yang is 
the Way ; the Yin and Yang are ether. The ether is
what is below form, the Way is what is above form. 
What is above form is hidden." (YS 179/8)
" ’The alternation of Yin and Yang is what
is meant by the Way’------This principle is certainly
too profound lor explanation. That by which (ether) is 
Yin or Yang is the Way. The term ’ether’ implies
duality. When it is said to open and close, it is
already stimulated ; for when there are two there is
mutual stimulation. That by which it opens and closes
is the Way ; the opening and closing are the Yang
and Yin. The Taoist assertion that the void produces
the ether i3 wrong. With the opening and closing of
Yang and Yin there is ultimately no question of which 
comes first. One cannot say that there is Yin today
and Yang tomorrow ; they are like a man’s form and
shadow, which are simultaneous------  one cannot say
there is the form today and the shadow tomorrow. To 
have them is to have them both." (YS 177/6-8)
On the other hand Ming-tao says :-
"According to the Great Appendix ,
’Above form it i3 called the Way, below
form it is called the instruments,’ 
and
’(The sage, fixing the lines of the hexa­
grams) established them according to the way of heaven 
calling them Yin and Yang, and according to the way
of earth, calling them soft and hard, and according
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to the way of man, calling them benevolent and
dutiful,' (8)
and again
’The Yin and Yang in alternation are what is
meant by the Way. 1
The Yin and Yang are also below form, but
they are called the Way ; this statement is enough 
to :nake it perfectly clear how ’above' and 'below'
are to be distinguished. The Way has never been any­
thing but these ; it is essential that men silently
remember it." (YS 130/6-8)
" ’Yin and Yang’, ’hard and s o f t ’benevolence
and duty' (8) are only this single nrincinle(tao-li)"
(YS 6/8 ?, certainly Ming-tao's (9))
"'Above form it is regarded as the Way,
below form it is regarded as the instruments,' must be
explained in this way :------The Way is the instruments
and the instruments are the Way ; if only you grasp
the Way, you are not concerned with present and fut­
ure, self and others." (YS 5/2 ?, ascribed to Ming-tao 
by Chu Hsi.(10))
"In 'Above form it is called the Way', one
has no right to read 'is what is meant b y '(chih wei
0% ) for 'is called' (wei chih). This is the
wording of Confucius." (WS 2/I.B/6)
The point of the last quotation is ev-id-
evidently that there is a difference of emphasis
between wei chih and chih wei . "A wei chih B w 
("A is called B") answers the question "What is A 
called while "A chih wei B" ("A is what is meant
by B") answers the question "What is the thing called 
B ?" Although this is not always the case, the 
former tends to be used to say that the same thing
has several names, the latter to distinguish between 
different things. Precisely this argument was used
seven hundred years later by Tai Chen to show that 
the Way and the instruments are merely different 
names for the ether before and after it assumes 
form (II).
Thus according to Yi-ch'uan principle and
ether are distinct but mutually dependent ; the Way 
doe3 not exist apart from the Yin and Yang but is
necessary to them, since it is 'that by which' they
alternate. Ifing-tao's conception is less easily grasped. 
Principle descends below the level of form to become
ether ; yet principle is always present inside ether.
It would seem that a thing must form out of and
around its principle, rather as (to use an analogy 
which of course is not Chinese) we conceive a planet
consolidating out of fire and retaining the fire
within it. Concrete things seem to be different from 
each other, but they are one in that the principle
is the same in all, and all have grown out of this
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principle, like different limbs from the same body. 
This is most nearly explicit in a couple of unattrib 
uted passages
erable things are all one substance is that all have 
this principle, simply because it is from there that 
they come.(i.e. from principle)" (YS 34/14 ?)
within me.’ This is so not only of men but of all 
things ; it is from here that all have emerged. It is 
only that things cannot reason (t*ui) while man can
can reason from it, how can he make the least add­
ition to it ? Although they cannot reason, how should 
they possess it any the less ? The innumerable prin­
ciples are present complete and fully disposed. How
can one say that in fulfilling the way of the ruler
Yao added anything to it, ot that in fulfilling the 
way of the son Shun added anything to the way of
filial piety ? For ever they are as they were of
old." (YS 35/7-9 ?)
Forke claims that Ming-tao carries his
’idealism1 so far as to assert that "only principle 
I*
is real." His authority is a passage in the Ts’ui yen 
which, since such a view can hardly have been held
by Yi-ch’uan. he attributes to Finer-tan r-
MThe reason why it is said that the innum-
" ’The innumerable things are all complete
reason from it(i.e. from principle). But although he
"Jemand sagte, ’Nur die grosse leere ist 
leer.’ Der Meister antwortete, ’Das ist die Vernunft.
Nur die Vernunft ist real." (TY l / lk / IO )
It seems more natural to translate the
underlined sentences "It is the Supreme Void which is 
most void" and "It is principle which is most real." 
(13). But in any case the Ts ’ui yen consists of 
very free paraphrases in literary language of sayings
which are generally accessible elsewhere. This one 
proves, when traced to its source, fcs axxxxt neither 
to be Ming-tao’s nor to assert that only principle
is real
"When the Supreme Void was mentioned he said: 
’But there is no Supreme Void.* Then he observed of 
the Void : ’It is all principle ; how can you call it
void( i. e.unreal)? *There is nothing in the world more
real than pr inc iple. T  ^  ^  ^  ^  ) " (YS 71/2,
Yi-ch’uan)
The idea that the external world is
unreal is execrated by almost all Neo-Confucians as a 
Buddhist error, a mere excuse for running away from 
the duties of ordinary life. The sayings of the 
Ch’engs attacking it (14) happen to be unattributed, but
it is unlikely that on this point there was any 
difference between them.
EfOTSS III.3
1. Mencius L.259/3 cf.Ming-tao YS 1/7, 129/11, 133/9,
142/4, MTWC 3/IA/7
2. Tao teh ching 33
3. CTCS 22/4, 24/1, 22/11 -23/1
4. Sung 280/1, 303/4
5* Chu Tzu ta ch tuan 36/9A/I3 -4 9B/I2, I3A/I-7
Hsiang-shan ch ’iian chi 24/5f, 29/14 -30/7
6 . Hsieh Wu-liang 3/32 Feng Yu-lan 877-9
7. Sung XWjuA
8 . Sung 340/2f
9. Although unattributed, this is from the account of
a conversation with Wang An-shih, whom Ming-tao
frequently met at the capital ; Yi-ch’uan, who did
not hold office until after Wang An-shihfs death, does 
not seem to have known him personally.
10. YL 5/I5A/2, CSL 23
11. Hsu yen, IB -2A For wei chih and chih wrei
cf. Kimmo Yo.i ikaku 46
12. Forke 73
13. For the sentence pattern i t  <°&).....    . see,
for example, Analec ts I.330/6f
d L  k  ^  k  h
"It is girls and servants who are most difficult
to deal with".
'it ( 4 )  . ... of course means *It is which *,
often but not always implying * It is only which *
2before an adjective or verb tends to imply a 
comparison 1 (Of all things) girls and servants are
to be considered difficult to deal with,’ that is,
’are the most difficult to deal with. 1
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IV. GOOD AND m i l
We have seen that the Sung philosophers make no
distinction between descriptive and normative principles. 
To do good is to follow principle, which is the
Way ; yet if we do wrong, there must be a principle
to account for it. For example, Yi-ch'uan says :-
Mln general, since man has a separate body 
he has the principle of selfishness ; it is natural 
that it is difficult to unite himself with the Way.”
(YS 71/10)
If to do good is to follow principle, 
why is it wrong to follow the principle of selfish­
ness ? Although Ming-ta.o shares the same general ass­
umptions, he is more aware than his brother of this
kind of problem. His solution is that evil is follow­
ing a principle too far or not far enough ; and that
it is itself a principle that, since the Yin and Yang
in their alternation are sometimes harmonious and
sometimes not, things will not always attain this mean.
”The good and evil in the world are both
heaven *s principle. What is called evil is not funda­
mentally evil ; it is as it is only by going too far
or not far enough for example, the errors of
Yang Chu and Mo Tzu." (YS 14/10. Yang Chu failed to go 
beyond egoism ; Mo Tzu carried altruism to the extreme
of indiscriminate love.)
"The innumerable things all have opposites ; 
there is an alternation of Yin and Yang, good and 
evil. When the Yang grows the Yin diminishes ; when
good increases evil is reduced. This principle, how 
far it can be extended I It is all men need to
know.” (YS I36/I)
”In activities there is good and there is 
evil ; both are heaven’s principle. Within heaven’s 
principle some things must be excellent and some bad ; 
for ’it is inherent in things that they are unequal* 
(I). We should look into this, but • -without ourselves 
entering into evil, degenerating into separate things.”
& S  (YS 17/5) 
This inequality of things is explained 
in a saying which is too close to the preceding one 
in thought and phrasing not to be from the tongue 
of Ming-ta.o:-
”The principles(tao-li) are all thus of 
themselves. If w'e could settle things by improvisation, 
what principles would there be ? The mutations of
heaven and earth, Yin and Yang, are like the grinding 
of two mill-stones. Ascent and descent, expansion and 
contraction, hard and soft, have succeeded each other 
from the first without interruption. The Yang 
constantly expands, the Yin constantly contracts, and 
therefore they are unequal------- just as when the
mill-stones move, their teeth are all uneven, and 
since they are uneven, produce innumerable variations. 
Therefore fit is inherent in things that they are
unequal* ; Chuang Tzu made the unnatural demand that
things should be regarded as equal, but things must
be unequal.” (YS 33/11-13 ?, accepting the variant for 
the first sentence. Cf. 32/3f ?)
Ming-tao uses this idea to console himself 
for the death of his son
”Movement and stillness are at the root of
the Yang and Yin, and when the five ethers interact
and revolve, the irregularity and inequality are all 
the greater. It is natural that among all kinds of 
living things, those in which they are confounded 
together are the majority, and it happens only occas­
ionally that someone has them unadulterated. Since it 
is so difficult for this to happen even occasionally,
it is also natural that sometimes the years of such 
a person’s life cannot be many. Was not my son one
of those who receive unadulterated ether but only a 
limited number of years ? It is so by heaven’s prin­
ciple ; what is there for me to say ? ”(MTWC 4/8B/II-I3 
cf. 3B/2-5)
By this argument Ming-tao would seem to be 
trying, not only to solve the contradiction in the
idea of li_ which a modern European would deal with 
by distinguishing between descriptive and normative, but
also to explain why wne must do good and yet accept ‘
evil as part of the natural harmony. Opposites are 
necessary to each other ; the Yin side of the world 
is to be accepted as the necessary complement of the
Yang, and is not to be taken (as is done by the
Buddhists) as a pretext for running aw from the world.
Just as we are often told that death must be acc­
epted because life cannot be conceived without it, so
evil must be accepted because good cannot be conceived 
without it. The idea of the mutual dependence of
opposites is for Ming-tao not merely an intellectual 
concept, but an insight which moves him intensely
"Of the principles of heaven and earth and
the innumerable things, none is single, all must have
opposites. All are as they are spontaneously, it is
not that they have been planned. Each time I think
of them at night, unconsciously my hands begin to
dance to them, my feet begin to stamp them out.”
(YS 133/6)
According to an unattributed saying
"The sage ijs heaven and earth. Within hsxxx
heaven and earth, what thing is lacking ? How should 
heaven and earth ever have the idea of distinguishing
between good and bad ? Everything is contained between 
heaven above and earth below ; it is only that to 
deal with things there is the Way. If the sage kept 
near to the good and far from the bed, the things
with which he had nothing to do would be many ;
how could he become heaven and earth ? Therefore the 
purpose of the sage is merely to content the old,
be faithful to his friends and nourish the young,”
(YS l7/9f ?)
Again,
"If you use things to deal with things, and
do not use yourself to deal with things, you have
no self. It is this that is meant by saying that
the decisions of the sage are not made in relation
to himself ; but the principle is perhaps not fully
expressed in these words. Of the things produced by
heaven, some are long and some short, some are great 
and some small ; the gentleman gets the great, but
how can the small also be made great ? This is so 
by heaven’s principle ; how can one go against it ?
Although the world is so great and things are so 
many, it is enough that by dealing with them with
a unified mind one can be sure of grasping the
essentials. So was not the way the ancients dealt
with matters more than sufficent ? 11 137/11-13)
Ming-tao explains the difference between men
tu
and ’things’ by saying that^ether of man is ’correct*
or ’in equilibrium* (Yin and Yang being equally balanced) 
While that of things is ’one-sided* lone exceeding the
other)
"The principle of equilibrium is perfect.
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There is no production by the Yin alone nor by the
Yang alone. That which leans to one side becomes an 
animal or bird or barbarian, while that which is in
equilibrium becomes a man." (YS 134/12)
"Within heaven and earth, it is not man
alone who is perfectly intelligent ; one’s own mind is
the mind of plants and trees, birds and animals. It
is only that man receives at birth the balanced ether
(literally the equilibrium’) of heaven and earth."
One text adds "Men and things differ only in hav­
ing correct or one-sided ether. There is no completion
by the Yin alone nor production by the Yang alone.
Those which get ether leaning to the Yin side or
Yang side become birds, animals, plants, trees, barbar­
ians ; those who receive correct ether are men." IYS4/7?
As might be expected, Ming-tao puts no
stress on the purity or impurity of the ether. Yi-
ch’uan’s use of these terms is bound up with his
dualism, the nature being distinct from the ether and
obscured by its impurity. But since, as will be seen
in the next chapter, Eing-tao identifies the nature and
the ether, the purity of the ether does not have the
same significance for him, and he is more inter­
ested in the equilibrium of Yin and Yang.
NOTES 
Mencius L.256/6
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V. MING-TAP ON THE NATURE 
Ming-tao's view of the nature is quite different
from his brother’s ; it is also much more difficult
to understand. We may begin with a relatively lucid 
passage which expresses only what he has in common 
with Yi-ch’uan. Speaking to his friend Han Wei, who
inclined towards Buddhism, Ming-tao says :-
HIf you ascribe lying and deceit to hav­
ing a bad nature, do you think you can look else­
where for a good nature and exchange it for a bad 
one ? The Way ijs the nature ; it is wrong to
look for the nature outside the Way or the Way out­
side the nature. The sages and worthies who discuss 
the innate virtue (literally ’heaven-virtue1) say that
from the first the m *j&m x x x x  self is a naturally
(literally ’thus by heaven’) complete and self-suffic-
ent thing. if it is unpolluted, one should act
directly according to it ; if it is polluted to some 
extent, one should tend it by orientation and restore 
it to its original state. The reason why it is poss­
ible to restore it to its original state is, as I
said, that the basic material of the self is from
the first a complete and sufficent thing." (YS I/I-3 )
We have seen that during the Northern Bung
the most popular theory of the nature was that which
C Z  *
we have classed as No & B -------- that to follow the
^  jv., 13.5
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nature is good but the nature cannot itself be
called good. It is not clear from the preceding 
quotation whether Ming-tao holds this or the closely 
related Mencian view that it is good. But the point 
is settled by a long unattributed passage, which contra­
dicts Yi-ch*uan*s views so radically that it can only 
belong to Ming-tao : -
"*Inborn is what is meant by nature. 1 The
nature is the ether, the ether is the nature -------
that is, what is inborn. In the endowment of ether 
wnich men receive at birth there will in principle
be both good and bad ; but this does not mean that 
we are born with good and bad as two contrasting 
things present in the nature from the first. Some 
are good from infancy, some are bad from infancy ;
that they are so is due to their endowment of ether.
(Note by the recording disciple Li Yu : ’Examples are
the majestic impression made by Hou Chi (even wlien he
could only crawl on nands and knees) and the fact 
that as soon as Tzu Yueh Chiao was born men knew
that he would destroy the Jo-ao family. * ) The good
is of course nature, but the bad must also be recog­
nised as nature.
1 Inborn is wdiat is meant by nature. *
*What is still (i.e. not yet stimulated^ at birth (is
the nature given by heaven)*(I). Of what precedes this 
nothing can be said ; as soon as we speak 01 nature
it has already ceased to be the nature. Usually
when people speak of the nature, they only mean the
’continuance of the Way which is gooanessHj^ for
example, the statement of Mencius that the nature is
good, what is meant by * to continue it is goodness*
is like *the tendency of water to flow downwards
Whatever happens to it, it is still water. But some
flows right to the sea without ever being polluted ; 
this needs no labour to keep it clean. Some is cer­
tain to get progressively muddier before it has gone
far ; some gets mufidy only after it has gone a long 
distance. Some has plenty of mud, some only a little
although the muddy water is different from the clean,
it must still be recognised as water. This being so,
it is necessary that man should accept the duty of
cleansing and regulating it. The water will be cleaned 
quickly if his efforts are prompt and bold, slowly 
if they are careless. But when it is cleaned it is
still only the original water ; it is not that clean 
water has been fetched to replace the muddy, nor that 
the muddy has been taken away and put on one side.
The cleanness of the water corresponds to the goodness 
of the nature. Hence it is not that good and bad
are two contrasting things within the nature which 
emerge separately.
This principle is the decree of heaven. To
follow it obediently is the Way. In following it, to 
cultivate it, so that each thing gets what is allotted 
for it, is education. Erom the decree of heaven to
jtkKxxrabtaixjE? education, no intrusion of self can either 
add to or detract from the nature. This is Shun
'possessing the Empire while remaining aloof from it*
(4) (i.e. following objective principles without thinking 
of oneself)" (YS II/4-I2 ?, ascribed to Ming-tao in
Chu Hsi's Explanation of Ming-tao's Discussion of the
Nature (5) )
This passage presents a number of problems.
In the first place it is stated explicitly at the 
beginning that the nature is the endowment of ether 
received at birth ; but towards the end, in a para­
phrase of the opening words of the Doctrine of the
Mean ("The decree of heaven is what is meant by the 
nature ; to follow the nature is what is meant by the
Way ; to cultivate the Way is what is meant by edu­
cation."), we are told that "Principle is the decree
of heaven." Chu Hsi naturally explains this difference, 
which in terms of his own dualist system is a contra­
diction, by saying that the former refers to the
’physical nature’ (ch'i-chih chih Vising) and the latter 
to the nature proper. 3ut although this distinction is 
made by Yi-ch'uan, there is no trace of it in the
surviving sayings and writings of Ming-tao, and the
oy ->.. 2“
present passage clearly excludes it. In any case, 
since Fing-tao is a monist, it is not a contradict­
ion for him to say that the nature is both principle
and ether. Before birth, when ’nothing can be said’
about it, there is only principle ; at birth this 
descends below the level of form to become the
endowment of ether. Similarly, Chang Tsai says :-
"The nature of heaven is in ma.n as the
nature of water is in ice. Although there is a differ­
ence between the frozen and the melted, they are
the same thing.** (6)
There are a couple of other passages in
which the nature is identified with the ether :-
"A discussion of the nature without bringing
in the ether would be incomplete ; a discussion of
the ether without bringing in the nature would not be 
clear," to which one text adds :- "It is w^rong to 
treat them as distinct." (YS 88/13 ?, ascribed to Ming-
tao by Chu Hsi17) )
"The ’moral nature' (8) means what heaven
confers, the innate (literally ’heaven's’) constitution.
It is excellence of talent.u (YS 20/10 ?)
The latter contradicts Yi-ch'uan’s view that 
the talent is ether and the ether is distinct from 
the nature. A similar explanation of the term ’moral 
nature' is given in a passage directly attributed to 
jfing-tao :-
"The ’moral nature* refers to what is valuable 
in the nature ; it is really the same as referring 
to the goodness of the nature.4* (YS I38/8J
Whenever Yi-ch‘uan quotes Kao ‘JL'zu's M Inborn 
is what is meant by nature", he is always careful 
to make it clear that this applies to the endowment
(4
of ether, not to the nature proper Ming-tao, on
the other hand, always quotes it without making 
qualifications^). One consequence of this difference 
is that the two Ch'engs have different conceptions 
of the nature of non-human beings. For Yi-chfuan the 
nature is the same in all things, although disguised
in varying degrees by the ether, while for Ming-tao 
each creature has its own nature and therefore its 
own manner of following the Way :-
"To use oxen for carts and horses for 
chariots is to make use of each in accordance with
its nature. why not use oxen for chariots and horses
for carts ? It would be wrong in principle." (YS I4 O/ 7
cf.134/5)
"Kao Tzu is justified in saying that ‘Inborn
is what is meant by nature.1 In all things produced 
between heaven and earth, (what is inborn) must be
called nature. But although in all it may be called
Mature, within its scope it is none the less necess­
ary to distinguish between the nature of an ox and
the nature of a horse; Kao Tzu’s error was to 
treat them as the same. It is not permissible to 
say with the Buddhists that * Intelligence is present
in the wriggling of a worm ; all have the Buddha
nature.*
•The decree of heaven is what is meant by
the nature ,* to follow the nature is what is meant 
by the Way* refers to what heaven sends down below.
That the innumerable things in assuming form ’each
have their correct nature and decree’ (10) is what is
meant by nature; for them to accord unfailingly with 
their natures is what is meant by the Way. These 
points apply equally to men and to things. As for
according w/ith the nature, the horse acts on the
horse’s nature and not the ox’s, the ox acts on the
ox’s nature and not the norse’s  this is what is
meant by ’following the nature’* Man is one of the
innumerable things between heaven and earth ; how' 
should heaven distinguish between man and things ? H
(YS 30/7-II ? cf. 59/6-8 ?)
What of the goodness of the nature ?
Before birth the nature is principle or the Way, and
nothing can be said about it ------ which presumably
means, not that it is inaccessible to observation, 
but that tne word ’good’ cannot be applied to it.
At birth it assumes form as the endowment of ether,
which may deteriorate under external influence. The 
nature is therefore not unalterable ; but it is always 
possible for a man to remove tne evil in m s  nature
and restore it to its original state. Thus the
nature of the ordinary man is no longer solely
good ; but why does Ming-tao refuse to apply the
word ’good* even to the original nature ?
Part of the answer is that thinkers of 
the Northern Sung did not agree as to whether the
word ’good* can be used of principle and the -:ay, 
or whether it should be conrined to particular tnings
and activities. The standard definition is derived 
from the Great Appendix
"The Yin and Yang in alternation are what
is called the Way. To continue it is goodness ; that
in which it is completed is the nature.” (II)
To follow the Way is good ; but is the
Way itself good V Su Shih vI036 -IIOI), for example,
held that it is not
"The Yin and Yang K±±jSMx±ijig.x interacting
produce g u  things, tne Way connecting with things
produces good. When things are produced the Yin and
Yang hide, when good is established the Way is no
longer seen......... Good is continuance of the Way
but cannot be identified with the Way." (12)
For Su Shih, as for the Ch ’engs, the
nature is no longer merely the raw state of man ; 
it is nothing less than the Way itself. But this 
elevation, which at first signt seems to confirm the 
Mencian view, actually makes it impossible for him to 
aescnoe the nature as good. In the case of the
Ch’engs, Yi-ch’uan has no compunction about attributing
goodness to principle (13) and therefore to the nature.
But Ming-tao never describes either principle or the 
Way as good ; on the contrary, as was shown in the 
last chapter, he derives evil as well as good from 
principle. If we compare
"The innumerable things all have opposites ;
there is an alternation of Yin .and Yang, good and 
evil" (YS I36/I) 
with
"Tnis Way is not the opposite of anything,
so that ’great* is inadequate to describe it"(YS 
it seems clear that ’good* as well as
’great* must be inadequate to describe the W a y .  This 
is enough to account for Uing-tao’s assumption that
the question of goodness arises only in connexion with
the ether.
In the second place, the position is compli­
cated by Ming-tao’s belief that evil as well as good
is derived from principle, since evil is going too far 
or not far enough, and is due to the principle that
the Yin and Yang ethers cannot remain equally balanced.
O* <o0
It would seem to follow that even the corruption
of the ether must be due to principles in the orig­
inal nature ; and this is confirmed by the statement 
that 1 In the endowment of ether which men receive at
birth there will in principle be both good and bad.”
It also seems to follow that Ming-t&o is not, like
his brother, concerned with the purity or impurity of
the endowment of ether, but with the equilibrium or
disequilibrium of the Yin and Yang ethers within it.
This point is not directly confirmed in the long pass­
age just translated, which indeed does use the words
• 4r '0»»
'clean* and ’muddy' (ch'ing ’,'p cho ',53 , elsewhere
translated 'pure' and 'impure'} of the water to which
the nature is compared. However, since the w^ater is
described as having originally been clean, to suppose
that the analogy is intended to cover this point
would imply that all men are born with a perfect
endowment of ether, which is expressly denied. In
King-tao's eulogies on his son C h ’eng Tuan-ch'ueh and 
his friend Li Min-chih, che former of which was quoted
in the last chapter, he compliments them on having 
received tne Yin and Yang ethers unadulterated, whereas
in the majority of men they are unevenly mixed li4).
The same view/ is expressed by the disciple Yang Shih,
a monist who reduced everything to ether, whose doc­
trine of the nature is a combination of the teachings
of both nis masters :-
•'Q. What of the ’physical nature1 of which
Chang Tsai speaks ?
A. There are or course differences between the 
endowments of different men ; but as for what lies at
the root, it is altogether good. This is because ’the
Yin and Yang in alternation are what is meant by the
Way*, and the Yin and Yang, which are altogether good, 
are what man receives at birth. However, while good is
its normal state, there are also times when it is bad. 
To take an analogy, when a man receives at birth 
harmonious ether, tie enjoys good health ; when sickness 
comes it is due to disharmony in the ether. But dis­
harmony in the ether is not its normal state ; if you 
tend it and bring it to harmony you restore it to
normal. The normal state is the nature ; this is why
Mencius says the nature is good. Chang Tsai spoke of
the ’physical nature’ only as we say of a man’s nat­
ure that it is hard or soft, slack or energetic,
strong or weak, dull or intelligent ----- which cannot fe
be said oi the nature of heaven and earth.
How the cleanness of water is its normal
state, when it is muddy, dirt has obscured it ; once
the dirt has been removed it is clean as before.
Hence the attitude of the gentleman towards the ’phys­
ical nature’ is that he must have the means to change 
it. Is not this the significance of ’when you clear 
away the mud the water is clean ? rt ll5)
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APPENDIX I* W orks of the Ch \eng Brother
YS ♦ Ho-nan G h * eng shih yi shu
Preface "by compiler Chu Hsi dated 1168.
Like many other great teachers, the
Chfeng brothers are known to us primarily by the
sayings recorded by their disciples. Luring the sixty
years after Yi-chhua^s death the original records
of sayings circulated widely, were assembled in various 
incomplete collections, and were finally sorted out
by Chu Hsi in two compilations, the YL shu and the 
Wa.i shu. The conscientious scholarship of Chu Hsi has 
preserved for us much of the information 'which, in 
the case of such works as the Synoptic Gospels and
Analects of Confucius, can only be guessed at 
from -internal evidence.
eight original records of sayings known to Chu Hsi,
In the table of contents he gives information concern1
ing the compiler and date of every record for which
he has been able to find it (I). They are arranged
as follows
The Yi shu consists of the twenty-
I - 10. Sayings of both brothers. 
II» 14. Sayings of Ming-tao.
1 5 . Sayings of Yi-ehHuan (ascribed by
to Ming-tao)
some
16 - 24. Sayings of Yi-ch'uan.
25. Sayings of Yi-ch’uan (partly spurious)
Supplement. Documents relating to the C h ’eng
brothers, including a ‘Year-table of
Yi-ch’uan* by Chu Hsi himself.
In ch.3 and 10 the sayings of the two
brothers are always distinguished ; in the rest of the
opening chapters they are sometimes d.ist inguished but
more often not. The small characters Ming 5$ and 
tsung-ch * eng 'rK -3 *^ written af ter a saying indicate 
Ming-tao, Cheng 5E and shih-chiang l^ ij. Yi-ch’uan.
(The former pair evidently stand for Ming-tao and
Yi-ch’uan*s style Cheng-shu ; the latter are their
official titles (2) ), The notes after many sayings
are sometimes from the original records and sometimes 
additions of Chu Hsi ; the latter are generally easy
to distinguish since they are nearly always notes of 
textual variants.
Although the heading of ch.15 mentions
that some ascribe it to Ming-tao, in his note in the
table of contents Chu Hsi takes it for granted that
it belongs to Yi-ch’uan. There is clear internal evid­
ence that he is right.(3 )
Sayings attributed to Aiing-tao or to Yi-
ch'uan in later anthologies (such as the Sung Yuan
hsueh an and the Li h sueh tsung c h ’ua.n ) often
turn out to be unattributed in the Y1 shu and Wai
shu ----- a fact of which modern scholars have not
always taken account. Such attributions deserve no 
.attention except in the case of the Chin ssS lu, a
collection of passages from earlier JNeo-Gonfuoians made
by Chu Hsi and Lu Tsu-chfien. (The latter1 s postscript
is dated 1175) Since Chu Hsi was himself the com­
piler of the sayings of the Ch'engs, he may in some
cases have had independent evidence as to which of
them was the speaker ; and since he knew the work
of the Ch'engs more intimately than w^ e can hope to
do, was aware of stylistic differences between them,(4)
and made no distinctions between their philosophies
which could prejudice him, even a guess by Chu Hsi
is of some interest. The section on the Ch'engs in
V..J
korke's Greschichte der neuer en chinesisohen Philosophic,
the longest study available in a Western language, 
unfortunately goes even further than the Chinese antho­
logists in making unwarranted ascriptions. He deals 
with King-tan and Yi-chfuan separately ,3* 
without indicating whether the sayings he uses are 
ascribed to one rather than the other on external or
on internal grounds. In fact nearly half of them are
from sources which do not distinguish which brother is
4-the speaker (Ts lui yen» Hsing li ehin^ yi), the 
rest from sources which distinguish them, only parti™ 
ally (Yi shu, Wai shu) or unreliably (Sung Yuan hsueh 
an, Li_ hsueh tsung chjhaari)» In viewf of the compre- 
hensiye scale of his work Borke is generally justified 
in using later anthologies ; hut in this case he is 
often forced to guess which is the speaker when the 
fact is accessible in the original source, and some­
times he guesses wrong (5 ).
• Ho-nan Gh * eng shih wai shu 1^ . ^  %
Preface by compiler Chu Hsi dated 1173.
This is a supplementary collection of
sayings not in the original records of disciples 
assembled in the Yi shu. Before the compilation of
the Yi_ shu there were already a number of general
collections, some by disciples or acquaintances of the 
C h feng3 . Ch.I-II consists of sayings from these coll­
ections the source of which Chu Hsi has been unable 
to trace. Ch. 12 contains otherw'ise unknown sayings
and anecdotes quoted in other works, some of which
are still extant.
MTWC. Mlng^tao wen chi jC |: ^  prefaoe>
YCWC. Yi^chluan wen chi if l\\ £  Preface by com­
piler S M  Ch'eng Tuan-obun* (Yi-oh'uan*= »
o cn uan s ^ s o n) dated
The literary writings of the Ch'engs were 
first nrinted about the middle of the I2th century 
by Liu Hung and Chang Shih, from a manuscript which 
had been in the possession of Hu An-kuo(1074-1138)*
The edition was strongly criticised by Chu Hsi for 
reproducing certain errors in the Hu copy. The orig­
inal text was restored by T'an Shan-hsin, who also 
added a supplement (with a preface by himself dated 
1323) containing a few previously overlooked writings 
of the Ch'engs, as well as the documents relating 
to Chu Hsi's controversy over the text.
YC* Yi-ch fuan Yi chuan '/? ^  ^  ^
Preface by author Ch'eng Yi-chfuan dated 1099.
The commentary on the Book of Changes is
the only fuihl-length work written in person by either 
of the C h ’engs. The manuscript, which was still in 
a confused state at Yi-ch’uan’s death, was edited 
during the Cheng Ho period (IIII-III?) by his disciple
Yang Shih, whose postscript is preserved, in his coll­
ected works (6). The commentary covers the whole of 
the classic and those appendices which are scattered 
over it in the 'modern text', but not the five append 
ices which follow it. According to his disciple Yin
T un, li-ch'uan said that it was unnecessary to writ 
on tne Great Atrpendix sinoo
e
6commentary from the hand of a sage (7). The Ghin^
shuo contains a series of notes on the ABIT"
endix ,but, like most of the Ching shuo, these were 
no doubt written down by disciples. The Yi^  chu an is
less useful than the Yi shu for the study of the
Ch'eng brothers' philosophy ; for Yi-ch'uan, following 
his teacher Hu Yuan (8 ), reacted against the use of 
Book of Changes as a basis for speculation and 
preferred to treat the hexagrams as a. series of 
sixty-four moral lessons. A postscript by Chu Hsi
praises him as the first commentator since the Han 
to interpret the Book of Changes in terms of moral
principle rather than mystic numbers.(9)
Most editions of the commentary are pre­
ceded by Yi-ch'uan's Preface to the Commentary and by
two anonymous documents, the Preface to the Changes 
and The Meaning of the Two Par t s . It has generally
been assumed that these were also written by Yi-ch'uan.
The Preface to the Changes is of great importance
since it contains the only reference in the collected
writings of the Ch'engs to the Supreme Ultimate and
also to the 'ultimate of nothing', the latter an
even more convincing proof of the influence of Chou 
Tun-yi's Supreme Ultimate Chart
"Therefore 'in the Changes there is the
Supreme Ultimate, which produces the two types '(10);
The Supreme Ultimate is the Way ; the two types are 
the Yin and Yang. The Yin and Yang are the one 
Way ; the Supreme Ultimate is the ultimate of nothing'.1
Several modern scholars have used this as
evidence that C h ’engs were affected by the ideas of 
Chou Tun-yi (II). But it is unlikely that the anonym­
ous prefaces are the work of Yi-ch’uan. Both of them
are absent from the earliest available text, the 
edition of 1349 (Fu Yuan Chih Cheng pen Yi C b 1 eng 
chuan), which does contain the Preface to^  the Comment­
ary . In the literary -writings of Yi-ch’uan only
the Preface to the Commentary is contained in the 
original collection!IS), while the other two are in
the supplement added in 1323 (13). In the sections of 
the Yu lei, and Chin ssu lu on Yi-ch’uan's commentary
Chu Hsi discusses only the Preface to the Commentary. 
!I4). Disciples of the C h ’engs more than once refer 
to the Preface to the Commentary as the Preface or 
the Preface to the Changes , as though they did not 
know of anything with the latter title with which it
could be confused. !I5j The references to the Supreme 
Ultimate and the 'ultimate of nothing' are in them- 
selves strong evidence that Yi-ch'uan is not the author. 
Chu T-Isi admitted that “the two Ch'engs did not speak
of the Supreme Ultimate" ; in his controversy with hu 
Chiu-yuan the latter used the argument that
“the discussions and writings of the two C h 1engs are 
very numerous, but they never once referred to the 
ultimate of nothing*4, and Chu Hsi did not take him 
up on this point ; when Chang Shih wrrote to him.
that the Ch*engs “frequently mention the EeL&h In script- 
loja but never say a word about the Supreme Ultimate
» Chu ^si did not deny it but merely replied
that none of their disciples was worthy to receive
such profound teaching (I6)0 It is impossible to 
believe that at this period both terms were used in
the opening pages of Yi-ch*uan's only full-length
Changes himself, but his explanations of the rest of 
the classics were written up by his disciples (17).
An apparent exception is the commentary on the Spring 
and Autumn Annals ; not being satisfied with the comm­
entary written for him by his disciple Liu Hsuan,
Yi-chHuan wrote another himself which did not go 
further than Duke Min (18), The current text breaks
off still earlier, at the ninth year of Luke Huan,
(19) and is the only work in the collection with a
preface by Yi-chfuan (dated 1X03)
work.
OS. Ho-nan O h 1 eng shih ching shuo ■;*r#
Ho preface*
yi-ch‘uan wrote the commentary on the
The section on the Li chi consists of two
versions of the text of the Great Learning , as 
rearranged by Ming-tao and Yi-chluan respectively ;both 
differ from that made by Chu Hsi. The former is the
only genuine work of Ming-tao in the collection.
circulating in the 12th century as the work of 
liing-tao(20) , But Hu Hung and later Chu Hsi noticed 
that it was merely a shorter version of a *work (no 
longer extant) of the disciple Lu Ta-lin (21).
and writings, rephrased in literary language and intro­
duced in each case by 1 The Master saidil. When compared 
with the originals they prove to be considerably 
altered and abridged, even in tne case of writings 
which were originally in literary language ; the 
editor has even been capable of conflating sayings 
which are not even from the same brother (22). It is
therefore unsafe bo use the Ts *111 yon as a primary
Interpretation of the Doctrine of th 
Mean which concludes the Ching shuo was also
TY. ho-pan C h T eng shih ts Tui
Preface ascribed to Chans Shih dated 1166.
This is a short collection of saying
source, although it is sometimes useful to see how an 
obscure saying has been rewritten, especially since
quotations on which the meaning depends are often 
supplied.
According to the author of the preface, the
work is based on the Book of the Master of Ho-nan
), a. collection of Yi-ch’u a n ’s sayings
put into literary language. He received it from a
certain Tzu Kao Tzu (whose family believed that it
was compiled by the C h ’engs1 disciple Yang Shih), and 
himself rearranged it according to subject to make the
present work. He adds that it also contains some of
the sayings and acts of Ming-tao, apparently assuming
that anything not directly attributed- to him is from
the ’Master of Honan * Yi-ch’uan ; but in fact many
of the unattributed sayings have parallels in the
Yi shu ^ ascribed to Ming-tao. If the preface was
really written by Chang Shih in 1166, this collection
is actually two years older than the Yi shu .
Tbe Ts *ui yen was ignored when T ’an
Shan-hsin compiled the first general collection of the
works of the C h ’engs in 1323 ; it was included for
the first time , by Hsu Pi-ta in 1606 (23). The v^ork
is twice recorded in the Ssu k ’u ch ’uan shu tsung mi,
first as the Erh C h ’eng ts *ui yen compiled by
Yang Shih, and again as the Yi-ch'uan ts»ui yen pre­
faced by Chang Shih (24). In spite of this duplic­
ation it is clear that both entries refer to the
II
same book. The former expresses no doubts, but the
latter questions Chang Shih*s authorship of the pre­
face, observing that it is not included in his coll­
ected writings and that in 1358 Sung Lien described 
the preface, which he quoted verbatim, as anonymous
but traditionally ascribed to Chang Shih (25)* It
N
seems clear that the si^ature and date are later
additions. It may be added that the statement that
"according to the tradition of the (Kao) family this
book was compiled by Yang Shih" suggests that the
author was not even professing to be writing as 
early as 1166, only thirty-one years after Yang Shills
death* TTurther, Chang Shihfs friend Chu Hsi uses the 
Ts fui yen neither in the Wai shu nor in the Chin 
ssu lu, and one of his replies to a disciple 
shows that he was not acquainted with any collection 
classified by subject. (The reference to the Yi_ shu
implies that it is later than 1168)
"Q* I should like to take the most
important sayings in the Yi_ shu and arrange them
according to subject, so that any one saying is 
explained by those which precede and follow it and
they can be easily co-ordinated. What is your
opinion ?
A. By all means do it if you can. But I
am afraid that those on
on benevolence also refer to
3
duty and those on the nature also refer to the
•decree* It will he difficult to classify them".(p6)
The tradition mentioned in the preface 
that the Boole ojT the Master of Honan was compiled
by Yang Shih is also unacceptable. The Japanese 
Confucian Yamazaki Ansai (I6I8-I682) called attention
to a saying of Chu Hsi*s which shows that it was 
an abridgement of a work of Hu Yin (1098-1156):-
"Hu Yin put Yi-ch’uan’s sayings into
literary language and made them into a book, complet­
ing it in five days. The Book of the Master of
Honan now current is an abridgement of this." (27)
In the Wai shu , for which Ghu Hsi used
every general collection known to him, there is no
reference to any made by Yang • Shih. But in ch.7, as
a supplement to his extracts from the manuscript
possessed by Hu Yin's father An-kuo. Chu Hsi gives
r U  %xr$(L.
four extracts from what is evidently the— — ©£— -the 
MasJlex-— It is described in the table of
contents as "another copy which puts the sayings into
literary language and introduces each section by fThe
Master said' " Two of the four extracts are actually
to be found in the present Ts'ui yen (28) ; the absence
of the others is explained by the fact that the
Book of the Master of Honan , on which the Ts *ui yen
is based, was an abridgement of HU Yin's work.
Hu Y i n ’s ssk jssx xwhex source was no doubt his
father’s large collection of sayings and writings of
the O h ’engs, constantly referred to as the fHu copy’(29), 
The relation between the Ts fui yen and the Yi shu 
and Wai shu may therefore be explained provisionally
as follows :~
Disciples’ records of sayings (1077-1107)
Collection of 
Hu An-kuo(I074-1138)
Revision in literary 
language by Hu Yin 
(I098-II56)
Its abridgement as 
Booh of the fester 
of Honan
Other euhemeral 
collections
\ I
Wai shu, 1173 Yi shu, 1158
Its rearrangement 
as Ts ’ui yen
The Erh C h 1 eng ch'uan shu ( ■=■ Jg: #  %  ) is a
collection of the seven preceding works, not separately
recorded in the Ssu k'ju ch 'iian shu catalogue. In the
three editions of the I8th century and later mentioned
in the bibliography of the present work it is printed
without any compiler's name and m o f
n-mc prefaced only hy the
^  K m  chluan shu t'i vao nr.
works. Unlike many collections with this form of 
title (including the Chang Tnx ch fuan shu and Chu 
Tzu ch 1uan shu), this one really is complete.
by T fsn Shan-hsin. It appears from his postscript xxd:
(dated 1323) and those of two of his friends(30)
that he included the Yi shu, Wai shu, Wen chi and
two books of the Ching shuo ( which apparently included
the Yi_ chuan ). Publication of the rest of the
Ching shuo was delayed because of the lack of
adequate texts. As ha.s been mentioned already, the
Tslui yen was first included in the Erh C h f eng
Ulliikn shu of Hsu Pi-ta (whose preface is dated 1606),
which differs from the modern editions only in a few
details of arrangement.
Most modern editions of the Sung phi Its-
a series of Heo-Confucian works edited by Chang Po~ 
hsing between 1707 and 1713. Except for the shortest 
works, these texts are abridged ,* the popularity of the 
collection has indeed had the unfortunate effect of 
practically driving some of the complete texts out of
The works of the Chdengs were first collected
sophers are based on the Cheng yi t fang ch fuan shu
circulation. The Ch*eng brothers are represented by :
a selection from.
the It shu and Wai shu.
15
Erh C h f eng wen chi a selection of the
literary writings.
Erh G h T eng ts *ui yen ^  &■
Except for the Basic Sinological Series
edition of the Y|_ shu ( an excellent text the source 
of which is unfortunately not given), all the reprints 
of works of the C h fengs in the Basic Sinological 
Series and the Ts *ung shu chi ch1 eng are based
on the Cheng yi t *ang ch fuan shu.
There are no annotated editions. But there
are a number of commentaries on the Chin ssu lu , 
wfcxxhxxxxntaxnxxxi^Hyxxxxijxxjs&xxxf xxraxxthx in whi ch the 
C h 1 eng brothers are well represented ; the Sgn_tetsu- 
15SL2. Kanseki Koku,j ikai Zensho edition, with Kambun 
text and Japanese commentary, was found especially 
useful in preparing the present study.
NOTES, Appendix I
1. Some comments by Ghu Hsi on the reliability of 
the records of different disciples are collected
in YL 97/IA-3B.
2. See, for example, the headings of the biographies
in Yuan yen chi 3/53B-55B.
3. One saying in YS ch.15 (178/12) is later quoted as
Yi~chfu a n fs (YS 220/8). The views in ch.15 on the 
relation between the Way and the Yin and Yang 
(See the chapter on ‘Monism and Dualism1 above) 
are those of Yi-ch*ua.n (YS 177/6-8, 179/8).
were differently punctuated by the two brothers. In
YS I2/IIf, 276/4-9, YCWC 5/4B/lIf, Kuei-shan yu lu 
4/I5A/7-I5B/7) This difference often provides a useful
criterion for distinguishing which brother is the 
speaker in unattributed. passages, ifor examples of Ming-
There a.re two sentences in Mencius which
L. 190/If
Yi-ch‘uan put the stop after j§L » In
Ming-tao put the stop after /v— .(See
tao's punctuation, see YS 12/2?, 28/5n?, 63/1, 85/5?, 7?,
89/7?, II8/5?;. for Yi-ch'uan's, YS 12/7?, 276/5, 315/9,
YC I/9B/I3. In ch.15 the punctuation is Yi-ch'uan's 
(159/4, 182/7, 187/11)
4. YL 93/8AB
5. For example, the following sayings which Borke
ascribes to Ming-tao are in fact Yi-ch'uan's
TTorke 74 nI f? 2/4A/5 YS 248/9f
76 n6 2/27J3/4 68/10
80 n3 318/8
5 • fang Kuei-shan chi 82
7* Yin Ho-ching chi I4/3f
8* Chun chai tu shu chih I/17A , SKCSTM 2/2B
9. Ohu Tzu ta ch1 uan 81/I8AB
*^0* Changes, Sung 299/1
11. C h fen Chung-fan 43. Goto*, rtGhTengs“ 74-75 "Chu
HsiH 157
12. The title of the Preface to the Commentary is 
in the table of contents for YGWC ch.4 in Hsu 
Pi-ta’s ECCS, with the note “See the Yi chuan" .
In modern editions of the ECCS xxxxdfcteis: even
the title is omitted.
13. WC Supplement lA/9f. The note on the Preface to the
Changes is : “See the Hsing li ch '{in shu.
Already, included in the Yi chuan**. It is in fact
found in the I3th century Hsing li ch *un shu chu
chieh ch.5, where it is ascribed to Yi-ch‘uan in
the table of contents although not in the text.
14. IX 57/5A-9B (9A/4-9B/9 on the Preface to tie. Coiiimect-
SEt) CSX 155-164 (Prcfjce to tte
uced I55B-I59A)
15. Yang Kuei-shan chi 61/11, WS I2/I4B/I0
16. YL 93/8B/3, CLHG 34/3, 28/11-29/1
17. YS 263/8f, Yin Ho-ching chi I4/I5-I5/4, Chun
chai tu shu chih I/25B, 2/4B, 4/3B
18. YS 194/2, WS I2/I0A/6-I0, I2B/I0-I2t
19. GS 4/I6A/II cf. WC Supplement I3B/7
28. Chun chai tu shu chih 2/9A
21. GS 8/I0A/I2 - 1OB/2, Wu-feng chi 3/48B -5OB/
YI 62/6B/3f, 97/I5B/IO -X6A/5, Ghu Tzu ta ch 'uan
75/26B -28A.
22. Eor example, TY I/7A/I2 -7B/I is a corahination
of YS 149/6 (Ming-tao) and 236/2f (Yi-ch 1uan).
23. See the postscripts of T fan Shan-hsin and his 
friends in the WC Supplement (Contents IB-2A ; 
I3A-I4A). Hsu Pi-tafs ECCS, Preface I0A/6-I0B/3
24. SKCSTM. 92/8B, 95/I3B
25. Sung Lien chu tzfr pien 46
26. YL 97/3A/I-3
27. YL 97/^A/ 2B/l2f . See Yamazaki Ansai Zen shu 2/735.
According to Yamazaki, doubts concerning the Ts fui 
yen had already been expressed by the Korean
Li Kuang (I50I-I572), and the ascription to Hu Yin had
been suggested by the Ming scholar Yang Lien. The
works of these writers are nnt o .U U b  are n °t accessible to me
28. WS 7/4B/3f TY 2/2IA/4f
/5f 2/I0A/I2
In the former case Chu Hsi mentions that he
includes the extract because it contains seven words
lacking in the version in YCWC 7/ 3B/3 ; these words
are found in the Ts *ui yen parallel.
29. YS Contents (on ch.2IB, 25) WS Contents (on ch.?)
YCWC Contents IA-6A, Supplement 6A-I3B, CS 3/lA/2n.
30. As in n.23 above.
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APPENDIX II. Selective Index of Technical Terms 
(A)
In the following cases the Chinese vrord is always
represented by, and is the only one represented by, 
the given English word or words, SbasjexiiBxx except
when expressly indicated, and in non-philosophical uses 
of ch 1 ing t hs in and tao. When the English word is
written with an initial capital, it is implied that 
the equivalence does not hold when a small letter is 
used.
Ch1 eng integrity
11.6 ; I94f, 238f.
Ch * i ether
II.3 ; 7, 23, 36f, 142-6, I59f, 292-5
Ch ' i-chih chih Vising *  f  4  ¥■ physical nature
143. 294, 301.
Ching reverence, orientation.
11.6 ; 42f, 221.
Ch'ing In nassion(s)
146-52. 165-76, 2l6f, 241-8.
Chung eauilibrium, the mean
146-9. I27f, 288f
Hsiang ^  image
90-92. 19-23, 30
/v'
Hsin mind, heart
II.5; 12I-3, 180-9
Hsing nature
II.4 . III.5
Jen benevolence
III. I ; 150-2, 256f
Fe wu ♦ 7 ^  &  investigation of things
£1
X V ;
Id 33. ■orinciDle
II.I ; 102-109, 157-161; II.7 ; 220-224.
lring decree
39f, 73 ; II.2 ; 140, 193.
Shen ^  Power/Intelligence
2 0 f , 112 ; III.2
s^ii tuan ^  four beginnings
150-155 , 198.
I* chi "^5 Supreme Ultimate
5, 18-24. 31, 36-40, 160, 308-310.
T'ai hsu Jfe. Supreme Void
7, 74, 79, 115, 255, 273f.
Tao 2iL Way
73-76. 78, 107, 116, 275-278.
(Tao^ii <§- 3*- principle(tao-li))
94n.30 * * ------
Teh *
204f. 258f
Ti $
97
virtue, inner force 
God
i en ^  heaven
73, 95-98. 143
?■ ^  talent
142-145. 225, 295.
M  2 h ang ~£. ^7 five norms
142, 150, 155, 157, 232.
S i
Yi , as one of the wu chfang duty
contrasted with minp
and ching ------------  morality
^  the Changes
III.2
(B)
In the following cases the rule given for A is
strictly observed when the English words are underlined,
but otherwise only when the paired terms are used in
conjunction.
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Hsing erh shang TV W 7 ^  above form
and Hsing erh hsia Up W ~F and below form
275-279. 116.
Kan and Ying Its. stimulate and respond
123-125.
Eung and Ssu disinterested and selfish
23If, 2I4f, 218
Shih ^  and Hsu solid and void. real
and unreal.
78f, 128, 180, 185-187, 196, 267, 280f.
T * i and Yung )^J suostance and function
87, 92, 125-127. 146, 167, 171, 174, 190, 237F,
259, 266, 267f, 274,
Wu fyn and Shih % thing and activity
84-90, I92f.
Yin and Yang: Yin and Yang
II3f , II7f, 124, 129, 160, 275-278 ; III.4 ;
299-301.
(C)
The following terms are irregularly translated 
and often transliterated.
Chu 35 182-189. 42
Sheng 4  119, 139-140. 255f, 270
So-yi (Jan) f t  11 (fe) 67f , 93, I08f, 212.
Tang .ian ^  67f , 86, I08f
Tzu .ian fa $76, 91, 96-98, 143.
T'ui 70-73. 93, 119, 167, 200f, 250, 280.
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APPENDIX III. Index of Proper Names. I _’i.„
Bruce, J. Percy: 35*1 IJ2,~ TJ7, ' I$3. i’\ . «
Chang Chiu-ch• eng &  , -T. -Tzu-shaQ *3 fS (Heng-fujfcH )
(I092-I159): 253. • r
Chang Li *rh~ 3ft , T.Chung-chfun .(Yuan): 48.
Chang Po-hsing?8. 1T , T.Hsiao-hsien ^ 35 (1652-1725): 316
CHang S h i h ^  ^  , T. Ching-fu ^  (Nan-hsiian ^  )
(1133-80): 38, 307, 310-3.
Chang Tsai , T. TzA -hou % Jf- (Heng-chfu ^  ^  )
(1020-77): 5-12, 74, 79, 90. 94, 99, 115-8? 125,
138, 143, 174, 193, 236, 238, 242, 257,
264-6, 273f, 295.
Chang Tzu-chien ^  7 ( 254.
Chang Yung *?k t*- ,T.Fu-chih 7^ (Chung-ting ^  'fe-
Kuai-yajfe Jf ):((931-1000) : 52f.
Ch'ang Tsung ^  , Tsung lao ^  %  : 1 5 3 >
Yu
Ch’ao Stoe-chih ^  TX-' , T.Yi-taoi^ 2L (Ching-yu % Q L  )
(W -  1129): 21, 32, 47, 51, 125, 171.
Che Tsung ^  ^  (TSmperor 1086-1 1 0 0): 7
Ch’en Ch’un ,T.An-ch'ing t^P ( P e i - h s i 3 b  )
(II53-I2I7): 78, 8 6 f, 126.
Ch * en Chung-fan f t  R : 33, 61, 257, 319.
Ch’en Kuan 3 t  , T.Ying-chung'IsT ^  (1060-1124): 48.
Ch’en Kuei-yi , T.Ching-cheng £ £  JjF (Sung): 237.
Ch’en T'uan ^  ,T.T’u-nan 1U & (Hsi-yi ^  ^  )
(died 989): 5, I7f, 21-3, 25f, 45, 48-50, 52-4.
Cheng Hsiian?^ £ , T.K'ang-ch'eng J l (127-200): 56
Ch ’ eng HaoTi %*■ , T.Po-ch’un <6 (Ming-taoW 2 L  )
(1032-85): passim.
C h ’eng Tuan-ch’ueh ^5. : 300.
Ch*eng Tuan-chung "34 ^  :306
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2Ch ’eng Yi ^  , T.Cheng-shu (Yi-ch'uan 'if W  )
(I033-II07) : passim.
Ch'i K'uan^? %_> ,T.Chu-chih S' (Sung) : 43, 58.
Ch'ien Mu : 33.
Chou Tun-yi JS &  Eft (changed from .Tun-shih *  t  1063)
T.Mao-shu Tv *3- (Lien-hsi '.flfc. ,Yuan-kung 7^ )
(1017-73): 5, 16, 23-46, 52-4, 58f, II3f, 137f,
253, 257, 261, 273, 308-10,
Chu Chen *  %  T.Tzu-fa (Han-shang ' % -t )
(died 1137) : 23-5, 39f, 47, 51.
Chu Hsi ^  , , TjfYuan-hui 7^ and Chung-hui {$ 0 ^
(Hui-an 0 ^  iSL )
(I130-1200) : 8, I3f; 1.2, passim ; 75, 77f, 84, 86
110, 112, 121, 124-8; V.4, passim ; 169, 174-7,
180, 194, 202, 257, 272, 276, 294; App.I, passim.
Chu K* Huang-t' ing fa fa  , T.Hung-shan £  (1037-94): 26.
Chu Yi-tsun^ % % , T.Hsi-ch ’ang (1629-1709): 33, 53.
Chuang Tzu fa : 71, 215, 222, 286.
Chung H u i ^ t  % ,T.Shih-chi (225-64): 25.
Ch'ung Fang-fct hfa ,T.Ming-yi0B (died 1015): 25f, 47.
Fan Chung-yen ik'M> , T.Hsi-wen 4  ^  (Wen-cheni? ^  )
(989-1052) : 4. 6, 33, 45.
' •M -  j - o o
■Fan O-ch'ang if P  (Sung) : 22, 25, 51.
Feng Yu-lan $  : 35f, 61, 165, 282.
Forke, Alfred : 14, 33, 54, 280, 305f.
Goto Toshimizu JSji 1^’ ''■% :319.
Han We i M i ,T.Ch'ih-kuo ^  W (1017-98) : 291.
Han Y u W  %  .T.T'ui-chih it- (768-824): 4, 12, 28, 35
44, 105, 135, 145.
Hou Chung-liang , T.Shih-sheng &F ! £ (Sung): 43f. 58f.
Hou K'o W  "°T ,T.Wu-k'o (1007-79) : 58f.
Hsieh Liang-1 so , T.Hsien- tao (Shang-tsfai Jh
(died c.II2l) : 138, 174, 256. #'7
Hsieh Wu-liang UH- 5E f  : 282.
. 4 . yl _L (l02S— Uol)
Hstt Chi 'fffe ^  , T. Chung-ohii It  3f (-Sung-) : 181.
Hsu C h i e n §: ,T.Chieh-shih ^  >6" (Sung) : 25.
Hsu Hengt^T , T. Chung-p1 ing ^  (1209-81): 67, I08f.
Hsu Pi-ta ^  ,T.Teh-fu and Hsuan-chang
(Ming) : 312, 316, 3I9f.
Hsu Yu-feng^f 4 $ ^  ^  : 55, 56, 57.
Hsun Tzu % fa : 2, 4, 93, 134.
Hsun YUeh 18 ,T.Chung-yu ft-1 *  (148-209) : 135.
Hu An-kuo ^  ®  , T.K'ang-hou ^  (Wen-ting %■
(I074-II38) : 26, 54, 135, 162, 307, 3l4f.
Hu Hung #1 'fa ,T.Jen-chung i^ (Wu-f eng 5- )
(Dates unknown ; son of An-kuo and younger IbxbJGl
brother of Yin): 28, 44, 116, 135, 174, 208,311.
Hm x xYxji *2xMin gxRhMgx
Hu Wei ,T.Pei-raing RS* 0$ or Tung-ch'iao
(I633-I7I4) : 48.
Hu Yin&R ^  , T.Ming-chung (I098-II56): 212, 3l4f.
Hu Yuan‘S  ,T.Yi-chih % (An -ting fa  )
(993-1059): 4, 6, 28, 33, 39, 45, 56, 308.
Huang Tsung-yen ?! % ,T.Hui-mu9^ 7^ - and Li-ch'ilY ^
(1616-86) : 53.
Kao Tzu %  fa: 135, 140, 158, 270, 296f.
Kao Yuan-chu % % :^ 43.
Kuan Lang J» SB , T.Tzu-ming *? 9ft (Six Dyne sties): 106, III.
Kung-sun Lung £  %  ^  : I.
Kuo Chung-hsiao ^  * . T  .Li-chih >L ^  (Sung) :27, 259.
Kuo Yung 1? &  ,T.Tzu-ho (II04-I200) : 27, 259.
Lao Tzu t  -I : 187, 265, 274.
Le Gall, S. : 114-7.
Lei Ssu-ch'i^ gL fa T.Ch’i-hsien^ % (Yuan) :48, 51.
Li A o ^  T.Hsi-chih (T’ang) : 162.
Li Chih-ts'ai ^  , T.J’ing-chih kfa? 2 - (died 1045)^
I7f, 25, 47.
■A >±. tc . , (\o ~ irL -
Li Ch'ing-ch'en \F E  ,T.Pang-chih 4f JL (Sung-): 181.
Li Ch'u-p*ing ^ fal) fa >jE# (died I049) . 34f> 55>
Li Kai Xx2Si (Sung) : 25.
Li Kou M Is- ,T.T'ai-po M (1009-77) : 136.
Li Huang fa ,% , T.Ching-hao 'M (1501-72) : 320.
Li Min-chih t , T.Chung-1 'ung (died 1066): 300.
Li Shu fa 'M-.T.Hsien-ch'en^ (Sung) : 4 9 .
Li T 'ung ^  T.Yuan-chung &  (Yen-p' ine )
(I093-II63): 8 , 36, 46.
Li Yu %, T.Tuan-po "fe (Sung) : 292.
Lin K ’o - t ' a n g ^ ^  %: 1 3 , i4>
Ling Yuan 23? \fa (Sun1?)—  1—13 Y/jj-- UIT>
\ Ur, f a  'Vt ‘.fj &f>
Lxu An-chieh SL'I A  W  , T.Yuan-ch*eng % (Sung) : 147.
Liu Hsiianlr'l tM,T.Chih-fu % (1046-88): 190, 310.
Liu Hung xjl ,T.Kung-fu fa (1122-78): 307.
Liu Mu jf’l fap- , T.Ch'ang-min "ft R  (Sung) : 5 , 2 2 f, 25f
29, 32, 37, 50f, 273. ' ’
Liu M u , v -  ,T.Hsien-chih fa*<£- (1011-64) : 51.
Liu Yin ^ *1 ©  ,T.Meng-chi ^  fa(1249-93) : 4 9 , 52.
Lo Ts’ung-yenS t  , T. Chung-su# % (I072-II35): 8 , 46.
Lu Chiu-yuan]£ fa .T.Tzu-ching ^  (Hsiang-shanf. W )
(1139-92) : 38, 52, 58, 5If, 176, 275f, 309.
Lu Ta-linS fa i  T.Yu-shu &*■ (Lan-t'ien t  ®  )
(1046/7-92/3) : 9f, 89, 127, 148, I77f, 185, 311.
Lii Tsu-cli'ien S  ,T.Po-kung 46- fa (Tung-lai )
11137-81) : 48, 305.
Mao Ch'i-ling^- fa ,T.Ta-k'o fa ~4 and Ch'i-yu^ ^
(I623-I7I6) : 53.
Mencius fas- 4 : 2, 4, 85, 95f, 99, 101, 122, 134-6,
I40f, 151, 218, 234, 239, 263, 272, 293.
Ming-tao : see Ch'eng Hao.
Mo Tzu : I, 12, 211, 284. %L t
Mu Hsiu?f 'ifa , T.Po-ch'ang 46 "fe. (979- 1032): I7f, 23-5, 47.
Needham, Joseph : 76.
"Oe Humiki ■fa '’.i £ fafa 50.
Otto, Rudolf : 270.
Ou-yang HsiutS^ Ri ff , T .Yung-shu J\K (1007-72) : 136.
P'an Ch'un T.Tzu-chen ^ %- (Sung) : 14.
P'an Hsing-ssu ^  Tf .Yen-chih ^  Sung) : 43.
Pao Jo-yu % Sv T.Ju-lin’;^  (Sung) : 225.
Shao Po"S? , T.Tse-min ^  (died 1158) : 18.
Shao Po-wen T.Tzu-wen "f ^  (I057-II34): I7f, 51.
Shao Yung ^  ^  ,T.Yao-fu fa’ fa (K'ang-chiehifc- $  )
(1011-77) : 5, 16-21, 25f, 29, 32, 35, 50, 193,
254, 257, 268, 273.
Ssu-raa Kuang ^  fa ,T.Chun-shih ?  *if (1019-86) :
35, 136, 162, 192.
Su Shih 14 T.Tzii-chan fa B H  (Tung-p'o % )
(I036-II0I) : 136, 298.
Sun Fu fa$z , T.Ming-fu EJ? 45| (992-1057) : 28.
Sung Lien fa ,T.Ching-lien'?- $2 (1310-81) : 313.
Tai Chen ^  ,T.Tung-yuan fa (1723-77): 166,275, 279.
Tai Shih-yii ^  :49.
T'an Shan-hsin ’<3? fa V- ,T.Yiian-chih (Yuan) :
307, 312, 316.
T'ang Ti t  ,T.Yen-ssu % &  (Sung) : 225.
Tsou Yen : 102.
Tu Cheng T*- J3L , T.Chou-ch* ing ”$0 (Sung) : 47, 50.
Tu Mu 4-fc % - ,T .Mu-chih 4^" ^  (born 803) : 162.
Tung Chung-shu H  "if (Han) : 28, 135.
Tzu Kao Tzu S % : 312.
Wang An-shih "5 ^  ,T . Chieh-fu'ft ^  (Ching-lcung 1 R  *
(1021-86) : 6, 51, 282.
Tang Ch'ung S  T.Chung-jen 44 44- (27-c.IOO) : 135.
Wang Pi3Enf? , T.Fu-ssu (226-49) : 25, 57, 93.
Wang Shou-jen if ^  4~ ,T.Po-an 46 4* (Yang-ming 
(1472-1528) : 176, 194, 239, 275.
Wang Tao 5  jf? , T.Ch'un-fu f t (1487-1549) : 33.
Wang T'ung j£- iHL , T.Chung-yen 44 (Wen-chung Tzu
(583-616) : 2I9f.
Wang Ying-ch *en Jtfa , T.Sheng-hsi^L (died 1176): 33.
Watanabe Hidekata vT^ : 14.
Wei Ch* i iff l i  (Yuan) : 54.
Wu Chf eng ^  , T.Yu-ch * ing ifb '•% (1249-1333) : 93.
Yamazaki Ansai (U ^  $  (1618-82) : 314.
Yang Chu : I, 211, 284.
Yang Hsi ung 4 ®  .T.Tzu-yiin fa % (52BC-I8AD) : 28, 134.
Yang Lien 4 ^  M  , T.Fang-chen % (Yueh-hu ’faft )
(1452-1525) 320.
Yang Shih , T.Chung-li ^  (Kuei-shan S u  m  )
(I053-II35) : 7, 8 , 12, 45, 48, 116, 162, 208f, 
240f, 254, 300f, 307, 312-4.
Yasui Kotaro fa 4  : 5 9 , I6 5 .
Yi-ch'uan : see Ch'eng Yi.
7in T ’u n ^ 1 ^  ^/T.Y^n-raing and Teh-chfung ^ej
(I07I-II42) : 9, 44, 186, 307.
x Tso 'jfe , T . Ting-fu ^  (I053-II23) : 7, 14, 48.
NOTHS
In his epitaph on Yu Tso(died 1123), Yang Shih TKfx
refers to Yu Tso’s friendship with Hsieh Liang-tso
and remarks that "within three years the two of
ihxm
them have died one after the other"(Yang Yuei-shan
chi II7/9)
These dates are taken from the ^-chien t 1 ung-chih 
■%% & ^  4 7/20B/6f. The date of birth is confirm­
ed by a statement of Hu Yin himself (Pei-jan chi
I9/8A/6f)
Biography of Li Chih-ts*ai by Ch'ao Sh^e-chih,
Sung-shan wen chi I9/I8A/I.
•According to his official biography (Sung History ^
SPPY 340/I7A/I) Lu Ta-lin died in the Yuan Yu
period (1086-93). Although Chu Hsi says that he died
before 1091 (YS, contents, note on ch.15), his
preface to the K 1ao ku t *u is dated 1092. The 
I7th century Sung Yuan hsueh an (9/54/2) gives his 
age at death as forty-seven .
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APPENDIX V. Notes on Sunp; Colloquial
The sayings of the Neo-Confucians are among the 
most important sources of information about the spoken 
language of the Sung. The earliest recorded are those 
of Chang Tsai, which represent the Kuanchung dialect 
of 1070-7 and contain local expressions which were
already unintelligible to Chu Hsi (l)?g and those of the 
C h ’engs, which reflect the speech of Loyang between 
1077 and 1107. The colloquial of this period had
many features in common with that current today----------
the personal pronouns the demonstrative uL and
ft , the interrogative , , as well as
such words as and the copulative .
But there are a couple of dozen constantly recurring
words and sentence patterns which seriously hamper the 
reader until they are mastered. The following notes 
are intended as a practical aid to the study of the 
Ch'engs in particular and the Sung philosophers in gen­
eral rather than as a contribution to the history of 
spoken Chinese.
5? * only because*. As a rule the clause intro­
duced by it either follows the main clause^ or precedes 
it in the pattern
"5hxjtxxBmxxjtxx "It is only because the sage can 
speak of the essentials that his words are all-embracing
2w £XKXXx h s k
Cf. YS 7/11, 34/13, 163/10, 204./7f, 205/3, 248/10,
257/11, 288/10, 289/4.
4  'ST i '  -rt ■* *  *
731/3f I *  s  . *  *  *  ■«=>.
"To mend it it when it should be mended is onefe 
duty ; and so is not to mend it when it does not
f
need mending."
Cf. YS 10/4, 2I5/5f; WS 5/2A/7.
"ci T  'from the first1, 'ever since the beginning' (cf
-^3-------------- 'even..............' (cf. modern ....... )
YS 6/8 In |i ^  ®  ^
"It need not say even the words 'nature' and
'follow' "
Cf. YS 24/13, 323/2.
Adverbial particle, almost limited to 1l i f e  J t M
and reduplicative adverbs (e.g.V?£ ^ , as in the
texts analysed by Prfisek (2).
~ k  sh .A rare expression for which the sayings of
the two Ch'engs are the principal source (3). It is
generally an exclamatory 'how greatly'how much,' (cf. mod­
ern □receding a verb or adjective. . . i Il • i
YS «/« * *  4  i  * • *  i ^  M
"How great a joy it is for him to let go of
this self and see it on a level with the rest of
the innumerable things.'"
Cf. YS 3/7, 26/10, 27/5, 56/7, I57/I, I69./2.
There are, however, two passages in which 
it seems to mean 'so great'
TS 5 /I  *  -BL 'it, J. -k *  i r ,  V  £  R B
a. * ^  ^  ^
"Therefore, explaining so great a matter as 'the 
spirits seeming to be above and all around the wor­
shipper', it says only 'Such is the impossibility of 
suppressing integrity'." Cf. YS 2/8
Verbal auxiliary indicating that the action has 
begun (4). In the sayings of the Sung philosophers it 
is generally followed by ^  /4  i it
. fa - % &
YS 39/3 j, +£ j(* £
"When he says 'Goodness alone is not enough 
for carrying out government ; law alone cannot work of 
itself', he starts off his discourse with the nour­
ishment of life."
Cf. YS 37/13, 39/3, 90/10, 174/11, 209/3,
WS I2/4A/7, I4A/4.
% Modern particle ^
£ , ^  ^  'How ?•
a  , i s  'Thus'
.'As soon as .........then.......... '
& ,  H  &  *  A  &  - B .  fit •;$ -  B -<&>
"Just as the hundred years of man's life are
  it-
Ys'221/9 A  &
reduced by a day as soon as he has lived a day
even as a new-born baby."
(The modern use of ^  as 'only then', intro­
ducing the main clause, has not been observed in these
texts.)
'Ho more*,'no longer'
YS 25I/I2f (§* 'fo &  ^  * W ^  ^  ^
"After Confucius there was no longer anyone able to
understand it."
Cf. YS 245/3, 248/8, 253/10, 255/12, 304/8, 314/2
jjL 'I' (with or ^  for you)
'Only worth','only need.1 
YS 170/10 ^  ^  '$L , ^  ^  vjf '<§_ &  ^
"To sum up the way of benevolence, one need
only say the one word 'disinterested'."
Cf. WS I0/4B/II.
'tM 'Not worth,' 'not need'. See "o , fa  , above.
Cf. YS 1/4, 9/9, 168/8.
Modern classifier 1 ®  .
qualifying the verb. ‘Of itself', therefore from
the point of view of others, ‘n e c e s s a r i l y 1.
YS 4/5 J *  M  &
"That things are born and die, are completed
and decay------- necessarily there is this principle."
Cf. YS 5/12, 69/12, 86/13, 176/5, 178/9,10,
183/6, 223/5.
fa % 'Is of itself', 'Is necessarily’.
YS 167/5 —  ^  °^ ^ ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ~  ^  ^ ^
"Unity is nothing but t h i s  if you are
orderly and dignified the mind will be one. If it is
one, it will necessarily be innocent of vices."
It often seems to have the implication 'is only.*
YS 317/14 ^  A  1) ^  'JL '(’0, & vL A  X
"It ; is plain that the strength of man can
conquer creation ; it is only that men will not do it?
Cf. YS 5/12, I25/H, I6I/5, 162/5 (cf. 8 ),7,I0,
180/10, 203/2, 10, 207/4, 224/12, 228/1,2, 330/8.
In literary style (YS 5/6, 349/4) means
'from this'.
3. w® Introductory xfcxaxs word ; 'As for such a case
as......’. Cf. YS 1/5, 3/10, 5/8,10, 7/4, 58/12, I65/I,
174/4, 180/10.
% %  ~ ~ ........
f.........(4*) Question expecting agreement.
YS 233/1 "f&-
"As for the sage acting as the thing
requires without ever being angry, is this not ex­
tremely difficult ?"
Cf. YS 207/6f,I0,I3n, 231/10, 232/12, 237/1.
\  .......................
“ . Verbal auxiliary (modern ). According to
Mullie, it 'denotes the performance of the action to
the end, hence the attainment of an aim (cmp. %'\ )
(5). The Japanese reading in Kambun editions is 
jiff.ufeu *t° reach*. The modern use as a duretive part­
icle is scarcely to be found in these texts.
^  following a verb to form a verbal noun (as in
modern )p &  'use') is common in the sayings of the 
Ch'engs.
ys 3 4 / 1 0 s
"It is the nature which is the basis ; the pass­
ions are movements of the nature."
It can be used to substantivise phrases of
. •-
some length   a usage which becomes more common
in Chu Hsi and his successors.
Yl-e/zli/ii/ YI 6/2B/II 1. £ %- ■
a _ g j a i s _ f r  *  * -  B -
"If the body is substance, eyesight, hearing,
and the movement of hand and foot are its functions.
If the hand is substance, that the fingers move and
lift is its function."
Cf. YS 23/12, 30/2, 35/6, 190/5, 231/13, 242/5,
244/7, 244/12-245/1, 303/8,9, 304/14, 305/1.
j)i_ Final particle, later written . Cf.YS 25/7,11, 
34/4n, 72/8. WS I2/4.B/I.5, I3B/I0.
According to Lu Shu-hsiang, the particle was
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originally a final E^. vL with tne full sense of 'with-
in'(cf.YS 223/5, Shang-ts 'fti yu lu A,9A/4, YL 4/IIA/7,
I26/26A/2), and later came to modify the verb ina a
sense which may be roughly represented by *in the 
course of'. In modern Mandarin it is replaced by
A final 'BE with a similar function, accord­
ing to Lu Shu-hsi&ng also derived from , is
found in YS 29/11, 123/11, I7I/2.
'Want1,'need' (but not 'will', as in modern
colloquial).
'So many1 (^D ifc* ^ ) --not simply 'many1, as
in modern colloquial.
Cf. YS 27/11, 35/4, 38/9, 39/10, 86/2, 248/12,
317/6.
'So great'( "A
Cf. YS 5/8, 26/8, 29/14, 86/1, 190/7, 248/11.
YS 211/14. ^
"Therefore even so great a matter as death
and life cannot move him."
WS I2/SA/3f £1 • itf &  • >
%  *  -te.it - k p m *  i f  -*»•
"He asked: 'How are you able to remember so 
much ?' The master replied: 'Only because f&autxMlxxfcry 
I do not try to. If I tried to remember, on the
contrary I should not remember so much.'"
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Used for 2nd person pronoun.
Cf. V3fr ?? Unless*. As is sometimes the case 
(YS 208/13, 238/11), it does not take a
negative in the main clause, so that it has to be
translated by ‘only* and not by ’unless*. It is
usually found in one of two formulae:-
YS 35/3 -&F jg- If &  i^fc SS:„
^  f i  'b.
•’Therefore they want to be like stKJii with­
ered trees and dead ash. But this is impossible  
or is possible only by death."
Fuei-shan yu ^  ^
P£ %  fj- t b . <£. A  tjt fl * ^
"Only Tseng Tzu’s opinion can be trusted ; the 
opinions of other men cannot be trusted."
Cf. YS 216/9, 225/13, 288/14, 212/12, 247/14.
Shang-ts'ai yu lu I/2IA/9.
A  If ’Must*. Placed at the end of the clause,
usually to reinforce an earlier
YS S4/9 fe *  fl
"Just as it is impossible to build a nine- 
storey tower unless the foundations have been made
wide."
Cf. YS ~ * ’ lu 4/22B/l0f.
3o(t, i i jw
%  ’Must1 (opposite ^  'not necessary to')
%  ---------{ W  ,only if \.............then
\J& m  only whenS
TS I26/XI W ^ - .  Z  ^  ^
"It is only when you have exhausted the
principles that you can fulfil your own nature."
Cf. YS I/I I, 3/6, 227/10, 228/9, 163/14.
YL 93/I2A/I2, 98/IA/I2.
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